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Table 2.3.1(i)
Porosity by Region and by Typological Grouping
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
All weaJ20ns (excluding burnt)
1 8 (6) 9 (6) 13 (12) 2 (1) 32 (25)
2 11 (10) 14 (12) 15 (14) 5 (5) 45 (41)
3 7 (5) 16 (13) 24 (22) 6 (6) 53 (46)
4 4 (2) 7 (5) 27 (26) 9 (8) 47 (41)
~ !m iarn 13 (12) ~ 32 (24)
Total 34 (25) 58 (43) 92 (86) 25 (23) 209 (177)
Swords (excluding burnt)
1 7 (5) 9 (6) 7m 1 (1) 24 (19)
2 11 (10) 14 (12) 11 (10) 5 (5) 41 (37)
3 4 (4) 12 (10) 18 (16) 4 (4) 38 (34)
4 4 (2) 6 (4) 8(7) 8 (7) 26 (20)
~ 4 (2) l.ill §.ID W1 18 (12)
Total 30 (23) 48 (36) 50 (47) 19 (18) 147 (122)
S~ars (excluding burnt)
1 1 (1) 0(0) 6 (5) 1 (0) 8 (6)
2 0(0) 0(0) 3 (3) 0(0) 3 (3)
3 2 (1) 3 (3) 6 (6) 2 (2) 13 (12)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 17 (17) 1 (1) 19 (19)
~ 9_(Ql ~ IJ1l W1 13 (11)
Total 3 (2) 9m 39 (38) 5 (4) 56 (51)
~
Rating ~ Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
All wea(2Qns (excluding burnt}
1 9 (6) 8(7) 13 (10) 2 (2) 32 (25)
2 5 (5) 8 (6) 28 (26) 3 (3) 44 (40)
3 6 (6) 15(11) 30 (27) 0(0) 51 (44)
4 5 (4) 8(7) 32 (28) 0(0) 45 (39)
~ 2 (2) ~ 23 {18} Q_@ 30 (22}
Total 27 (23) 44 (33) 126 (109) 5 (5) 202 (170)
§words {excluding burnt}
1 4 (3) 6 (5) 12 (9) 2 (2) 24 (19)
2 4 (4) 7 (5) 26 (24) 3 (3) 40 (36)
3 4 (4) 11 (9) 22 (20) 0(0) 37 (33)
4 3 (2) 6 (5) 17 (13) 0(0) 26 (20)
~ o (O} ~ 13 {10} Q1Ql 18 (12}
Total 15 (13) 35 (26) 90 (76) 5 (5) 145 (120)
S~grs (e2Sclyding bymt}
1 5 (3) 2 (2) 1 (1) 0(0) 8 (6)2 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 0(0) 3 (3)3 2 (2) 2 (1) 7 (7) 0(0) 11 (10)4 2 (2) 1 (1) 14 (14) o CO) 17 (17)
~ ~ QJQl arn Q_@ 11iIDTotal 12 (10) 6 (5) 32 (30) 0(0) 50 (45)
Rating: 1 = no porosity, 5 = high porosity
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Table 2.3.1(ii)
Porosity by Region for Typological Groups
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Ewart Park swords (excluding burnt)
1 3 (3) 8 (5) 1 (1) 0(0) 12 (9)
2 6 (6) 13 (11) 3 (3) 4 (4) 26 (24)
3 3 (3) 12 (10) 5 (5) 2 (2) 22 (20)
4 1 (1) 6 (4) 3 (2) 7 (6) 17 (13)
Q £m I.ffi ~ un 13 (10)
Total 15 (15) 46 (34) 15 (14) 14 (13) 90 (76)
Ewart Park sgears (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
2 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
3 0(0) 3 (3) 3 (3) 1 (1) 7(7)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 13 (13) 0(0) 14 (14)
Q Q.1Q1 i.m ti§l QJID. i..ill
Total 0(0) 8 (6) 23 (23) 1 (1) 32 (30)
Ear1~swords (excluding burnt)
1 1 (0) 0(0) 2 (2) 1 (1) 4 (3)
2 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 0(0) 4 (4)
3 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2) 2 (2) 4 (4)
4 1 (0) 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 3 (2)
Q Q..1Ql Q..1Ql Q..1Ql Q..1Ql Q..1Ql
Total 3 (1) 1 (1) 7(7) 4 (4) 15 (13)
Ear1~sgears (excluding burnt)
1 1 (1) 0(0) 3 (2) 1 (0) 5 (3)
2 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
3 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2)
4 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2)
~ Q..1Ql 11ll Q.1Q1 11ll £m
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 6 (5) 4 (3) 12 (10)
Late swords (excluding burnt}
1 1 (1) 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2)
2 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2) 1 (1) 3 (3)
3 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
4 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
Q QJQl QJQl QJQl Q1Ql QJQl
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 (5)
Region
!;ast Anglia §oyth East East Anglia South East
WilbulloD sword§ (excly~ing burnt} Wilburton sgegrs (exclyding burnt}
1 2 (1) 4 (4) 0(0) 2 (2)
2 4 (3) 3 (2) 0(0) 1 (1)
3 1 (1) 10 (8) 2 (1) 0(0)
4 2 (1) 4 (4) 0(0) 1 (1)
~ ~ ~ QJID. QJID.
Total 11 (6) 24 (20) 2 (1) 4 (4)
Rating: 1 = no porosity, 5 = high porosity
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Table 2.3.2(i)
Inclusion Distortion by Region and by Typological Grouping
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
All weal20ns (excluding burnt)
1 5 (5) 16 (11) 14 (10) 3 (3) 38 (29)
2 7 (2) 15 (8) 28 (27) 5 (5) 55 (42)
3 3 (2) 9(7) 23 (23) 5 (5) 40 (37)
4 14 (12) 14 (13) 20 (19) 8 (6) 56 (50)
~ ~ 4 (4) IJ1l ~ 19 (18)
Total 34 (25) 58 (43) 92 (86) 24 (22) 208 (176)
Swords (excluding burnt)
1 3 (3) 11 (7) 8 (4) 3 (3) 25 (17)
2 5 (2) 11 (6) 14 (13) 2 (2) 32 (23)
3 3 (2) 9(7) 16 (16) 5 (5) 33 (30)
4 14 (12) 13 (12) 6 (6) 6 (5) 39 (35)
~ ~ 4 (4) §J§l ~ 18 (17)
Total 30 (23) 48 (36) 50 (45) 19 (18) 147 (122)
S~ars (excluding burnt}
1 2 (2) 5 (4) 6 (6) 0(0) 13 (12)
2 1 (0) 3 (2) 14 (14) 2 (2) 20 (18)
3 0(0) 0(0) 6 (6) 0(0) 6 (6)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 12 (11) 2 (1) 15 (13)
~ Q.1ID Q.1ID 1.ill QJQ1 1.ill
Total 3 (2) 9(7) 39 (38) 4 (3) 55 (50)
Typological Grouping
Rating ~ Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
All weapons (excluding burnt)
1 4 (4) 9 (6) 23 (17) 1 (1) 37 (28)
2 2 (2) 12 (6) 36 (29) 1 (1) 51 (38)
3 9 (9) 11 (10) 17 (15) 1 (1) 38 (35)
4 6 (3) 8(7) 40 (38) 2 (2) 56.(50)
~ ~ ~ 10 (10) QJQl 19 (18}
Total 26 (22) 44 (33) 126 (109) 5 (5) 201 (169)
Swords (excluding burnt}
1 2 (2) 7 (4) 15 (10) 1 (1) 25 (17)
2 0(0) 9 (5) 20 (15) 1 (1) 30 (21)
3 7(7) 9 (8) 16 (14) 1 (1) 33 (30)
4 1 (0) 7 (6) 29 (27) 2 (2) 39 (35)
~ li4l ~ 10 {10} QJQl 18 (17)
Total 15 (13) 35 (26) 90 (76) 5 (5) 145 (120)
S~grs {excluding burnt}
1 2 (2) 2 (2) 8(7) 0(0) 12 (11)
2 2 (2) 2 (1) 14 (13) 0(0) 18 (16)
3 2 (2) 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 3 (3)
4 5 (3) 0(0) 10 (10) 0(0) 15 (13)
~ Q.1Ql llU QJQl QJQl llUTotal 11 (9) 6 (5) 32 (30) 0(0) 49 (44)
Rating: 1 = undistorted, 5 = extremely distorted
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Table 2.3.2(ii)
Inclusion Distortion by Region for Typological Groups
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Ewart Park swords {excluding burnt}
1 2 (2) 10 (6) 2 (1) 1 (1) 15 (10)
2 2 (2) 11 (6) 5 (5) 2 (2) 20 (15)
3 0(0) 8 (6) 4 (4) 4 (4) 16 (14)
4 8 (8) 13 (12) 3 (3) 5 (4) 29 (27)
~ liID 4 {4} 1.ill. 2 (2) 10 {10}
Total 15 (15) 46 (34) 15 (14) 14 (13) 90 (76)
Ewart Park sgears {excluding burnt}
1 0(0) 4 (3) 4 (4) 0(0) 8(7)
2 0(0) 3 (2) 10 (10) 1 (1) 14 (13)
3 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 9 (9) 0(0) 10 (10)
~ QJQl Q.1Q} QJQl Q.1Ql QJQl
Total 0(0) 8 (6) 23 (23) 1 (1) 32 (30)
Earl~ swords (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2) 4 (3)
2 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 4 (4)
3 0(0) 1 (1) 5 (5) 1 (1) 4 (4)
4 1 (0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 3 (2)
~ W1 Q_@ ~ 11.11 Q_@
Total 3 (1) 1 (1) 7(7) 4 (4) 15 (13)
Earl~ s~ars (excluding burnt)
1 1 (1) 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2)
2 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2)
3 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2) 0(0) 2 (2)
4 0(0) 0(0) 3 (2) 2 (1) 5 (3)
~ QJQl Q_@ Q.1Ql Q.1Ql QJQl
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 6 (5) 3 (2) 11 (9)
Late swords (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2)
2 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 3 (3)
3 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0)
4 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0)
~ Q.1Ql Q.1Ql QJQl Q.1Ql o COl
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 (5)
Region
liii§! Anglia South East East Anglia South East
Wilburton swords (excluding burnt) Wilburton s~aG! {excluding burnt}
1 1 (1) 6 (3) 1 (1) 1 (1)
2 3 (0) 6 (5) 1 (0) 1 (1)
3 3 (2) 6 (6) 0(0) 1 (1)
4 4 (3) 3 (3) 0(0) 0(0)
~ QJQl ~ QJQl 1illTotal 11 (6) 24 (20) 2 (1) 4 (4)
Rating: 1 = undistorted, 5 = extremely distorted
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Table 2.3.3(i)
Corrosion by Region and by Typological Grouping
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
All wea~ons {excluding burnt}
1 6 (6) 4 (4) 2 (0) 0(0) 12 (10)
2 11 (9) 16 (13) 31 (28) 6 (6) 64 (56)
3 11 (7) 20 (14) 51 (50) 7(7) 89 (78)
! §..ill 18 (12) §J§l 12 {10} 44 (33)
Total 34 (25) 58 (43) 92 (86) 25 (23) 209 (177)
Swords {excluding burnt}
1 6 (6) 4 (4) 2 (0) 0(0) 12 (10)
2 10 (8) 16 (13) 21 (19) 6 (6) 53 (46)
3 10 (7) 18 (14) 26 (25) 7(7) 61 (53)
~ ~ 1Q.ill 1111 ~ 21 {13}
Total 30 (23) 48 (36) 50 (45) 19 (18) 147 (122)
Sgears (excluding burnt}
1 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
2 1 (1) 0(0) 9 (8) 0(0) 10 (9)
3 0(0) 1 (0) 24 (24) 0(0) 25 (24)
~ £ill §_ffi tiID ~ 21 {18}
Total 3 (2) 9 (7) 39 (38) 5 (4) 56 (51)
Typological Grouping
Rating Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
All weagons {excluding burnt}
1 1 (1) 3 (1) 7(7) 1 (1) 12 (10)
2 9(7) 12 (10) 40 (36) 3 (3) 64 (56)
3 12 (11) 23 (19) 48 (42) 1 (1) 84 (73)
~ ~ §.m 31 (24} QJQl 42 (31)
Total 27 (23) 44 (33) 126 (109) 5 (5) 202 (170)
Swords (excluding burnt}
1 1 (1) 3 (1) 7(7) 1 (1) 12 (10)
2 6 (5) 10 (8) 34 (30) 3 (3) 53 (46)
3 8(7) 20 (17) 30 (26) 1 (1) 59 (51)
~ QJQl £!ID. 19 (13} QJQ1 21 (13)
Total 15 (13) 35 (26) 90 (76) 5 (5) 145 (120)
S~ars ,exclu~ing bYIDt}
1 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
2 3 (2) 2 (2) 5 (5) 0(0) 10 (9)
3 4 (4) 1 (1) 16 (15) 0(0) 21 (20)
~ ~ ~ 11 (10} QJQl 19 (16}
Total 12 (10) 6 (5) 32 (30) 0(0) 50 (45)
Rating: 1 = no corrosion, 4 = heavily corroded
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Table 2.3.3(ii)
Corrosion by Region for Typological Groups
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Ewart Park swords {excluding burnt}
1 3 (3) 4 (4) 0(0) 0(0) 7fT)
2 7fT) 15 (12) 8fT) 4 (4) 34 (30)
3 3 (3) 17 (13) 6 (6) 4 (4) 30 (26)
~ ~ 1Q_@ !.ill §_@ 19 (13)
Total 15 (15) 46 (34) 15 (14) 14 (13) 90 (76)
Ewart Park s~ars (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
2 0(0) 0(0) 5 (5) 0(0) 5 (5)
3 0(0) 1 (0) 15 (15) 0(0) 16 (15)
~ Q.1Ql ZJID ~ !.ill 11 (10)
Total 0(0) 8 (6) 23 (23) 1 (1) 32 (30)
Earlll swords {excluding burnt}
1 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1)
2 1 (0) 0(0) 4 (4) 1 (1) 6 (5)
3 1 (0) 1 (1) 3 (3) 3 (3) 8(7)
~ Q.1Ql QJID Q.1Ql Q.1Ql QJID
Total 3 (1) 1 (1) 7(7) 4 (4) 15 (13)
Earlll s~ars (exclu!;ling burnt)
1 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
2 1 (1) 0(0) 2 (1) 0(0) 3 (2)
3 0(0) 0(0) 4 (4) 0(0) 4 (4)
~ Q.1Ql !.ill Q.1Ql ~ li41
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 6 (5) 4 (3) 12 (10)
Late swords (excluding burnt)
1 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1)
2 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 3 (3)
3 0(0) o CO) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
~ Q.1Ql QJID Q.1Ql QJID Q.1Ql
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 (5)
Region
East Anglia South East
Wilbyrton swords (excludjng burnt)
1 1 (1) 2 (0)
2 2 (1) 8 fT)
3 8 (4) 14 (13)
~ £tQl QJID
Total 11 (6) 24 (20)
East Anglia South East





2 (1) 4 (4)
Rating: 1 = no corrosion, 5 = heavily corroded
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Table 2.3.4(i)
High Tin Phases by Region and by Typological Grouping
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
All weaQons (excluding burnt)
1 10 (4) 15 (6) 15 (11) 9(7) 49 (28)
2 10 (7) 22 (18) 30 (28) 7(7) 69 (60)
3 11 (11) 18 (17) 30 (30) 6 (6) 65 (64)
~ ~ ~ 17 {1Zl ~ 26 (25)
Total 34 (25) 58 (43) 92 (86) 25 (23) 209 (177)
Swords (excluding burnt)
1 8 (4) 9 (2) 10 (6) 6 (5) 33 (17)
2 10 (7) 19 (15) 20 (19) 5 (5) 54 (46)
3 9 (9) 17 (17) 16 (16) 6 (6) 48 (48)
~ ~ ~ 4 (4) z.m 12 (11)
Total 30 (23) 48 (36) 50 (45) 19 (18) 147 (122)
S~ars (excluding burnt)
1 1 (0) 5 (4) 5 (5) 3 (2) 14 (11)
2 0(0) 3 (3) 9 (8) 2 (2) 14 (13)
3 2 (2) 1 (0) 13 (13) 0(0) 16 (15)
~ QJQl QJQl 12 (12) QJQl 12 (12)
Total 3 (2) 9(7) 39 (38) 5 (4) 56 (51)
Typological GrouQing
Rating Ear1y Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
All weaQQns(excluding burnt)
1 7 (5) 12 (4) 28 (17) 1 (1) 48 (27)
2 9(7) 17 (14) 38 (34) 4 (4) 68 (59)
3 5 (5) 9 (9) 47 (46) 0(0) 61 (60)
~ §lID §lID 13 (12) QJQl 25 (24)
Total 27 (23) 44 (33) 126 (109) 5 (5) 202 (170)
Swords (excluding burnt)
1 3 (2) 9 (3) 19 (10) 1 (1) 32 (16)
2 5 (4) 15 (12) 30 (26) 4 (4) 54 (46)
3 4 (4) 7(7) 36 (36) 0(0) 47 (47)
~ ~ iffi ~ QJQl 12 (11)
Total 15 (13) 35 (26) 90 (76) 5 (5) 145 (120)
§~I[§ (~xgudi(!g burnt)
1 4 (3) 2 (1) 8(7) 0(0) 14 (11)
2 4 (3) 1 (1) 8 (8) 0(0) 13 (12)
3 1 (1) 1 (1) 10 (9) 0(0) 12 (11)
~ l.W i.m §1§l Q1Ql 11 (11)
Total 12 (10) 6 (5) 32 (30) 0(0) 50 (45)
Rating: 1 = no high tin phases visible, 4 = substantial network of high tin phases visible
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Table 2.3.4(ii)
High Tin Phases by Region for Typological Groups
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Ewart Park swords {excluding burnt}
1 2 (2) 9 (2) 2 (1) 6 (5) 19 (10)
2 5 (5) 18 (14) 5 (5) 2 (2) 30 (2S)
3 7(1) 16 (16) 8 (8) 5 (5) 36 (36)
! 1111 ~ QJQl !..ill ~
Total 15 (15) 46 (34) 15 (14) 14 (13) 90 (7S)
Ewart Park s~ars (excluding burnt}
1 0(0) 4 (3) 3 (3) 1 (1) 8(7)
2 0(0) 3 (3) 5 (5) 0(0) 8 (8)
3 0(0) 1 (0) 9 (9) 0(0) 10 (9)
! QJQl QlQ} 6 (S} QlQ} S (S)
Total 0(0) 8 (S) 23 (23) 1 (1) 32 (30)
Earl~ swords {excluding burnt}
1 1 (0) o (O) 2 (2) 0(0) 3 (2)
2 1 (0) 0(0) 2 (2) 2 (2) 5 (4)
3 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 4 (4)
! o CO} Q.1Ql 2 (2} 1111 ~
Total 3 (1) 1 (1) 7(1) 4 (4) 15 (13)
Earl~ s~ars (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (1) 4 (3)
2 0(0) 0(0) 2 (1) 2 (2) 4 (3)
3 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1)
! QJQl QJQl ~ QJQl ~
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 6 (5) 4 (3) 12 (10)
Late swords (excluding burnt}
1 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1)
2 0(0) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 4 (4)
3 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
~ Q.1Ql Q.1Ql Q.1Ql Q.1Ql Q.1Ql
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 (5)
Region
East Anglia South East ~ast Anglia South East
WiIt2y!1Qnswords (exclY~ing burnt} Wilbu!1on s~ars {excluding burnt}
1 4 (1) 5 (2) 1 (0) 1 (1)
2 4 (2) 11 (10) 0(0) 1 (1)
3 1 (1) 6 (6) 1 (1) 0(0)
! ~ ~ ~ ~
Total 11 (6) 24 (20) 2 (1) 4 (4)
Rating: 1 = no high tin phases visible, 4 = substantial network of high tin phases visible
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Table 2.3.5(i)
Coring and Recrystallisation by Region and by Typological Grouping
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
All weaoons (excluding burnt}
1 11 (2) 17 (2) 17 (11) 5 (3) 50 (18)
2 9 (9) 15 (15) 39 (39) 6 (6) 69 (69)
3 12 (12) 17 (17) 19 (19) 6 (6) 54 (54)
4 0(0) 2 (2) 9 (9) 3 (3) 14 (14)
~ 2 (2) ~ 6 (6) 4 (4) 16 (16)
Total 34 (25) 55 (40) 90 (84) 24 (22) 203 (171)
Swords (excluding burnt}
1 8 (1) 12 (0) 11 (6) 4 (3) 35 (10)
2 9 (9) 15 (15) 20 (20) 6 (6) 50 (50)
3 12 (12) 17 (17) 14 (14) 5 (5) 48 (48)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 3 (3) 2 (2) 6 (6)
s 1..ill ~ un ~ 6 (6}
Total 30 (23) 47 (35) 49 (44) 19 (18) 145 (120)
S~ars (excluding burnt}
1 2 (1) 4 (2) 6 (5) 1 (0) 13 (8)
2 0(0) 0(0) 16 (16) 0(0) 16 (16)
3 0(0) 0(0) 5 (5) 0(0) 5 (5)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 6 (6) 1 (1) 8 (8)
~ 1ill 2 (2) ~ 2..m 10 (10}
Total 3 (2) 7 (5) 38 (37) 4 (3) 52 (47)
Typological Grouping
Rating ~ Wilburton ~wlrt Park Late Total
All weapons {excluding burnt}
1 11 (7) 14 (3) 24 (7) 1 (1) 50 (18)
2 6 (6) 12 (12) 47 (47) 2 (2) 67 (67)
3 4 (4) 13 (13) 35 (35) 2 (2) 54 (54)
4 1 (1) 2 (2) 7(7) 0(0) 10 (10)
~ !ill ~ 10 (10} Q1Q} 16 (16)
Total 26 (22) 43 (32) 123 (106) 5 (5) 197 (165)
§words {excluding Qyrnt}
1 5 (3) 11 (2) 18 (4) 1 (1) 35 (10)
2 4 (4) 9 (9) 34 (34) 2 (2) 49 (49)
3 4 (4) 12 (12) 30 (30) 2 (2) 48 (48)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 4 (4) 0(0) 5 (5)
~ £!2l 1111 lID 0JQl 5 {5}
Total 15 (13) 34 (25) 89 (75) 5 (5) 143 (118)
§m!ars {exQlydiD9by[!]t}
1 6 (4) 2 (1) 5 (3) 0(0) 13 (8)
2 2 (2) 2 (2) 11 (11) 0(0) 15 (15)
3 0(0) 0(0) 4 (4) 0(0) 4 (4)
4 1 (1) 1 (1) 3 (3) 0(0) 5 (5)
~ L.£2l .till ui: QJQl 10 (10)
Total 11 (9) 6 (5) 30 (28) 0(0) 47 (42)
Rating: 1 = no coring and complete recrystallisation, 5 = highly cored and no recrystallisation
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Table 2.3.5(ii)
Coring and Recrystallisation by Region for Typological Groups
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Ewart Park swords {excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 12 (0) 3 (2) 3 (2) 18 (4)
2 7(7) 15 (15) 7(7) 5 (5) 34 (34)
3 8 (8) 15 (15) 3 (3) 4 (4) 30 (30)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 4 (4)
§ Q_@ £m 1111 QJQ1 ~
Total 15 (15) 45 (33) 15 (14) 14 (13) 89 (75)
Ewart Park sQears {excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 3 (1) 2 (2) 0(0) 5 (3)
2 0(0) 0(0) 11 (11) 0(0) 11 (11)
3 0(0) 0(0) 4 (4) 0(0) 4 (4)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 2 (2) 0(0) 3 (3)
§ QJQl £m !.ID lJll uu
Total 0(0) 6 (4) 23 (23) 1 (1) 30 (28)
Earl~ swords {excluding burnt}
1 2 (0) 0(0) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 (3)
2 0(0) 0(0) 3 (3) 1 (1) 4 (4)
3 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 0(0) 4 (4)
4 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) o (O)
.§ Q_@ QJQ1 0(0) 2 (2) 2 (2)
Total 3 (1) 1 (1) 7 (7) 4 (4) 15 (13)
Earl~ ~~ars (excluding burnt)
1 1 (1) 1 (1) 3 (2) 1 (0) 6 (4)
2 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2) 0(0) 2 (2)
3 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
4 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1)
§ QJQl Q.1Ql 1111 .!..ill. £!21
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 6 (5) 3 (2) 11 (9)
Lgt~ swords 'e~~lyding burnt}
1 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
2 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 2 (2)
3 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1) 2 (2)
4 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
~ QJQl Q.1Ql QJID. QJID. QJQl
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 (5)
Region
~gst Anglig Soyth ~ast Egst AQglia Soylh East
Wilburton ~ords 'exclu~;Ung burnt) Wilburton sQ§ars (excluding bYmt}
1 6 (1) 5 (1) 1 (0) 1 (1)
2 1 (1) 8 (8) 0(0) 2 (2)
3 3 (3) 9 (9) 0(0) 0(0)
4 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1).§ 1111 .Q..1Q) 11ll o (O)Total 11 (6) 23 (19) 2 (1) 4 (4)
Rating: 1 = no coring and complete recrystallisation. 5 = highly cored and no recrystallisation
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Table 2.3.6(i)
Grain Distortion by Region and by Typological Grouping
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
All weal2Qns {excluding burnt}
1 5 (0) 18 (5) 8 (5) 5 (5) 36 (15)
2 20 (17) 31 (30) 56 (55) 18 (16) 125 (118)
~ uti iffi 16 (15) QJQl 27 {26}
Total 32 (24) 53 (39) 80 (75) 23 (21) 188 (159)
Swords (excluding burnt)
1 3 (0) 11 (1) 5 (2) 2 (2) 21 (5)
2 19 (16) 30 (29) 31 (31) 16 (15) 96 (91)
a utx 4 (4) 11 (10l ~ 22 (21)
Total 29 (23) 45 (34) 47 (43) 18 (17) 139 (117)
S~ars (excluding burnt)
1 1 (0) 6 (4) 3 (3) 2 (2) 12 (9)
2 1 (1) 1 (1) 22 (21) 2 (1) 26 (24)
~ QJQl QJQl ~ QJQl ti§l
Total 2 (1) 7 (5) 30 (29) 4 (3) 43 (38)
Typological Grouping
Rating Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
All weapons {excluding burnt}
1 5 (5) 9 (2) 22 (8) 0(0) 36 (15)
2 14 (10) 23 (22) 80 (78) 4 (4) 121 (114)
~ ~ i1m 14 (14) QJQl 28 (~7)
Total 24 (20) 41 (32) 116 (100) 4 (4) 185 (156)
Swords (excluding burnt}
1 2 (2) 7 (2) 12 (1) 0(0) 21 (5)
2 9(7) 20 (19) 61 (59) 4 (4) 94 (89)
~ 2...C2l §_§l 14 (14) QJQl 22 (21}
Total 13 (11) 33 (26) 87 (74) 4 (4) 137 (115)
S~ars (excluding bumt)
1 3 (3) 1 (0) 8 (6) 0(0) 12 (9)
2 5 (3) 2 (2) 17 (17) 0(0) 24 (22)
~ ~ 2...C2l QJQl QJID. ~
Total 11 (9) 5 (4) 25 (23) 0(0) 41 (36)
Rating: 1 = undistorted, 3 = substantially distorted
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Table 2.3.6(ii)
Grain Distortion by Region for Typological Groups
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Ewart Park swords (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 11 (1) 1 (0) 0(0) 12 (1)
2 9 (9) 29 (28) 9 (9) 14 (13) 61 (59)
~ ~ 4 (4) 4 (4) QJQl 14 (14}
Total 15 (15) 44 (33) 14 (13) 14 (13) 87 (74)
Ewart Park sl2ears (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 5 (3) 3 (3) 0(0) 8 (6)
2 0(0) 1 (1) 16 (16) 0(0) 17 (17)
~ QJID QJID QJID QJID QJID
Total 0(0) 6 (4) 19 (19) 0(0) 25 (23)
Earl~ swords (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2) 2 (2)
2 2 (0) 0(0) 6 (6) 1 (1) 9 (7)a 1.ill Q.1Ql 1.ill Q.1Ql ~
Total 3 (1) 0(0) 7(7) 3 (3) 13 (11)
Earl~ s~ars (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 2 (2) 3 (3)
2 1 (1) 0(0) 2 (1) 2 (1) 5 (3)a QJID QJQl l..@ QJQl l..@
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 5 (4) 4 (3) 11 (9)
Late swords (excluding burnt)
1 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
2 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 4 (4)a Q.1Ql Q.1Ql Q.1Ql QJQ1 QJQ1
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 4 (4)
Region
East Anglia
Wilburton swords (excluding burnt)
1 3 (0)
2 7 (6)a Q_(Q}
Total 10 (6)
South East East Anglia South East
Wilburton spears (excluding burnt)
1 (0) 0 (0)
0(0) 2 (2)
QJQl ~





Rating: 1 = undistorted, 3 = substantially distorted
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Table 2.3.7(i)
Grain Size by Region and by Typological Grouping
Region
Grain Size Groug East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
All weagQns (excluding burnt)
a 4 (4) 2 (2) 11 (11) 1 (1) 18 (18)
b 10 (10) 16 (16) 32 (32) 4 (4) 62 (62)
c 1 (1) 9 (9) 12 (12) 3 (3) 25 (25)
d 7(7) 3 (3) 10 (10) 6 (6) 26 (26)
e 2 (2) 7(1) 6 (6) 3 (3) 18 (18)
! 1Qill 19 (4) 17 {11} §J§1 54 {22}
Total 34 (25) 56 (41) 88 (82) 25 (23) 203 (171)
Swords {excluding burnt}
a 4 (4) 2 (2) 7(7) 1 (1) 14 (14)
b 9 (9) 16 (16) 17 (17) 4 (4) 46 (46)
c 1 (1) 9 (9) 9 (9) 3 (3) 22 (22)
d 6 (6) 2 (2) 7(7) 6 (6) 21 (21)
e 2 (2) 6 (6) 2 (2) 2 (2) 12 (12)
! un ll.ill lID ~ 31 {6}
Total 30 (23) 48 (36) 49 (44) 19 (18) 146 (121)
S~ars (excluding burnt)
a 0(0) 0(0) 4 (4) 0(0) 4 (4)
b 1 (1) 0(0) 14 (14) 0(0) 15 (15)
c 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2) o CO) 2 (2)
d 1 (1) 1 (1) 3 (3) 0(0) 5 (5)
e 0(0) 1 (1) 4 (4) 0(0) 5 (S)
! 1.{Ql ~ il§1 214l 20 (15)
Total 3 (2) 7 (5) 36 (35) 5 (4) 51 (46)
~
Grain Size Grouj2 Early Wilburton Ewall Park late Total
All weal2Qns{excludi!]g bymt}
a 1 (1) 4 (4) 14 (14) 0(0) 19 (19)
b 7(7) 13 (13) 38 (38) 2 (2) 60 (60)
c 4 (4) 4 (4) 13 (13) 2 (2) 23 (23)
d 1 (1) 6 (6) 18 (18) 1 (1) 26 (26)
e 4 (4) 3 (3) 11 (11) 0(0) 18 (18)
f 1!UID ~ 28 {11} QJID 51 (19)
Total 27 (23) 43 (32) 122 (105) 5 (5) 197 (165)
Swords (excluding byrnt}
a 0(0) 3 (3) 11 (11) 0(0) 14 (14)
b 5 (5) 10 (10) 28 (28) 2 (2) 45 (45)
c 3 (3) 4 (4) 12 (12) 2 (2) 21 (21)
d 1 (1) 5 (5) 14 (14) 1 (1) 21 (21)
e 2 (2) 2 (2) B (B) o (O) 12 (12)
! !m 1Q.ill 11.ffi Q1Q} lli§l
Total 15 (13) 34 (25) 90 (76) 5 (5) 144 (119)
S~ars (ex~IY~I[]g bYrnt)
a 1 (1) 0(0) 3 (3) 0(0) 4 (4)
b 2 (2) 2 (2) 10 (10) 0(0) 14 (14)
c 1 (1) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1)
d 0(0) 1 (1) 4 (4) 0(0) 5 (5)
e 2 (2) 1 (1) 2 (2) 0(0) 5 (5)
! §.ID am i1Zl Q1Q1 17 (12)Total 12 (10) 6 (5) 28 (26) 0(0) 46 (41)
Rating: a= <10, b = 10-15, c= 15-20, d:: 20-25, e = 25-35. f:: >35 (micrometres)
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Table 2.3.7(ii)
Grain Size by Region for Typological Groups
Region
Grain Size Grou(2 East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Ewart Park swords (excluding burnt)
a 4 (4) 2 (2) 4 (4) 1 (1) 11 (11)
b 6 (6) 15 (15) 4 (4) 3 (3) 28 (28)
c 1 (1) 8 (8) 1 (1) 2 (2) 12 (12)
d 4 (4) 2 (2) 2 (2) 6 (6) 14 (14)
e 0(0) 6 (6) 1 (1) 1 (1) 8 (8)
f Q_(Ql urn ~ 1JQ1 1Z.ru
Total 15 (15) 46 (34) 15 (14) 14 (13) 90 (76)
Ewart Park s~ars (excluding burnt)
a 0(0) 0(0) 3 (3) 0(0) 3 (3)
b 0(0) 0(0) 10 (10) 0(0) 10 (10)
c 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
d 0(0) 1 (1) 3 (3) 0(0) 4 (4)
e 0(0) 0(0) 2 (2) 0(0) 2 (2)
f Q_(Ql ~ ~ un Wl
Total 0(0) 6 (4) 21 (21) 1 (1) 28 (26)
EarlX swords (excluding burnt)
a 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
b 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 (5)
c 0(0) o (O) 3 (3) 0(0) 3 (3)
d 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
e 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2)
f £{Ql Q_@ Q1Ql 2 (2) !.m
Total 3 (1) 1 (1) 7 (7) 4 (4) 15 (13)
Earl~ sQears (excluding burnt)
a o (D) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
b 1 (1) o (O) 1 (1) 0(0) 2 (2)
c 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
d 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
e 0(0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 0(0) 2 (2)
f QJID. Q.1Q} arn ~ 6 (4)
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 6 (5) 4 (3) 12 (10)
late swords (excluding burnt)
a 0(0) o (O) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
b 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 2 (2)
c 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1) 2 (2)
d 0(0) 0(0) 1 (1) 0(0) 1 (1)
e o (O) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)
f Q_(Ql Q_@ Q_@ QJID. QJID.
Total 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 (5)
Region
E!;Ist Anglig South Ea§1 East ADgiia Soutb East
WilbutlQn mow§ (exclu~iD9 burnt) Wilburton S(2~iU:§(excluding byrnt)
a 0(0) 3 (3) 0(0) 0(0)
b 1 (1) 9 (9) 0(0) 2 (2)
c 0(0) 4 (4) 0(0) 0(0)
d 2 (2) 3 (3) 1 (1) 0(0)
e 2 (2) o (O) 0(0) 1 (1)
f §..ill !.(Q1 1JQ1 rm
Total 11 (6) 23 (19) 2 (1) 4 (4)
Rating: a = <10, b = 10-15, c = 15-20, d = 20-25, e = 25-35, f = >35 (micrometres)
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Table 2.3.8(i)
Hardness (HV) by Region and Typological Grouping
Region
East Anglia Scotland South East West
All samples (excluding bumt):
Mean 148.4 (153.1) 140.0 (144.8) 172.9 (172.8) 159.7 (161.0)
Standard Deviation 28.7 (28.1) 26.6 (25.3) 41.7 (41.7) 36.1 (35.3)
Number 34 (26) 56 (42) 91 (85) 25 (23)
Sword blade samples (excluding bumt):
Mean 150.5 (154.3) 143.3 (148.4) 181.4 (183.7) 161.1 (164.2)
Standard Deviation 25.0 (22.9) 26.3 (24.1) 31.0 (30.1) 25.3 (33.7)
Number 30 (23) 48 (36) 49 (44) 19 (18)
Spearhead samples (excluding bumt):
Mean 136.7 (143.9) 120.7 (123.3) 166.6 (164.6) 159.9 (153.2)
Standard Deviation 53.1 (62.6) 20.8 (23.1) 49.8 (48.9) 44.0 (47.8)
Number 4 (3) 8 (6) 39 (38) 5 (4)
~
Earl v Wilburton Ewart park ~
All samples (excluding bumt):
Mean 182.8 (181.3) 165.5 (173.9) 149.5 (153.0) 166.1 (166.1)
Standard Deviation 44.6 (46.4) 38.9 (36.8) 32.8 (32.3) 29.8 (29.8)
Number 27 (23) 43 (33) 124 (108) 5 (5)
Sword blade samples (excluding bumt):
Mean 180.3 (182.1) 165.9 (175.2) 153.2 (157.9) 166.1 (166.1)
Standard Deviation 37.7 (40.0) 37.8 (35.0) 29.0 (27.0) 29.8 (29.8)
Number 15 (13) 34 (25) 90 (76) 5 (5)
Spearhead samples (excluding bumt):
Mean 185.9 (180.3) 160.5 (168.0) 142.4 (144.5)
Standard Deviation 53.6 (55.9) 48.6 (48.6) 40.5 (41.0)
Number 12 (10) 7 (6) 31 (29)
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Table 2.3.8(ii)
Hardness (HV) by Region for Typological Groups
Area
East Anglia Scotland South East West
Ewart Park sword blades (excluding burnt):
Mean 159.6 (159.6)* 142.3 (147.5) 178.7 (180.4) 155.0 (158.9)
Standard Deviation 19.0 (19.0) 26.3 (24.3) 31.0 (31.5) 26.9 (23.5)
Number 15 (15) 46 (34) 15 (14) 14 (13)
Ewart Park spearheads (excluding burnt):
Mean 122.5 (126.3) 145.0 (145.0) 222.8 (222.8)
Standard Deviation 21.8 (24.4) 41.0 (41.0)
Number 7 (5) 23 (23) 1 (1)
Early sword blades (excluding burnt):
Mean 167.9 (165.7) 178.5 (178.5) 188.3 (188.3) 176.3 (176.3)
Standard Deviation 14.3 34.6 (34.6) 61.3 (61.3)
Number 3 (1) 1 (1) 7 (7) 4 (4)
Early spearheads (excluding burnt):
Mean 216 (216) 108 (108) 221.7 (217.7) 144.2 (130.0)
Standard Deviation 37.8 (40.8) 30.6 (13.9)
Number 1 (1) 1 (1) 6 (5) 4 (3)
Late sword blades (excluding burnt):
Mean 121.2 (121.2) 150.1 (150.1) 186.8 (186.8) 185.8 (185.8)
Standard Deviation 6.1 (6.1)
Number 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1)
Wilburton sword blades (excluding burnt):
Mean 134.5 (144.6)





Wilburton spearheads (excluding burnt):
Mean 110.3 (107.8)





* Distribution diverges significantly from normal
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Table 2.6.1.1(i)
Trace Element Total % by Typological Grouping and Region
IYI2§
Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late
All samples:
Geometric Mean 0.88 1.54 0.81 0.61
Mean 1.06 1.89 1.04 0.72
Standard Deviation 0.76 1.13 0.78 0.50
Number 27 43 124 5
Sword samples:
Geometric Mean 1.11 1.54* 0.86 0.61
Mean 1.31 1.89 1.08 0.72
Standard Deviation 0.89 1.14 0.79 0.50
Number 15 37 94 5
Spearhead samples:
Geometric Mean 0.66 1.54 0.67
Mean 0.74 1.88 0.91
Standard Deviation 0.39 1.20 0.77
Number 12 6 30
Region
East Anglia Scotland Soutb East ~
All samples:
Geometric Mean 1.08 0.91 0.98 0.69*
Mean 1.41 1.14 1.31 0.83
Standard Deviation 0.96 0.85 1.00 0.70
Number 34 57 82 25
Sword samples:
Geometric Mean 1.01 0.97 1.18 0.73*
Mean 1.32 1.21 1.52 0.88
Standard Deviation 0.91 0.88 1.07 0.77
Number 31 49 50 20
Spearhead samples:
Geometric Mean 2.14 0.61 0.73 0.56
Mean 2.34 0.75 0.98 0.61
Standard Deviation 1.28 0.57 0.79 0.31
Number 3 8 32 5
* Distribution not adequately 'normalised' by log transform
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Table 2.6.1.1(ii)
Trace Element Total % by Region within Typological Grouping
Region
East Anglia Scotland South East West
Early samples:
Geometric Mean 0.90 0.81 1.03 0.68
Mean 0.96 0.82 1.18 0.97
Standard Deviation 0.36 0.13 0.57 1.20
Number 4 2 13 8
Wilburton samples:
Geometric Mean 1.41 1.64*
Mean 1.80 1.97
Standard Deviation 1.12 1.16
Number 14 28
Ewart Park samples:
Geometric Mean 0.93 0.90 0.68 0.71
Mean 1.23 1.15 0.92 0.78
Standard Deviation 0.82 0.87 0.75 0.30
Number 15 54 39 16
Late samples:
Geometric Mean 0.47 1.53 0.49 0.47
Mean 0.47 1.53 0.57 0.47
Standard Deviation 0.42
Number 1 1 2 1
* Distribution not adequately 'normalised' by log transform
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Table 2.6.1.1 (iii)
Trace Element Total % by Region within Typological Grouping and Weapon Category
Area
East Anglia Scotland South East West
Ewart Park swords:
Geometric Mean 0.93 0.96 0.70 0.70
Mean 1.23 1.21 0.88 0.75
Standard Deviation 0.82 0.89 0.64 0.30
Number 15 47 17 15
Ewart Park spearheads:
Geometric Mean 0.60 0.67 1.12
Mean 0.75 0.95 1.12
Standard Deviation 0.61 0.83
Number 7 22 1
Early swords:
Geometric Mean 0.79 0.91 1.42 0.98
Mean 0.82 0.91 1.50 1.45
Standard Deviation 0.29 0.48 1.65
Number 3 1 7 4
Early spearheads:
Geometric Mean 1.36 0.73 0.71 0.47
Mean 1.36 0.73 0.81 0.49
Standard Deviation 0.44 0.14
Number 1 1 6 4
Late swords:
Geometric Mean
Mean 0.47 1.53 0.57 0.47
Standard Deviation 0.42
Number 1 1 2 1
Wilburton swords:
Geometric Mean 1.27 1.74*
Mean 1.63 2.06
Standard Deviation 1.06 1.18
Number 12 24
Wilburton spearheads:
Geometric Mean 2.68 1.17
Mean 2.84 1.41
Standard Deviation 1.29 0.96
Number 2 4
*Dlstrlbutlon not adequately 'normalised' by log transform
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Table 2.6.1.2(i)
Compositional Group by Typological Grouping and Region
All Samples
~
Com~sitional Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
Group
1 5 0 12 1 182 10 1 7 0 18
3 2 19 8 0 294 4 13 20 0 375 2 1 14 0 17
6 1 3 6 0 107 1 2 23 2 288 1 2 10 0 139 0 1 18 2 2110 1. 1. §_ .Q.. ~
Total 27 43 124 5 199
All Samples
Region
ComPQsitional East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Group
1 3 7 4 4 182 4 3 7 4 18
3 8 3 17 1 294 6 8 21 2 37
5 2 7 8 0 17
6 1 4 5 0 107 4 16 6 2 288 5 6 0 2 13
9 0 1 10 9 2010 1. 2- !. 1. §
Total 34 57 82 25 198
See text for definitions of Compositional Groups.
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Table 2.6.1.2(ii)
Compositional Group by Region within Typological Grouping and Weapon Category
Early Sword (Spear) Samples
GrouP East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
1 0 0 0(2) 1 (2) 1 (4)
2 1 (1) 1 0(4) 2 (1) 4 (6)
3 0 0 1 1 2
4 1 0 3 0 4
5 0 0(1) 1 0 1 (1)
6 0 0 1 0 1
7 0 0 1 0 1
8 1 0 0 0 1
10 Q_ Q_ Q_ Qlll Qlll
Total 3 (1) 1 (1) 7 (6) 4 (4) 15 (12)
Wilburton Sword (Sl2ear) Saml2les
Group East Anglia Scotland Soyth E@st West Total
2 1 0 1
3 5 (2) 11 (1) 16 (3)
4 2 8 (3) 10 (3)
5 0 1 1
6 1 2 3
7 1 1 2
8 2 0 2
9 0 0 0
10 Q. .1.. 1
Total 12 (2) 24 (4) 36 (6)
Ewart Park Sword (Sl2earl Saml2les
Group East Anglia Scotland Soulh t;a§1 West Tolal
1 3 6 1 (1) 1 11 (1)
2 1 1 (1) 2 (1) 1 5 (2)
3 1 3 2 (2) 0 6 (2)
4 2 6 (2) 6 (2) 2 16 (4)
5 2 5 (1) 2 (4) 0 9 (5)
6 0 4 0(2) 0 4 (2)
7 2 13 (3) 1 (2) 2 18 (5)
8 2 6 0(0) 1 (1) 9 (1)
9 0 1 2 (7) 8 11 (7)
10 1. 2- arn Q.. till
Total 14 47 (7) 18 (22) 15 (1) 94 (30)
Late Sword Samples
~ EgmAoglig SgQllilOQ SQylb El§! ~ Total
1 0 1 0 0 1
7 1 0 1 0 2
i Q Q 1 1 ~
Total 1 1 2 1 5
See text for definitions of Compositional Groups
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Table 2.6.2.1(i)
Tin Content % by Typological Grouping and by Region
~
Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late
All samples:
Mean 10.51 8.89 9.98 9.26
Standard Deviation 2.60 1.72 2.19 1.80
Number 27 43 124 5
Sword samples:
Mean 10.20 8.90 10.23 9.26
Standard Deviation 2.81 1.78 1.95 1.80
Number 15 37 94 5
Spearhead samples:
Mean 10.91 8.81* 9.20
Standard Deviation 2.37 1.39 2.71
Number 12 6 30
Region
East Anglia Scotland South East ~
All samples:
Mean 9.93 9.94 9.49 10.36
Standard Deviation 2.02 2.09 2.28 2.40
Number 34 57 82 25
SWOrdsamples:
Mean 9.92 10.10 9.26 10.79
Standard Deviation 2.04 1.89 2.00 2.41
Number 31 49 50 20
Spearhead samples:
Mean 9.95 8.96 9.84 8.64
Standard Deviation 2.22 3.07 2.65 1.54
Number 3 8 32 5
* Distribution diverges significantly from normal
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Table 2.6.2.1(ii)
Tin Content % by Region within Typological Grouping
Region
East Anglia Scotland South East West
Early samples:
Mean 10.83 10.30 10.18 10.95
Standard Deviation 2.14 3.17 2.89 2.64
Number 4 2 13 8
Wilburton samples:
Mean 9.18 8.75
Standard Deviation 2.07 1.57
Number 14 28
Ewart Park samples:
Mean 10.49 9.93 9.81 10.04
Standard Deviation 1.83 2.11 2.40 2.38
Number 15 54 39 16
Late samples:
Mean 8.34 9.54 8.91 10.6
Standard Deviation 3.16
Number 1 1 2 1
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Table 2.6.2.1 (iii)
Tin Content % by Region within Typological Grouping and Weapon Category
Area
East Anglia Scotland South East West
Ewart Park swords:
Mean 10.49 10.06 10.47 10.22
Standard Deviation 1.83 1.89 1.96 2.35
Number 15 47 17 15
Ewart Park spearheads:
Mean 9.09 9.31 7.36
Standard Deviation 3.29 2.62
Number 7 22 1
Early swords:
Mean 10.27 12.54 8.26 12.95
Standard Deviation 2.23 2.21 1.77
Number 3 1 7 4
Early spearheads:
Mean 12.51 8.06 12.42 8.96
Standard Deviation 1.71 1.57
Number 1 1 6 4
Late swords:
Mean 8.34 9.54 8.91 10.60
Standard Deviation 3.16
Number 1 1 2 1
Wilburton swords:
Mean 9.26 8.73








Lead Content % by Typological Grouping and by Region
~
Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late
All samples:
Geometric Mean 0.22 1.64* 1.25 1.82*
Mean 0.61 3.83 2.75 2.65
Standard Deviation 1.10 5.14 3.56 1.62
Number 25 43 122 5
Sword samples:
Geometric Mean 0.35 1.41 1.04 1.82*
Mean 0.91 3.29 2.57 2.65
Standard Deviation 1.34 4.09 3.80 1.62
Number 15 37 92 5
Spearhead samples:
Geometric Mean 0.11 4.17 2.17
Mean 0.17 7.18 3.28
Standard Deviation 0.17 9.29 2.69
Number 10 6 30
Region
East Anglia Scotland South East ~
All samples:
Geometric Mean 0.52 1.39 1.23* 1.00
Mean 1.72 2.76 2.73 4.00
Standard Deviation 4.47 3.19 3.38 5.39
Number 33 56 81 23
Sword samples:
Geometric Mean 0.44 1.19 1.25 1.62
Mean 0.95 2.44 2.92 4.80
Standard Deviation 1.38 3.12 3.89 5.82
Number 31 48 50 19
Spearhead samples:
Geometric Mean 2.85 3.84 1.21 0.10
Mean 9.70 4.70 2.44 0.19
Standard Deviation 14.01 3.08 2.38 0.27
Number 3 8 31 4
* Distribution not adequately 'normalised' by log transform
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Table 2.6.2.2(ii)
Lead Content % by Region within Typological Grouping
Reaion
East Anglia Scotland South East West
Early samples:
Geometric Mean 0.14 0.63 0.35 0.10*
Mean 0.22 0.63 0.90 0.33
Standard Deviation 0.17 0.02 1.47 0.69
Number 4 2 12 7
Wilburton samples:
Geometric Mean 1.08 2.02*
Mean 3.30 4.18
Standard Deviation 6.70 4.37
Number 14 28
Ewart Park samples:
Geometric Mean 0.33 1.49 1.23 2.62*
Mean 0.52 2.89 2.27 5.71
Standard Deviation 0.65 3.23 2.65 5.97
Number 15 53 39 15
Late samples:
Geometric Mean 3.65 0.21 2.50 4.10
Mean 3.65 0.21 2.65 4.10
Standard Deviation 1.20
Number 1 1 2 1
* Distribution not adequately 'normalised' by log transform
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Table 2.6.2.2(iii)
Lead Content % by Region within Typological Grouping and Weapon Category
Area
East Anglia Scotland South East West
Ewart Park swords:
Geometric Mean 0.33 1.25 0.75 2.92*
Mean 0.52 2.53 1.63 6.07
Standard Deviation 0.65 3.16 2.92 6.01
Number 15 46 17 14
Ewart Park spearheads:
Geometric Mean 4.69 1.81 0.59
Mean 5.29 2.76 0.59
Standard Deviation 2.81 2.40
Number 7 22 1
Early swords:
Geometric Mean 0.11 0.64 0.83 0.17
Mean 0.20 0.64 1.46 0.53
Standard Deviation 0.20 1.75 0.91
Number 3 1 7 4
Early spearheads:
Geometric Mean 0.30 0.61 0.11 0.06
Mean 0.30 0.61 0.12 0.06
Standard Deviation 0.06 0.03
Number 1 1 5 3
Late swords:
Geometric Mean 3.65 0.21 2.51 4.10
Mean 3.65 0.21 2.65 4.10
Standard Deviation 1.20
Number 1 1 2 1
Wilburton swords:
Geometric Mean 0.76 1.91
Mean 1.45 4.28
Standard Deviation 1.82 4.66
Number 12 24
Wilburton spearheads:
Geometric Mean 8.79 2.88
Mean 14.40 3.58
Standard Deviation 16.12 2.24
Number 2 4
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'Balance' Data for Swords


















'Balance' Data for Ewart Park Swords
Region Statistic Turning Moment
(cm.gms)


















Casting Quality Data for Swords.
Quality
Sword Ty~e Good Fair Poor Total
Early 20 19 5 44
Wilburton 20 23 4 47
Ewart Park 82 108 13 203
Late 17 13 1 31
Total 139 163 23 325
Quality
Region Good Fair Poor Total
East Anglia 46 73 7 126
Scotland 44 35 8 87
South East 90 96 10 196
West 4 12 1 17
Total 184 216 26 426
Table 4.2.3(ii)
Edge Fineness Data for Swords.
Fineness
Sword Type Sharp Medium Blunt Total
Early 13 22 8 43
Wilburton 17 16 6 39
Ewart Park 64 74 34 172
Late 6 14 10 30
Total 100 126 58 284
Fineness
Region Sharp Medium Blunt Total
East Anglia 48 52 9 109
Scotland 18 25 21 64
South East 45 94 44 183
West 1 3 4 8
Total 112 174 78 364
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Table 4.2.4(i)
Edge Damage Data for Swords.
Damage Rating
(see text for definitions)
Sword T~l2e 1 ~ ~ ~ § Total
Early 9 12 21 1 1 44Wilburton 2 8 20 10 3 43Ewart Park 15 23 82 35 12 167Late 6 2 11 9 0 28
Total 32 45 134 55 16 282
Region 1 ~ ~ ~ § Total
East Anglia 13 12 37 37 13 112Scotland 4 12 41 8 1 66South East 39 31 73 18 2 163West 2 1 5 0 0 8
Total 58 56 156 63 16 349
South Eastern Swords.
Damage T~l2e
(see 1m (Q[ exDIanatlon)
Sword T~l2e None Use Severe Total
Early 12 23 1 36Wilburton 4 17 4 25Ewart Park 11.5 17.5 4 33Late 4.5 6.5 8 19
Total 32 64 19 113
Ewart Park Swords
Region None Use Severe Total
East Anglia 6 31 35 72Scotland 7 39 5 51South East 11.5 17.5 4 33West 1 4 0 5
Total 25.5 91.5 44 161
Wilburton Swords.
Region None Use ~ IQtgf
East Anglia 2 5 8 15South East 4 17 4 25Scotland 0 1 1 2




Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Barbed 2 1 6 17 26
Flame-shaped 14 14 3 0 31
Lanceolate 127 89 106 33 355
Ogival 12 10 14 2 38
Triangular 14 ~ .1! 1 35
Total 169 123 140 53 485
Table 4.3.1(ii)
Basal-looped Spearheads
Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Flame-shaped 5 2 1 0 8
Lanceolate 5 8 10 2 25
Triangular 14 ~ 10 1 33



















Spearheads with Openings (Lunate Openings)
Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Barbed 0 1 1 2 4
Flame-shaped 3 7 2 0 12
Lanceolate 2 (1) 2 4 (3) 5 (4) 13 (10)
Triangular Q 1JQl 1JQl Q 2JID
Total 5 (4) 11 (10) 8 (6) 7 (6) 31 (26)
Table 4.3.1(v)
Spearheads with Stepped Blades (Single Steps)
Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Flame-shaped 3 0 0 0 3
Lanceolate 25 (23) 16 16 (6) 4 61 (49)
Ogival Q 1. Q_ Q 1
Total 28 (26) 17 16 (6) 4 65 (53)
Table 4.3.1(vi)
Spearheads with Fillets (Fillet Defined Midribs)
Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Flame-shaped 1 (0) 7 (4) 0 0 8 (4)
lanceolate 8 13 (12) 7 (5) 9 37 (34)
Ogival 0 1 0 0 1
Triangular 2.1Ql UQl 3.1ID Q !1Ql
Total 11 (9) 24 (19) 10 (7) 9 54 (39)
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Table 4.3.1(vii)
Basal-looped Spearheads with Fillets (Channel & Fillet Defined Midribs)
Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Flame-shaped 0 1 0 0 1
Lanceolate 0 1 0 0 1
Triangular 2- a l12l Q un
Total 2 5 3 (2) 0 10 (9)
Table 4.3.1(viii)
Spearheads with Channels (Excluding Basal-looped)
Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Flame-shaped 0 3 (1) 0 0 3 (1)
Lanceolate 5 (1) 7 (3) 8 (2) 2 (0) 22 (6)
Triangular 14 (0) 21Q1 iJQl 1JQl 29 (0)
Total 19 (1) 15 (4) 17 (2) 3 (0) 54 (7)
Table 4.3.1(ix)
Hollow-cast Spearheads
Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West
Barbed 2 0 5 5
Flame-shaped 4 2 0 0
Lanceolate M 34 R. 1







Spearheads with Straight Bases (Excluding Basal-looped)
Regional Distribution of Blade Shape
Region
Blade Shape East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Flame-shaped 1 1 (0) 1 0 3 (2)
Lanceolate 4 2 4 1 11
Triangular 11JQl !lID ~ 1JID 25 (0)
Total 16 (5) 7 (2) 14 (5) 2 (1) 39 (13)
Table 4.3.1(xi)
Spearheads
Regional Distribution of Midrib Shape
Region


































Angular Rounded No Mjdrib Total
0 6 18 24
16 10 4 3059 281 13 353
1 37 0 3815 ~ Q 35









Regional Distribution of Types
Region
Spearhead Type East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Basal-looped (bl) 24 18 21 3 66
Barbed (brb) 2 1 6 17 26
Flame-shaped Plain (fI) 3 3 0 0 6
Flame-shaped Complex (flc) 6 9 2 0 17
Lanceolate Plain (I) 48 36 46 14 144
Lanceolate Complex (Ic) 64 45 31 16 156
Lanceolate Dumpy (Id) 10 0 19 1 30
Ogival (Watford type) (0) 12 10 14 2 38
Protected Openings (to) Q 1 1- Q z
Total 169 123 140 53 485
Table 4.3.1(xiv)
Basal-looped Spearheads
Regional Distribution by Blade Shape & Characteristic Defined Type
Region
~ East Anglia Scotland South East W§ Total
Flame-shaped:
Plain (flbl) 5 0 1 0 6
Channeled (flgrbl) 0 1 0 0 1
Channel + Fillet (flgrfbl) 0 1 0 0 1
Lanceolate:
Plain (flbl) 1 3 5 1 10
Channeled (flgrbl) 4 3 5 1 13
Channel + Fillet (flgrfbl) 0 1 0 0 1
Channel + Step (flgrstbl) 0 1 0 0 1
Triangular:
Plain (flbl) 0 3 1 0 4
Channeled (flgrbl) 13 3 7 1 24
Channel + Fillet (flgrfbl) 1 2 2 Q ~
Total 24 18 21 3 66
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Table 4.3.1(xv)
Flame-shaped Complex Pegged Spearheads
Regional Distribution by Characteristic Defined Type
Region
~ East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Fillet + Opening (f1fop) 0 3 0 0 3
Channel + Fillet (f1grf) 0 1 0 0 1
Hollow-cast (f1h) 3 1 0 0 4
Hollow + Fillet + Opening (f1hfop) 0 1 0 0 1
Hollow + Step + Opening (f1hstop) 1 0 0 0 1
Opening (flop) 0 3 2 0 5
Step + opening (f1stop) a Q Q_ Q z
Total 6 9 2 0 17
Table 4.3.1(xvi)
Lanceolate Complex Pegged Spearheads
Regional Distribution by Characteristic Defined Type
Region
~ East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Fillet (If) 3 4 3 7 17
Fillet + Opening (Ifop) 0 1 0 2 3
Fillet + Step (lfst) 1 0 0 0 1
Fillet + Step + Opening (Ifstop) 0 0 1 0 1
Channeled (Igr) 1 2 1 0 4
Channel + Fillet (Igrt) 0 0 1 0 1
Hollow-cast (Ih) 31 18 6 1 56
Hollow + Fillet (Ihf) 3 2 2 0 7
Hollow + Fillet + Step (Ihfst) 1 3 0 0 4
Hollow + Opening (Ihop) 1 0 0 0 1
Hollow + Step (Ihst) 18 11 3 1 33
Hollow + Step + Opening (Ihstop) 1 0 0 0 1
Multiple Step (Inst) 2 0 9 0 11
Opening (lop) 0 1 2 3 6
Straight-base (Is) 0 2 1 0 3
Stepped (1st) 2 1 1 2 6
Step + opening (Istop) Q Q 1. Q 1






East Anglia Scotland South East West
(exel. large)
Length (mm):
Mean 148.1 190.9 257.6 (206.5) 191.6
Standard Deviation 45.5 50.2 109.2 (65.4) 35.3
Number 31 13 27 (20) 5
Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean .351 .314 .263 (.290) .280
Standard Deviation .06 .03 .08 (.07) .07
Number 26 13 22 (16) 3
Distance from Base to Point of Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean .247 .282 .237 (.220) .31
Standard Deviation .05 .05 .05 (.05) .08
Number 31 14 23 (17) 4
Socket Length I Blade Length
Mean .37 .44 .38 (.40) .49
Standard Deviation .12 .14 .19 (.17) .14
Number 31 13 25 (23) 5
Socket Wall Thickness (mm)
Mean 1.8 1.6 1.6 (1.7) 2.1
Standard Deviation .48 .34 .41 (.36) .44
Number 40 23 29 (22) 10
External Socket Diameter at Blade Base
Mean 20.1 20.3 19.7 (19.0) 19.2
Standard Deviation 2.73 2.36 2.10 (1.60) 1.37






East Anglia Scotland South East West
Length (mm):
Mean 163.33 245.4 228.8
Standard Deviation 33.6 42.6 52.1
Number 21 10 6 0
Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean .306 .281 .238
Standard Deviation .07 .05 .02
Number 25 11 5 0
Distance from Base to Point of Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean ..251 .321 .247
Standard Deviation .06 .06 .05
Number 27 11 5 0
Socket Length I Blade Length
Mean .26 .36 .33
Standard Deviation .12 .17 .16
Number 27 12 6 0
Socket Wall Thickness (mm)
Mean 1.7 1.8 1.6
Standard Deviation .32 .74 .41
Number 29 14 6 0
External Socket Diameter at Blade Base
Mean 21.4 22.1 21.4
Standard Deviation 1.95 1.85 2.34
Number 30 13 6 0
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Table 4.3.1(xix)
Hollow-cast Stepped Lanceolate Spearheads
Dimensions
Region
East Anglia Scotland South East West
Length (mm):
Mean 214.1 251.4 215.0
Standard Deviation 53.6 45.8 27.4
Number 13 9 3 0
Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean .292 .279 .238
Standard Deviation .07 .07 .06
Number 10 9 3 0
Distance from Base to Point of Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean ..259 .309 .277
Standard Deviation .05 .05 .05
Number 12 9 3 0
Socket Length I Blade Length
Mean .32 .34 .31
Standard Deviation ..08 .11 .09
Number 14 11 3 0
Socket Wall Thickness (mm)
Mean 1.7 1.8 1.5
Standard Deviation .42 .36 .38
Number 18 10 3 0
Extemal Socket Diameter at Blade Base
Mean 20.6 22.3 18.9
Standard Deviation 2.69 0.81 1.10






East Anglia Scotland South East West
Length (mm):
Mean 124.0 163.8 127.5 118.0
Standard Deviation 26.3 41.1 31.5
Number 10 8 11 1
Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean .407 .375 .355 .368
Standard Deviation .08 .03 .03
Number 11 8 9 1
Distance from Base to Point of Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean .233 .231 .262 .172
Standard Deviation .05 .08 .08
Number 11 9 11 1
Socket Length I Blade Length
Mean .51 .52 .47 .36
Standard Deviation .17 .17 .17
Number 11 10 12 1
Socket Wall Thickness (mm)
Mean 1.7 1.9 1.6 1.7
Standard Deviation .51 .48 .39 0
Number 10 8 13 2
Extemal Socket Diameter at Blade Base
Mean 17.3 17.8 17.2 17.7
Standard Deviation 1.49 1.83 1.83 5.23






East Anglia Scotland South East West
Length (mm):
Mean 275.0 265.7 145.0
Standard Deviation 7.2
15.7
Number 1 0 3 3
Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean .277 .601
Standard Deviation .01 .05
Number 0 0 3 3
Distance from Base to Point of Maximum Width I Blade Length:
Mean .344 .320
Standard Deviation .04 .04
Number 0 0 2 2
Socket Length I Blade Length
Mean .109 .11 .14
Standard Deviation .00 .09
Number 1 0 3 4
Socket Wall Thickness (mm)
Mean 2.0 1.7 1.6
Standard Deviation .28 .21 .65
Number 2 0 3 5
External Socket Diameter at Blade Base
Mean 21.8 21.2 22.9
Standard Deviation 0.74 0.70 2.57
Number 2 0 3 7
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Table 4.3.3(i)
Casting Quality Data for Spearheads
Quality
Spearhead Type Good Fair Poor Total
Basal-looped (bl) 21 30 12 63
Barbed (brb) 3 5 7 15
Flame-shaped Plain (fI) 2 2 2 6
Flame-shaped Complex (flc) 8 7 1 16
Lanceolate Plain (I) 59 43 22 124
Lanceolate Complex (le) 60 58 32 150
Lanceolate Dumpy (Id) 17 1 8 26
Ogival (Watford type) (0) 24 10 3 37
Protected Openings (to) 1 Q Q_ 1
Total 195 156 87 438
Region
East Anglia 69 53 38 160
Scotland 46 41 21 108
South East 72 45 15 132
West § 17 13 38
Total 195 156 87 438
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Table 4.3.4(i)
Tip Damage Data for Spearheads
~ Undamaged Damaged Missing Total
East Anglia 95 33 24 152Scotland 62 21 23 106South East 108 11 14 133West 11 § 21 38
Total 276 71 82 429
.§Qearhead Ty~
Basal-looped (bl) 46 7 7 60
Barbed (brb) 8 2 7 17
Flame-Shaped Plain (fI) 4 2 0 6riame-shaped Complex (flc) 10 5 2 17
lanceolate Plain (I) 69 24 28 121
lanceolate Complex (Ie) 86 26 31 143
a~ceolate Dumpy (Id) 25 1 4 30
Oglval (Watford type) (0) 27 3 3 33
Protected Openings (to) 1 1 Q_ a




Undamaged Damaged Missing Total
Region
East Anglia 82 70 16 168
Scotland 40 61 24 125
South East 77 43 17 137
West 15 18 20 53
Total 214 192 77 483
Spearhead Type
Basal-looped (bl) 29 33 4 66
Barbed (brb) 9 9 8 26
Flame-shaped Plain (tI) 3 3 0 6
Flame-shaped Complex (flc) 8 5 4 17
Lanceolate Plain (I) 49 60 33 142
Lanceolate Complex (Ic) 70 60 26 156
Lanceolate Dumpy (Id) 20 9 1 30
Ogival (Watford type) (0) 24 13 1 38
Protected Openings (to) ~ Q Q_ ~
Total 214 192 77 483
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Table 5.2.2(i)
Weapons - Region and Context
Region
East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Context
QJY Wet Total Qry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total
Swords:
99 41 138 67 54 121 108103 213 6 12 18 280210 490
Spearheads:
73 108 181 10929 138 77 74 151 18 45 63 277256 533
Table 5.2.2(ii)
Swords - Typological Grouping and Context
Type
Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
Context
Qry Wet Total Qry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total
5 39 44 7 43 SO 160 52 212 11 21 32 185 153 338
Table 5.2.2(iii)
Spearheads - Typological Grouping and Context
Type
Basal-Ioooed Barbed Flame-shaDed Lanceolate (plain)
Context
QJY Wet Total QJY Wet Total Dry wet Total Dry Wet Total
41 30 71 3 23 26 14 12 26 69 84 153
Complex Dumpy Oaival
Context
QJY Wet Total QJY Wet Total Dry Wet Total






Swords - Completeness Rating by Region and Context
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Context
~Wet Total ~Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total
1 2 3 5 15 10 25 1 42 43 1 2 3 19 57 76
2 3 2 5 12 2 14 1 10 11 1 0 1 17 14 31
3 0 3 3 7 2 9 1 6 7 1 1 2 9 12 21
4 1 0 1 10 2 12 1 6 7 0 0 0 12 8 20
5 2 1 3 4 1 5 4 12 16 0 0 0 10 14 24
6 3 6 9 2 2 4 2 6 8 0 0 0 7 14 21
7 38 7 45 6 22 28 21 10 31 2 4 6 67 43 110
8 24 8 32 2 10 12 72 1 73 1 5 6 99 24 123
~ 26 11 37 ~ ~ 12 ~ 10 15 Q Q Q 40 24 64
Total 99 41 140 67 54 121 108103 211 6 12 18 280210 490
Table 6.2.3.1(ii)
Swords - Completeness Rating by Typological Grouping and Context
Type
Rating Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
Context
~Wet Total QaWet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total
1 1 20 21 1 12 13 18 17 35 1 7 8 21 56 77
2 2 6 8 1 0 1 14 4 18 0 4 4 17 14 31
3 0 2 2 0 1 1 8 7 15 1 2 3 9 12 21
4 0 1 1 1 4 5 11 1 12 0 2 2 12 8 20
5 0 2 2 0 9 9 7 2 9 2 1 3 9 14 23
6 0 1 1 3 4 7 3 6 9 0 1 1 6 12 18
7 1 1 2 0 4 4 46 5 51 2 2 4 49 12 61
8 0 0 0 1 2 3 18 2 20 5 0 5 24 4 28
s 1 § Z Q Z Z 35 ~ 43 Q a a 36 19 59
Total 5 39 44 7 43 50 16052 212 11 21 32 183155 338
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Table 5.2.3.1(iii)
East Anglian Swords - Completeness Rating by Typological Grouping and Context
Type
Rating Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
Context
Qrx Wet Total Qrx Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total
1 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 4
2 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 3 2 5
3 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 3
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
5 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 3
6 0 0 0 3 4 7 0 2 2 0 0 0 3 6 9
7 0 0 0 0 2 2 37 1 38 0 0 0 37 3 40
8 0 0 0 0 2 2 5 0 5 2 0 2 7 2 9
s Q 1 1 Q ~ ~ 26 ~ 31 Q Q Q 26 11 37
Total 3 3 6 4 15 19 72 11 81 2 1 3 81 30 111
Table 5.2.3.1 (iv)
South Eastern Swords - Completeness Rating by Typological Grouping and Context
Type
Rating Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late Total
Context
Qry Wet Total Qry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total
1 0 19 19 0 9 9 1 9 10 0 5 5 1 42 43
2 0 6 6 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 2 2 1 10 11
3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 4 0 2 2 1 6 7
4 0 1 1 1 4 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 6 7
5 0 2 2 0 8 8 3 1 4 1 1 2 4 12 16
6 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 1 1 1 4 5
7 0 1 1 0 2 2 5 1 6 2 2 4 7 6 13
8 0 0 0 1 0 1 10 0 10 2 0 2 13 0 13
i 1 ~ § Q ~ ~ 1 1 2 Q ~ ~ ~ 10 12Total 1 35 36 2 26 28 23 19 42 5 16 21 31 96 127
52
Table 5.2.3.1(v)
Ewart Park Swords - Completeness Rating by Region and Context
Region
Rating East Anglia Scotland South East West Total
Context
~Wet Total ~Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total Dry Wet Total
1 0 1 1 14 5 19 1 9 10 1 2 3 16 17 33
2 1 1 2 12 1 13 1 2 3 0 0 0 14 4 18
3 0 1 1 6 2 8 1 3 4 1 1 2 8 7 15
4 1 0 1 9 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 11
5 2 0 2 2 1 3 3 1 4 0 0 0 7 2 9
6 0 2 2 2 2 4 1 2 3 0 0 0 3 6 9
7 37 1 38 3 2 5 5 1 6 0 1 1 45 5 50
8 5 0 5 1 1 2 10 0 10 1 1 2 17 2 19
~ 26 ~ 31 § ~ 10 1 1 ~ Q Q Q 35 § 43
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Figure 1.6.1 - Museum Questionnaire
S D Bridgford - 60 Leamington Street. Sheffield. SIO ILW
Museum Questionnaire - October 1994-.
1- Does tbe collection contain any Britisb Bronze Age weaponry:
Yes I No (Please circle that which applies)
2 - What types and numbers of weapons are beld (Please enter number or, if estimated., tick appropriate box):
Approximate Numbers Held








3 - Appronmately what percentage of tbe total weapons beld have a provenance sbowing at the very least the
name of the county inwhich they were found (please circle that which applies):
0-20% I 20-4()O;OI 4O-6()O;oI 60-80% I 80-100%
4 - Could the weapons held be eumined (please circle that which applies):
a) Only at the museum
b) Externally, subject to appropriate safeguards
c) Not at all
~ - Who should be contacted for:
Name Title Telephone No




All Samples (excluding burnt)
Porosity by Region
Porosity
Porosity increases with rating number
Figure 2.3.1 (ii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)








• Ewart Park 109
DLate 5







Porosity increases with rating number
60
Figure 2.3.1 (iii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)
Porosity by Weapon Category
Porosity
Porosity increases with rating number
Weapon Total #
• Spearhead 51
• Sword Blade 122
D Sword Hilt 5
Figure 2.3.1 (iv)




Porosity increases with rating number
D East Anglia 15
• Scotland 34




All Samples (excluding burnt)











• South East 86
.West 22
Figure 2.3.2(ii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)
Inclusion Distortion by Typological Grouping
Type Total #
Inclusion Distortion
Distortion increases with rating number
Early 22





All Samples (excluding burnt)








Distortion increases with rating number
WeaponTotal#
• Spearhead 50
• Sword Blade 122
EJ Sword Hilt 5
Figure 2.3.2(iv)
Ewart Park Swords (excluding burnt)








Distortion increases with rating number
oEast Anglia 15
• Scotland 34




All Samples (excluding burnt)
Corrosion by Region
Corrosion
Corrosion increases with rating number
Figure 2.3.3(ii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)


















All Samples (excluding burnt)











• Sword Blade 122
oSword Hilt 5
Corrosion
Corrosion increases with rating number
Figure 2.3.3(iv)














Corrosion increases with rating number
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Figure 2.3.4(i)
All Samples (excluding burnt)
High Tin Phases by Region







• South East 86
.West 23
High Tin Phases
Amount of deltalalpha+delta increases with rating number
1
Figure 2.3.4(ii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)
High Tin Phases by Typological Grouping
Type Total #
Early 23








Amount of delta/alpha+delta increases with rating number
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Figure 2.3.4(iii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)








• Sword Blade 122
DSword Hilt 5
HighTinPhases
Amount of delta/alpha+delta increases with rating number
Figure 2.3.4(iv)
Ewart Park Swords (excluding burnt)
High Tin Phases by Region
50------------------,Region Total#
D East Anglia 15
• Scotland 34
• South East 14
.West 13
HighTinPhases
Amount of deltalalpha+delta increases with rating number
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Figure 2.3.S(i)
All Samples (excluding burnt)




• South East 84
.West 22
Coring & Recrystallisation
Coring increases and recrystallisation decreases with rating number
Figure 2.3.S(ii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)
Coring & Recystallisation by Typological Grouping
Type Total #
Early 22




Coring increases and Recrystallisation decreases with rating number
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Figure 2.3.S(iii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)







• Sword Blade 120
~__, D Sword Hilt 5
Coring& Recrystallisation
Coring increases and recrystallisation decreases with rating number
Figure 2.3.S(iv)
Ewart Park Swords (excluding burnt)




• South East 14
.West 13
Coring& Recrystallisation
Coring increases and recrystallisation decreases with rating number
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Figure 2.3.6(i)
All Samples (excluding burnt)
Grain Distortion by Region
1LJlJa..----------------,Region Total#
D East Anglia 24
• Scotland 39
.South East 75
_ ........ West 21
Figure 2.3.6(ii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)
Grain Distortion by Typological Grouping
Type Total#
.Early 20
















Distortion increases with rating number
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Figure 2.3.6(iii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)








• Sword Blade 117
----1.---' D Sword Hilt 5
GrainDistortion
Distortion increases with rating number
Figure 2.3.6(iv)
Ewart Park Swords (excluding burnt)











Distortion increases with rating number
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Figure 2.3.7(i)
All Samples (excluding burnt)






Grain size increaseswith number
Figure 2.3.7(ii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)



















All Samples (excluding burnt)








• Sword Blade 121
~_..J DSword Hilt 5
Grain Size
Grain size increases with rating number
Figure 2.3.7(iv)
Ewart Park Swords (excluding burnt)
Grain Size by Region
Region Total #
D East Anglia 15
30
+-' .Scotland 34c 20ID
~ 1 .South East 14
IDo, 0 .West 13
1 2 3 4 5 6
Grain Size
Grain size increases with number
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Figure 2.3.8(i)










J: 0 East Anglia
Figure 2.3.8(ii)
All Samples (excluding burnt)






';; 100 + + Wilburton
~ +~c:
"E +Ewart Park




All Samples (excluding burnt)


















i~ 200Q)TI 180 t Region~ 160 +WestCl)Cl) 140 +South EastCl)c
"E 120 + +Scotlandca:r: 100 East Anglia
75
Figure 2.3.8(v) - All Samples (excluding burnt)
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1 2 3 4
Graindistortionincreaseswithratingnumber
Figure 2.3.8(vi) - All Samples
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Std. Dev = .92
Mean = 1.20
...............,...._.................~ N = 207 00


















Trace Elements by Typological Grouping
Figure 2.6.1.1 (iv)


































Figure 2.6.1.1 (vi): All Weapons






Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late
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Figure 2.6.1.1 (vii): All Weapons
















EastAnglia Scotland Soufh East West
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Figure 2.6.1.2(i)
Compositional Groups by Type
All Weapons
50
40 Type Total #
30 .Early 27





:;- 2 3 4
Compositional Group - see text for definitions
Figure 2.6.1.2(ii)








• Ewart Park 40
DLate 2
"'_~--111!-1""___' • Wilburton 28
Compositional Group - see text for definitions
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Figure 2.6.1.2(iii)





• South East 82
.West 25
Compositional Group - see text for definitions
Figure 2.6.1.2(iv)




















Std. Dev = 2.22
Mean = 9.71
N = 207.00
~a ~Il.. ~a ~a cfll.. ~a 70 77 {:> 7a 7~ {s-
V -u V V -u V .q, .q, ·to .q, .q, ·tb
Percentage of Tin
Figure 2.6.2.1 (ii)
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Tin Content by Region
Ewart Park Weapons
16
* +14 ++ I12 +± +10
~
Region, -l-West8 +South East
'#. 6 + +Scotlandc:
I- 4 ~ East Anglia
Figure 2.6.2.1 (vi)




12 I * t10 i +8 +
* + Weapon'#. 6 + +Swordc:: + X
..... 4 x Spear
Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late
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Figure 2.6.2.1 (vii)
Tin Content by Weapon Category & Region
All Weapons
16~--------------------------+----~






cfl. 6 + + Sword
c
I- 4 .__-------.--------~*~----+__----__.._----______J. X Spear















Std. Dev = 4.06
Mean = 2.79
...... -._,...__,..--.___ ....... ____._IN = 205.00
o -:? v 6' c9 7" ~') 7.. 7"" 7.L> ...:l... .:>~ ~ ...:l...
-00 -00 -00 -q, -00 ~CO~q, 1?'q,~q,~((;'':'q,~q, ~CO'~~
Percentage of Lead
Figure 2.6.2.2(ii)




































* +West10 *~ * +South East0"'C 5 +ScotlandcuQ) 0....J East Anglia
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Figure 2.6.2.2(v)








~ * * +South East0""0 5 +ScotlandcoQ)
0 East Anglia....J
Figure 2.6.2.2(vi)







"'C 5 + +Swordco.s 0 x Spear
Early Wilburton Ewart Park Late
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Figure 2.6.2.2(vii)






* :f:10 t Weapon?F. + =F"'0 5 +Swordm
Q) 0 x Spear_J
East Anglia Scotland South East West
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Figures 2.6.3(i)-(vi): Twice Sampled Weapons
Comparisons of Compositions
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(ii) Tin Content 0/0
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(v) Arsenic Content 0/0
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Figure 3.1(i): Casting Alloy - Certificate of Analysis
BROOKSIDE
METAL COMPANY
i\\ROOKSIDE MEfAL COMPANY LIMITED.81LSTON LANE, WIUENHALl, WEST MIDLANDS, WV13 2QE.
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+ + Ewart Park~
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Figure 4.2.1 (ii)


































~ 400 + * + Late
i + *= + Ewart Park
+to 300 --..---_--..-- __ --=a::- __ ---.-- __ --.I + Early
+Wilburton
Figure 4.2.1 (iv)


























9 + ,~ $...... 8ell
so
:f=(/) 7 TypeQ) ±c:
f~ +Wilburton.u 6 i=s: + Later- +
Q) 5 + Ewart Park"0ell
+CO 4 + Early
Figure 4.2.1 (vi)
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Swords - Blade Thickness I Blade Width by Type
.26 -r+ +..c15 .24
± ~s .22 +(]) + ..L'"0
i tro .20 ;co-en .18 ..LIen * Type(]) +c: .16 *~ $ +Wilburton.~ t~ .14 =f= + Late+(])
+ Ewart Park'"0 .12 +ro
CO .10 + . + Early-
Figure 4.2.1 (viii)
Swords - Shoulder Width I Blade Width
2.0
s: *15 1.8 +~ +
~ 1.6 f =1= +roCO i_ 1.4 ;~s: I II $ Type+-''"0S 1.2 ~! + +Wilburtons.... +
~~
(])
+ Late~ 1.0 + + + Ewart Park0 +..c
Cl) .8 + Early.
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Figure 4.2.1 (ix)
Swords - Hilt Length / Blade Length by Type
.30
.28 + *:5 .26 + +Cl
C + +~ .24 + r~§<1> F +"C .22
+ -I- =Fro
Ii + Typeen + $.._ .20 :f: ~;~ r -I-Wilburton..c ; F T~ ~Cl .18 + r + LateTc --I-
~ .16 =+ + Ewart Park;:!:: + +I .14 + + Early-..-
Figure 4.2.1 (x) - Ewart Park Swords






- $ tI- Region
I-
s: 100 l- t +West~ + +C)c + t + South East<1>.....J + +Scotland:!::.-
J: 90 East Anglia. .
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Figure 4.2.1 (xi) - Ewart Park Swords





r ;; *T + ++ ;;FL50 -~ =F
s: ~ r- + Region~
$"C =f=S t +Westr- + +L... =~ + South EastQ) + +"C
::J t + Scotland0s:
Cl) 40 East Anglia-
Figure 4.2.1 (xii) - Ewart Park Swords
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Figure 4.2.1 (xiii) - Ewart Park Swords







s: t * +West....."0S 30 + + South East
Cl)
+ Scotland"0co
a:l 20 East Anglia.
Figure 4.2.1 (xiv) - Ewart Park Swords
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Figure 4.2.1 (xv) - Ewart Park Swords
Shoulder Width / Hilt Length by Region
.56---------- --,
.54 " +-++ +s:
0> .52 ,..c t -~(J.) .50 -f-_J ~ .~
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I .48 :1-









Figure 4.2.1 (xvi) - Ewart Park Swords


































Figure 4.2.1 (xvii) - Ewart Park Swords
Shoulder Width I Blade Width by Region
1.5-------------------,
.c: + +~1.4 +S :f: :f: +~ 1.3 -....
~~ + +rn ~~(() F





Cl) .9 East Anglia.
Figure 4.2.1 (xviii) - Ewart Park Swords
Hilt Length I Blade Length by Region
.30..-------------------.
.28 *£ .26 +0>
C + + +
~ .24
9= + +Q.) t'"0 .22 Irn f + Region(().._.20s: :f +West....
0> .18 + + South Eastc
~ .16 + Scotland:!:: +
J: .14 East Anglia.
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Figure 4.2.2(i)
Swords - Balance by Typological Grouping
30----------------------------------~
+ ++
0 +g 20 9= + +~
1- +.... ~c: Type~ t + +Wilburton0 10~ :f: +0') + Latec: +c: + + Ewart Park~
::J + EarlyI- 0
Swords with higher turning moments require greater strength
Figure 4.2.2(ii) - Ewart Park Swords




g 20 +~- + +....c F {: + Region~ :~
*0 10 =1= +West~ .~ t·0') ~ + South Eastc: l-
E + + Scotland::J
I- 0 East Anglia
Swords with higher turning moments require greater strength
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Figure 4.2.3(i)


















































Swords - Edge Damage by Type
50
Type Total #40
Early 44... • Ewart Park 167c
ID
DLate 28o~
ID 43a.. 0 Wilburton
Edge Damage
Damage increases with number
Figure 4.2.4(ii)




• South East 163
L.-.L.......IIII~____. • West 8
Edge Damage
Damage increases with number
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• South East 140
.West 53









Figure 4.3.1 (ii): Spearheads
Distribution of Types
bl=basallooped, brb=barbed, fl=flame shaped, 1=lanceolate, o=ogival
c=complex, d=dumpy, to=protected opening
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• South East 21
.West 3
fl=flame shaped, I=Ianceoiate, t=triangular
Figure 4.3.1 (iv): Complex Spearheads
Lanceolate Blades
Distribution by Characteristics Region Total #60'----------------------------~
50 DEast Anglia 64
40
30 • Scotland 45
~ 20 • South East 31
~ 18
1=lanceolate, f=fillet defined, op=blade openings, st=single step





Spearhead Groups - Dimensions .0
500 Id•
400 • • Ie• • • •.•.... ,. • .1..c 300 • •..... •••• • fieCl •.•••Ic 200ID • • fl_J •ID 100 • I • brb"'0co
ca 0 • bl10 20 30 40 50 60 io 80 90
Maximum Width Blade
bl=basallooped, brb=barbed, fl=flame shaped, 1=lanceolate, o=ogival





• • • Igrstbl•• •••s: • " • Igrfbl
0, 200 • '. • • • Igrbl
c •• ••••
~ • • ••••• .Ibl
ID 100 I) •
"'0 • • • • flgrblro
ca O.._----.r---- ------...-------__-----.l.. flbl20 30 40 50 60 70
Figure 4.3.1 (vi):




bl=basal-Iooped, fI=flame shaped, 1=lanceolate, t=triangular
f=filleted, gr=channeled, st=single step
109
IFigure 4.3.1 (vii):























50 60 70 80
Maximum Width Blade





Complex Lanceolate Spearheads - Dimension. Inst
400r----------------------~• Ihst
• • • Ihfst300 •
..c • • i •.• . •Ihf
rn 200 •• (I --. • Ihc ••••• 0 ....
Q) • •• • •
.....J • Q. •••• .Igrf
Q) 100. .,.. ..••
~ Ifstllfstop
m O~-----~---~---~----~----~.If20 30 40 50 60 70
Maximum Width Blade
1=lanceolate, h=hollow cast, f=filleted, gr=channeled, st=single step
nst=multiple steps, op=blade openings, s=straight based
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Figure 4.3.1 (ix):




































































bl=basal-Iooped, brb=barbed, fl= flame-shaped, I=plain lanceolate
Ic= complex lanceolate, Id= dumpy. o=ogival
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Figure 4.3.4(i)























bl=basal-Iooped, brb=barbed, fl= flame-shaped, I=plain lanceolate
Ic= complex lanceolate, Id= dumpy, o=ogival
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Figure 4.3.4(iii)




























bl=basal-Iooped, brb=barbed, fl= flame-shaped, I=plain lanceolate
Ic= complex lanceolate, Id= dumpy, o=ogival
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Figure 5.2.2(i)













East Anglia Scotland South East West
Figure 5.2.2(ii)





























WestEast Anglia Scotland South East
Region
Figure S.2.2(iv)
Spearheads - Typological Grouping and Context
,100--------------------------------------~
bl=basal-Iooped, brb=barbed, fl=flame-shaped, I=plain lanceolate












1=complete,2=slight damage, 3=nearlycomplete 8=fragment<100mm










1=complete,2=some damage, 3= damaged, 4=socket broken, 5=socket gone
6=socket+tipgone, 7=piece, 8=fragment, 9=multiplepieces
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Figure 5.2.3.1 (i)









D East Anglia 140
.Scotland 121


















East Anglian Swords - Completeness by Type
Type Total #
Early 6




























D East Anglia 83
• Scotland 74














D East Anglia 181
• Scotland 138





















bl=basallooped, brb=barbed, fl=flame-shaped, I=plain lanceolate
Ic=complex lanceolate, Id=dumpy lanceolate, o=ogival
121
Figure S.2.3.2(iii)
Scottish Spears Type Total #
Completeness by Type .bl 20
1 .brb 1
1 .fl 12





bl=basallooped, brb=barbed, fl=flame-shaped, I=plain lanceolate
















bl=basallooped, brb=barbed, fl=flame-shaped, I=plain lanceolate
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D East Anglia 63




















D East Anglia 41
.Scotland 54






• South East 108
















































































































































































Figure 6.1(i): Bronze Age Mines - Radiocarbon Dates
, I
Aldetley Edge l ,
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Calibrated age ranges for the early British mines expressed as probability distributions.
(After Craddock 1994, 71) 131
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Figure 6.3.3: Location of Bronze Age 'Forts'
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Gilmonby Hoard: Sample Gil 76
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Gilmonby Hoard: Sample Gil 81
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Plate 3.3(i)-(vi) - Examples of Edge Damage Scale 5.8:1
(i) Bowed (bowed)
(ii) Chipped (bowed and chipped)
(iii) Notched (notched)
(iv) Nicked (notched, nicked and tom)
(v) Scored (notched, scored and slightly torn)
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Plat~ 4.2.1 Sword Features and Types
Type: Ewart Park
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Plate 4.3.2: Spearheads - Socket Decoration
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BM 1862 6·2686· BM 1856 7.11363
CMAA Z 11413
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Plate 4.3.4(i): Spearheads - Tip Damage
C M Z25134 BM 1867 10-12 1
,200
Plate 4.3.4(ii): Spearheads - Socket Damage
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Weapon Position Type Region Hardness
Average
ba 11 Hilt Hilt Ewart Park West 133.0ba 12 Sword Blade Bwart Park West 104.4bin 0 Spear Blade Edge Ewart Park South East 123.7bm 2 Sword Blade Bdge Ewart Park West 127.4bm 3 Sword Blade Bdge Wilburton East Anglia 146.3bm 4 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park South East 151.1bin 5 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park West 167.3bin 6 Sword Blade Bdge Wilburton Bast Anglia 144.1bm 7 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park West 149.8bm 8 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park South East 122.0bin 9 Sword Blade Edge Bwart Park South East 164.0bm 10 Sword Blade Edge Bwart Park Bast Anglia 162.5bm 11 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park West 142.2bm 12 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park Bast Anglia 179.8bm 13 Sword Blade Edge Bwart Park Scotland 182.0bm 14 Sword Blade Edge Barly West 140.9bm 15 Sword Blade Edge Bwart Park Scotland 150.7bm 16 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park Bast Anglia 107.8bm 17 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park West 137.7bm 18 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park Bast Anglia 163.4bm 19 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park Scotland 161.8bm 20 Sword Blade Edge Bwart Park South Bast 164.6bs 1 Sword Blade Bwart Park West 163.5cam 1 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park Bast Anglia 147.4cam 2 Sword Blade Edge Bwart Park Bast Anglia 146.5cam 3 Sword Blade Edge Wilburton Bast Anglia 101.9cam 4 Sword Blade Edge Barly Bast Anglia 165.7cam 5 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park Bast Anglia 170.8cam 6 Sword Blade Edge Early East Anglia 183.2cam 7 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park East Anglia 146.2cam 8 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park East Anglia 173.7cam 9 Sword Blade Bdge Wilburton East Anglia 170.3cam 10 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park East Anglia 158.3cam 11 Sword Blade Bdge Ewart Park Bast Anglia 151.0cam 12 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park East Anglia 172.7cam 13 Sword Blade Edge Wilburton Bast Anglia 183.3cam 14 Sword Blade Edge Wilburton East Anglia 121.7cam 15 Sword Blade Edge Wilburton East Anglia 128.8cam 16 Sword Blade Edge Late East Anglia 121.2cam 17 Sword Blade Edge Wilburton East Anglia 131.5cam 18 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park East Anglia 159.0cam 19 Sword Blade Edge Wilburton East Anglia 134.3cam 20 Sword Blade Edge Wilburton East Anglia 120.4cam 21 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park East Anglia 188.1cam 22 Sword Blade Bdge Bwart Park East Anglia 167.2cam 23 Sword Blade Bdge Barly East Anglia 154.8cam 24 Sword Blade Edge Wilburton East Anglia 96.6cma 11 Hilt Hilt Wilburton Bast Anglia NAcma 12 Spear Blade Wilburton East Anglia 115.2cma 13 Spear Blade Wilburton East Anglia 111.7dor 18 Sword Blade Ewart Park West 197.3
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample CompositionFe Co Ni Zn As Sb Sn Ag Bi
ba 11 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.20 0.28 9.52 0.00 NAba 12 0.00 0.00 0.14 NA 0.25 0.26 8.91 0.00 NAbm 0 0.02 0.02 0.48 NA 1.00 1.17 14.10 0.21 NAbm 2 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.40 0.24 13.90 0.39 0.00bm 3 0.01 0.04 0.25 0.00 0.56 1.34 6.95 0.36 0.00bm 4 0.01 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.52 0.14 9.18 0.09 0.03bm 5 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.42 0.28 15.37 0.23 0.01bm 6 0.02 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.41 0.16 9.42 0.10 0.01bm 7 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.40 10.88 0.25 0.00bm 8 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.31 0.10 12.45 0.05 0.02bm 9 0.02 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.16 0.23 11.52 0.16 0.01bm 10 0.01 0.02 0.26 0.01 0.61 0.83 11.40 0.48 0.04bm 11 0.02 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.50 0.16 9.53 0.11 0.00bm 12 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.45 0.04 9.70 0.05 0.03bm 13 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.02 0.79 1.12 13.40 0.45 0.02bm 14 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.59 0.04 15.45 0.04 0.01bm 15 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.23 0.10 11.49 0.04 0.01bm 16 0.00 0.01 0.42 0.00 0.06 1.38 8.91 0.46 0.02bm 17 0.01 0.01 0.18 0.00 0.65 0.30 12.57 0.14 0.02bm 18 0.01 0.01 0.33 0.00 0.82 0.50 13.12 0.21 0.03bm 19 0.02 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.11 0.22 10.89 0.19 0.01bm 20 NA NA 0.06 NA 0.14 0.13 10.28 0.05 NAbe 1 0.09 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.30 0.30 9.10 0.00 NAcam 1 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.25 7.46 0.13 0.04cam 2 0.05 0.07 0.32 0.01 1.19 0.61 9.81 0.12 0.00cam 3 0.01 0.02 0.30 0.00 1.10 1.40 5.87 0.34 0.00cam 4 0.02 0.02 0.16 0.00 0.13 0.55 8.58 0.24 0.02cam 5 0.01 0.06 0.37 0.00 0.19 0.89 9.60 0.39 0.02cam 6 0.09 0.02 0.15 0.01 0.12 0.06 9.43 0.09 0.02cam 7 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.19 0.04 11.31 0.03 0.02cam 8 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 15.00 0.02 0.02cam 9 0.03 0.03 0.20 0.00 0.74 0.49 9.14 0.13 0.04cam 10 0.03 0.02 0.18 0.00 0.11 0.03 8.94 0.02 0.02cam 11 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.39 0.11 10.85 0.09 0.03cam 12 0.00 0.02 0.28 0.00 0.58 0.67 10.45 0.41 0.01cam 13 0.01 0.07 0.24 0.00 0.88 0.50 14.05 0.15 0.02cam 14 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03 11.13 0.02 0.02cam 15 0.01 0.02 0.20 0.01 0.60 0.89 9.14 0.29 0.01cam 16 0.02 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.18 0.10 8.34 0.08 0.00cam 17 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.60 0.23 8.06 0.14 0.02cam 18 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.01 0.29 0.31 9.84 0.20 0.01cam 19 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.06 0.36 10.45 0.17 0.01cam 20 0.02 0.00 0.13 0.01 0.00 0.25 11.42 0.23 0.02cam 21 0.01 0.01 0.15 0.00 0.06 0.33 9.62 0.19 0.03cam 22 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.35 0.21 11.28 0.15 0.01cam 23 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.40 0.06 12.79 0.05 0.05cam 24 0.00 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.23 0.34 7.69 0.17 0.00cma 11 0.05 0.21 0.61 NA 1.79 0.55 7.85 0.18 NAcma 12 NA 0.06 0.28 0.00 0.74 0.74 8.53 0.10 NAcma 13 0.01 0.10 0.39 NA 1.77 1.32 8.82 0.16 NAdor 18 NA 0.04 0.12 0.00 0.15 0.13 9.92 0.09 NA
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Grain Size Grain Size InclusionPB Au S Average Group Distortion
ba 11 10.20 0.00 NA 30.50 e 2ba 12 7.60 0.00 NA 39.58 f 3bm 0 0.44 0.00 NA 24.30 d 2bm 2 3.46 0.02 0.31 15.92 c 5bm 3 0.26 0.00 0.07 33.42 e 1bm 4 0.11 0.04 0.00 20.83 d 3bm 5 3.10 0.00 0.39 11.54 b 3bm 6 0.21 0.01 0.03 41.04 f 3bm 7 0.24 0.04 0.01 20.25 d 4bm 8 0.41 0.02 0.28 312.00 f 2bm 9 0.44 0.00 0.14 5.71 a 3bm 10 0.11 0.00 0.00 9.63 a 4bm 11 0.03 0.04 0.00 15.63 c 3bm 12 0.15 0.03 0.02 14.17 b 4bm 13 0.20 0.02 0.01 17.29 c 2bm 14 0.10 0.01 0.32 54.17 f 3bm 15 0.16 0.00 0.04 14.79 b 1bm 16 0.41 0.02 0.01 20.63 d 4bm 17 1.01 0.03 0.01 14.04 b 5bm 18 0.64 0.00 0.01 9.08 a 4bm 19 1.36 0.01 0.10 12.96 b 5bm 20 0.50 NA NA 8.92 a 4ba 1 5.00 0.00 NA 22.17 d 4cam 1 2.73 0.03 0.34 10.58 b 4cam 2 0.68 0.04 0.06 12.25 b 5cam 3 0.91 0.04 0.01 98.50 f 4cam 4 0.42 0.01 0.18 10.33 b 5cam 5 0.58 0.02 0.15 4.83 a 2cam 6 0.15 0.04 0.45 45.21 f 4cam 7 0.47 0.01 0.02 10.83 b 4cam 8 0.13 0.00 0.01 18.75 c 1cam 9 0.13 0.02 0.18 23.88 d 4cam 10 0.06 0.02 0.00 20.67 d 4cam 11 0.22 0.01 0.08 7.71 a 2cam 12 0.59 0.04 0.02 14.00 b 5cam 13 0.12 0.03 0.01 26.21 e 4cam 14 1.25 0.01 0.03 83.13 f 2cam 15 1.09 0.02 0.34 116.82 f 2cam 16 3.65 0.01 0.56 11.71 b 4cam 17 1.90 0.05 0.02 11.83 b 3cam 18 0.52 0.00 0.03 22.96 d 4cam 19 2.50 0.00 0.03 23.17 d 3cam 20 1.66 0.04 0.16 41.46 f 4cam 21 0.24 0.02 0.03 13.63 b 5cam 22 0.24 0.01 0.01 20.83 d 1cam 23 0.02 0.01 0.02 37.29 f 5cam 24 0.70 0.02 0.03 59.58 f 2cma 11 6.70 0.16 NA 35.60 f 2cma 12 3.00 0.00 NA 63.00 f 2cma 13 25.80 0.00 NA NA 1dor 18 2.70 0.00 NA 26.54 e 2
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Porosity Corrosion Coring & High Tin GrainRecrystal- Phases Distortion-lisation
ba 11 5 4 3 4 1ba 12 4 4 1 1 2bm 0 4 2 3 3 2bm 2 3 4 2 1 2bm 3 3 2 1 1 2bm 4 2 2 1 1 3bin 5 5 4 2 1 2bm 6 1 3 1 1 NAbm 7 4 2 2 3 2bm 8 5 2 4 3 NAbm 9 3 3 2 3 2bm 10 2 1 3 3 2bm 11 2 2 2 1 2bm 12 3 4 2 1 3bm 13 5 3 2 3 2bm 14 3 3 5 4 1bin 15 3 3 2 3 2bm 16 2 1 2 1 2bin 17 4 3 3 3 2bm 18 2 2 3 3 2bm 19 2 1 3 3 3bm 20 3 2 3 3 3bs 1 2 4 1 1 2cam 1 5 3 3 2 3cam 2 5 4 3 2 2cam 3 2 1 5 2 2cam 4 2 1 3 3 3cam 5 4 2 3 2 3cam 6 4 3 1 1 2cam 7 2 2 2 3 2cam 8 1 2 2 4 2cam 9 1 3 3 2 2cam 10 1 3 3 3 3cam 11 3 1 2 2 2cam 12 2 3 3 3 3cam 13 2 3 3 4 2cam 14 5 4 1 1 1cam 15 5 4 1 1 1cam 16 1 1 2 1 2cam 17 2 3 2 3 2cam 18 2 2 2 2 2cam 19 4 3 3 4 2cam 20 2 2 1 2 2cam 21 1 2 3 3 3cam 22 3 2 2 3 2cam 23 1 2 1 2 2cam 24 4 3 1 2 1cma 11 3 3 1 1 1cma 12 3 4 1 1 1cma 13 3 4 5 3 NAdor 18 3 3 2 3 2
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Weapon Position Type Region Hardness
Average
dar 42 Sword Blade Early West 252.7dar 43 Spear Early West 142.8dar 45 Spear Ewart Park West 222.8ed 9 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 92.5ed 10 Spear Ewart Park Scotland NAed 13 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 197.7ed 14 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 98.2ed 16 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 127.5ed 18 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 139.2ed 19 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 136.3ed 22 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 103.8ed 23 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 128.4ed 24 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 135.7ed 25 Hilt Hilt Ewart Park Scotland NAed 26 Spear Ewart Park Scotland 102.9ed 27 Spear Ewart Park Scotland 123.2ed 28 Spear Ewart Park Scotland 119.5ed 34 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 194.3ed 35 Spear Ewart Park Scotland 163.5ed 36 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 123.5ed 37 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 149.8ed 49 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 125.7ed 50 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 198.0ed 51 Spear Ewart Park Scotland 122.1ed 53 Spear Early Scotland 108.0ed 60 Spear Ewart Park Scotland 130.5ed 61 Spear Ewart Park Scotland 96.0ed 66 Sword Blade Ewart Park Scotland 132.2ex 26 Spear Early West 186.8ex 27 Spear Early West 115.2ex 28 Sword Blade Early West 114.8ex 35 Sword Blade Ewart Park West 170.5ex 36 Spear Early West 132.0isl 0 Spear Wilburton East Anglia 103.91m 8 Hilt Hilt Wilburton South East 145.71m 9 Spear South East 118.71m 10 Spear Wilburton South East 196.01m 65 Sword Blade Wilburton South East NA1m 66 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 164.61m 67 Spear South East 188.31m 68 Spear South East 153.51m 69 Spear South East 266.31m 75 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 126.01m 76 Spear Ewart Park South East 226.31m 77 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 196.01m 78 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 216.71m 79 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 193.51m 80 Sword Blade Early South East 206.21m 81 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 167.01m 82 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 202.31m 83 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 242.8
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample CompositionFe Co Ni Zn As Sb Sn Ag Bi
dar 42 NA 0.04 0.44 0.00 0.87 2.15 11.56 0.42 NAdar 43 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.39 0.09 10.48 0.04 NAdar 45 0.04 0.01 0.07 0.07 0.18 0.32 7.36 0.43 NAed 9 0.02 0.00 0.14 0.03 0.25 0.48 6.66 0.08 NAed 10 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NAed 13 0.01 0.04 0.12 0.00 0.42 0.40 8.85 0.22 NAed 14 NA 0.01 0.27 0.04 1.07 1.30 4.59 0.61 NAed 16 0.03 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.21 0.13 9.94 0.07 NAed 18 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.38 0.57 7.29 0.38 NAed 19 NA NA 0.07 0.00 0.14 0.18 12.29 0.08 NAed 22 0.00 0.01 0.31 0.00 0.26 0.46 8.01 0.46 NAed 23 0.01 0.01 0.35 0.02 0.24 0.80 8.74 0.56 NAed 24 NA NA 0.10 0.04 0.09 0.08 10.29 NA NAed 25 0.02 0.01 0.16 0.00 0.38 0.32 8.92 0.22 NAed 26 NA 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.48 0.83 7.82 0.41 NAed 27 0.01 0.00 0.10 NA 0.12 0.09 13.38 0.09 NAed 28 0.01 0.00 0.15 NA 0.24 0.23 7.71 0.10 NAed 34 0.00 NA 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 8.01 0.13 NAed 35 NA 0.02 0.13 0.00 0.16 0.23 13.09 0.14 NAed 36 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.25 0.06 9.46 0.06 NAed 37 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.03 0.23 0.31 10.47 0.24 NAed 49 0.00 NA 0.12 NA 0.25 0.32 8.93 0.15 NAed 50 NA NA 0.06 NA 0.06 0.17 8.80 0.09 0.01ed 51 0.03 0.04 0.11 NA 0.16 0.07 4.39 0.03 NAed 53 0.02 0.02 0.29 0.00 0.29 0.03 8.06 0.08 NAed 60 NA 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.06 10.13 0.07 NAed 61 0.11 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.20 0.20 7.11 0.11 NAed 66 0.01 0.06 0.28 0.04 0.03 0.68 11.00 0.14 NAex 26 NA 0.05 0.11 NA 0.03 0.00 7.08 0.06 NAex 27 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.32 0.00 10.00 0.02 NAex 28 0.00 0.05 0.17 0.00 0.31 0.00 11.84 0.00 NAex 35 NA 0.03 0.13 0.04 0.13 0.13 9.02 0.03 NAex 36 0.05 0.02 0.14 NA 0.26 0.02 8.27 NA NAisl 0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1m 8 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.29 0.26 10.46 0.08 NA1m 9 NA NA 0.07 NA 0.29 0.14 8.16 0.05 NA1m 10 0.04 NA 0.09 NA 0.32 0.26 11.51 0.08 NA1m 65 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA1m 66 NA 0.08 0.37 0.00 0.38 0.44 6.93 0.12 NA1m 67 0.05 0.04 0.15 0.04 0.22 0.06 10.11 0.05 NA1m 68 0.05 0.03 0.16 0.06 0.60 0.62 4.61 0.16 NA1m 69 NA NA 0.06 0.00 0.18 0.11 7.85 0.04 NA1m 75 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.00 10.58 0.05 NA1m 76 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.26 0.33 8.09 0.06 NA1m 77 0.03 0.03 0.23 0.00 2.07 1.84 9.03 0.41 NA1m 78 0.06 0.05 0.18 NA 0.60 0.4S 12.03 0.18 NA1m 79 NA 0.03 0.29 0.04 1.14 1.35 10.36 0.09 NA1m 80 0.09 O.OS 0.31 NA 0.53 0.63 7.30 0.13 NA1m 81 0.02 0.10 0.41 0.00 2.23 2.20 8.35 0.52 NA1m 82 0.04 0.04 0.41 NA 0.38 0.55 9.52 0.17 NA1m 83 NA 0.05 0.27 NA 0.39 0.48 6.43 0.17 NA
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Grain Size Grain Size InclusionPB Au S Average Group Distortion
dor 42 1.90 NA NA 25.83 e 1
dor 43 0.07 0.03 NA 75.00 f NA
dor 45 0.59 0.00 NA 108.57 f 2
ed 9 5.70 0.11 NA 87.50 f 2
ed 10 NA NA NA NA 2
ed 13 2.60 NA NA 132.50 f 3ed 14 1.00 0.10 NA 127.08 f 2
ed 16 0.94 0.00 NA 85.83 f 1
ed 18 5.90 0.00 NA 89.17 f 1
ed 19 1.90 0.04 NA 52.92 f 2
ed 22 0.43 0.00 NA 115.83 f 1
ed 23 0.64 0.02 NA 111.25 f 2
ed 24 6.80 0.04 NA 52.29 f 1
ed 25 0.58 0.05 NA 106.00 f 2
ed 26 4.10 0.04 NA 124.17 f 1
ed 27 3.60 0.00 NA 93.33 f 2
ed 28 6.10 0.00 NA 146.25 f 1
ed 34 2.20 0.00 NA 18.63 c 3ed 35 8.00 NA NA NA 1
ed 36 11.00 0.00 NA 11.50 b 4
ed 37 NA 0.07 NA 165.00 f 1ed 49 11.10 NA NA 34.50 e 1
ed SO 6.40 NA NA 9.56 a 3ed 51 9.90 NA NA 20.83 d 4ed 53 0.61 0.00 NA 31.60 e 1ed 60 2.60 0.00 NA 215.00 f 1ed 61 2.70 0.00 NA 261.67 f 2ed 66 11.50 0.03 NA 26.67 e 2
ex 26 0.08 0.09 NA 36.30 f 4
ex 27 0.00 NA NA 175.00 f 4
ex 28 0.05 0.00 NA 77.13 f 1ex 35 2.80 0.03 NA 24.17 d 3ex 36 0.03 0.00 NA 131.50 f 2is1 0 NA NA NA 24.30 d NA1m 8 5.80 NA NA 12.00 b 41m 9 22.80 0.00 NA 287.50 f 31m 10 0.90 0.03 NA 10.75 b 51m 65 NA NA NA NA 31m 66 4.40 0.00 NA 10.75 b 31m 67 0.07 NA NA 16.70 c 31m 68 0.50 0.03 NA 261.67 f 21m 69 11.70 0.09 NA 301.67 f 21m 75 0.03 0.03 NA 14.00 b 41m 76 0.60 0.00 NA 8.50 a 41m 77 0.03 0.03 NA 12.54 b 21m 78 1.00 NA NA 12.75 b 31m 79 2.60 0.03 NA 9.67 a 51m 80 0.90 0.00 NA 29.92 e 31m 81 3.00 0.00 NA 10.79 b 41m 82 0.20 0.00 NA 15.75 c 51m 83 16.20 0.00 NA 9.83 a 4
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Porosity Corrosion Coring & High Tin GrainRecrystal- Phases Distortion
-lisation
dar 42 3 3 2 3 NAdar 43 4 4 4 1 2dor 45 3 4 5 1 NA
ed 9 5 4 1 1 1
ed 10 3 4 1 1 NA
ed 13 1 2 1 1 1
ed 14 5 4 1 1 NA
ed 16 4 3 1 2 1ed 18 3 3 1 1 1
ed 19 1 3 1 4 2
ed 22 4 4 1 2 1
ed 23 2 3 1 1 1
ed 24 3 4 1 1 1ed 25 3 3 1 1 1ed 26 5 3 1 1 1
ed 27 5 4 1 3 1ed 28 3 4 5 2 1ed 34 3 3 2 1 2ed 35 5 4 NA 1 NA
ed 36 1 4 NA 2 NA
ed 37 5 3 5 3 2
ed 49 4 4 5 3 1ed 50 5 4 2 1 3ed 51 3 4 NA 2 2ed 53 5 4 1 1 1ed 60 5 4 4 2 1ed 61 4 4 5 1 1
ed 66 5 3 2 2 2ex 26 1 4 1 1 2
ex 27 3 4 NA 2 1ex 28 4 3 5 2 1
ex 35 2 3 3 3 2ex 36 5 4 5 2 1is1 0 NA NA NA NA NA1m 8 4 4 2 2 21m 9 4 3 4 3 NA1m 10 1 4 1 4 31m 65 5 3 4 4 11m 66 3 2 2 2 21m 67 5 3 2 2 21m 68 5 4 4 3 NA1m 69 4 3 4 4 NA1m 75 1 2 2 1 21m 76 4 4 2 4 21m 77 5 3 3 3 21m 78 3 3 NA 4 21m 79 3 3 3 3 31m 80 3 3 1 2 21m 81 4 3 3 3 21m 82 2 3 3 2 31m 83 3 3 3 2 3
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Weapon Position Type Region Hardness
Average
1m 132 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 186.51m 133 Sword Blade Early South East 150.21m 134 Spear South East 116.21m 135 Spear Early South East 204.01m 136 Spear Wilburton South East 178.81m 137 Spear Ewart Park South East 127.91m 138 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 222.01m 139 Spear Wilburton South East 221.01m 140 Spear Ewart Park South East 105.51m 143 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 140.81m 144 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 171.31m 146 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 196.81m 147 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 135.71m 148 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 139.01m 149 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 166.51m 150 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 169.91m 151 Sword Blade Late South East 191.21m 152 Sword Blade Early South East 144.31m 153 Sword Blade Early South East 184.51m 154 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 200.81m 155 Spear South East 196.71m 156 Spear Early South East 198.01m 157 Spear Wilburton South East 196.61m 158 Spear Ewart Park South East 169.81m 159 Spear Early South East 169.01m 160 Spear Early South East 241.81m 161 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 154.91m 162 Sword Blade Late South East 182.51m 163 Sword Blade South East 194.01m 164 Spear Early South East 271.51m 165 Spear Early South East 246.01m 166 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 201.21m 168 Hilt Hilt Wilburton 204.51m 174 Sword Blade Early South East 175.01m 175 Sword Blade South East 159.11m 177 Sword Blade Early South East 231.8Ip 1 Sword Blade Ewart Park West 144.3net 7 Spear Early East Anglia 216.0nms 1 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 128.0nms 2 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 166.8oms 3 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 137.3oms 4 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 111.3nms 5 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 174.8nms 6 sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 174.2nms 7 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 131.0nms 8 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 130.5nms 9 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 151.7runs 10 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 108.0runs 11 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 156.9nms 12 Sword Blade Edge Late Scotland 150.1nms 13 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 152.8
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample CompositionFe Co Ni Zn As Sb Sn Ag Bi
1m 132 0.00 0.05 0.19 NA 0.62 0.56 10.32 0.13 NA1m 133 0.00 0.02 0.21 0.00 0.39 0.30 6.42 0.10 NA1m 134 NA 0.05 0.18 0.01 0.50 0.30 5.45 0.10 NA1m 135 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.31 0.00 15.09 0.02 NA1m 136 0.03 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.20 0.12 7.83 0.06 NA1m 137 NA 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.16 0.07 10.34 0.05 NA1m 138 NA 0.04 0.23 NA 0.49 0.79 8.48 0.18 NA1m 139 NA 0.01 0.26 NA 0.56 0.56 7.75 0.18 NA1m 140 0.01 0.01 0.19 NA 0.69 0.83 9.10 0.28 NA1m 143 0.01 0.01 0.27 NA 0.45 0.80 7.06 0.26 NA1m 144 NA 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.18 0.18 10.37 0.06 NA1m 146 NA 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.45 0.53 9.17 0.09 NA1m 147 0.04 0.03 0.12 0.00 0.30 0.28 6.79 0.05 NA1m 148 0.01 0.02 0.19 0.00 0.43 0.45 8.80 0.12 NA1m 149 0.04 0.02 0.20 0.04 1.00 1.09 5.41 0.36 NA1m 150 0.00 0.02 0.09 NA 0.28 0.06 12.00 0.04 NA1m 151 NA 0.02 0.06 0.00 0.09 0.05 11.15 0.06 NA1m 152 0.03 0.03 0.20 0.00 0.71 0.84 5.57 0.25 NA1m 153 0.03 0.02 0.11 NA 0.72 0.56 8.58 0.28 NA1m 154 0.00 0.05 0.23 NA 0.69 0.74 9.06 0.23 NA1m 155 0.02 0.04 0.19 0.00 0.34 0.32 8.45 0.09 NA1m 156 0.02 0.03 0.24 0.08 0.26 0.08 10.01 0.03 NA1m 157 0.02 0.03 0.23 NA 0.87 0.95 8.42 0.58 NA1m 158 NA 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.24 0.08 6.60 0.00 NA1m 159 0.07 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.21 0.00 12.33 0.03 NA1m 160 0.13 0.05 0.47 0.05 0.28 0.07 12.72 0.04 NA1m 161 0.03 0.01 0.09 NA 0.16 NA 10.90 0.15 NA1m 162 0.00 NA 0.17 0.00 0.23 0.47 6.68 NA NA1m 163 0.01 NA 0.04 0.00 0.17 0.06 7.95 0.03 NA1m 164 0.20 0.05 0.61 0.00 0.52 0.09 11.34 0.06 NA1m 165 0.01 0.02 0.20 0.00 0.27 0.07 13.05 0.13 NA1m 166 0.02 0.04 0.26 0.00 0.62 0.60 10.40 0.18 NA1m 168 0.03 0.01 0.16 0.03 0.24 0.33 8.67 NA NA1m 174 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.00 0.26 0.14 9.19 0.03 NA1m 175 0.01 NA 0.12 0.00 0.22 0.13 7.48 0.08 NA1m 177 NA 0.03 0.21 0.00 0.40 0.75 12.36 0.30 NAlp 1 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.20 0.13 12.53 0.00 NAnet 7 0.37 0.06 0.40 NA 0.47 NA 12.51 0.06 NAnms 1 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.02 0.26 13.77 0.13 0.00nms 2 0.00 0.01 0.12 0.02 0.42 0.25 10.03 0.14 0.00nms 3 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.31 0.19 11.82 0.10 0.03nms 4 0.01 0.01 0.20 0.00 0.75 0.59 10.20 0.27 0.00nms 5 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.10 0.01 13.28 0.06 0.02nms 6 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.71 0.00 12.36 0.01 0.01nms 7 0.01 0.01 0.22 0.00 0.59 0.52 9.31 0.30 0.00runs 8 0.01 0.01 0.15 0.02 0.87 0.37 8.73 0.17 0.00runs 9 0.00 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.86 0.44 11.01 0.20 0.05nms 10 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.29 0.19 10.73 0.15 0.06runs 11 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.69 0.30 12.27 0.08 0.03nms 12 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.01 1.04 0.25 9.54 0.09 0.02nms 13 0.02 0.02 0.20 0.01 1.05 0.71 10.95 0.30 0.00
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Grain Size Grain Size InclusionPB Au S Average Group Distortion
1m 132 13.30 0.00 NA 16.75 c 2
1m 133 2.30 0.00 NA 11.08 b 3
1m 134 0.40 0.05 NA NA 11m 135 NA 0.00 NA 27.60 e 2
1m 136 4.70 0.00 NA 103.33 f 2
1m 137 8.90 0.00 NA 448.00 f 2
1m 138 4.40 0.03 NA 55.21 f 1
1m 139 6.00 0.03 NA 30.50 e 1
1m 140 7.80 0.00 NA 12.75 b 4
1m 143 0.40 NA NA 117.71 f 2
1m 144 12.60 0.00 NA 9.04 a 2
1m 146 9.90 0.03 NA 13.63 b 3
1m 147 3.10 0.00 NA 22.29 d 1
1m 148 13.70 0.00 NA 10.75 b 21m 149 2.20 0.00 NA 18.88 c 51m 150 1.30 0.00 NA 23.50 d 21m 151 1.80 0.00 NA 23.96 d 2
1m 152 5.10 NA NA 18.25 c 3
1m 153 0.80 NA NA 13.25 b 5
1m 154 8.90 0.05 NA 15.42 c 31m 155 3.90 0.00 NA 11.25 b 31m 156 0.15 0.00 NA 9.80 a 41m 157 2.70 0.00 NA 11.00 b 31m 158 2.40 0.07 NA 14.75 b 41m 159 0.04 0.02 NA 500.00 f 31m 160 0.20 0.02 NA 53.55 f 4
1m 161 3.20 0.00 NA 37.83 f 11m 162 3.50 0.00 NA 13.08 b 3
1m 163 0.70 0.07 NA 13.71 b 21m 164 0.10 0.00 NA 14.20 b 31m 165 0.10 0.00 NA 17.05 c 41m 166 3.20 0.00 NA 12.17 b 21m 168 1.70 0.04 NA 7.78 a 31m 174 0.20 0.00 NA 21.25 d 31m 175 4.00 0.06 NA 16.63 c 21m 177 0.70 0.00 NA 15.29 c 5Ip 1 0.00 0.00 NA 11.58 b 4net 7 0.30 0.00 NA 13.50 b 1nms 1 0.18 0.01 0.06 33.54 e 1nms 2 0.92 0.07 0.02 26.67 e 4nms 3 5.95 0.04 0.69 24.17 d 2nms 4 0.64 0.05 0.01 31.25 e 4nms 5 2.84 0.03 0.33 22.75 d 4nms 6 0.34 0.01 0.01 31.08 e 2nms 7 1.07 0.03 0.02 18.92 c 4nms 8 0.42 0.02 0.04 11.00 b 3nms 9 1.48 0.03 0.02 13.58 b 5nms 10 0.69 0.03 0.01 16.25 c 4nms 11 6.08 0.02 0.20 7.50 a 4nms 12 0.21 0.01 0.03 15.67 c 1nms 13 1.19 0.00 0.02 19.58 c 4
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Porosity Corrosion Coring & High Tin GrainRecrystal- Phases Distortion-lisation
1m 132 4 3 2 3 31m 133 4 3 3 3 2
1m 134 3 4 NA 3 NA1m 135 3 3 1 4 21m 136 4 2 4 4 21m 137 4 3 5 3 NA
1m 138 5 3 1 1 3
1m 139 2 3 2 1 31m 140 1 3 2 4 2
1m 143 3 2 1 1 NA1m 144 5 3 2 3 2
1m 146 4 3 2 2 31m 147 4 3 1 1 1
1m 148 3 3 2 2 21m 149 3 2 2 2 21m 150 3 2 1 3 21m 151 2 3 1 2 NA1m 152 3 2 2 2 21m 153 2 2 2 4 2
1m 154 3 2 2 3 21m 155 3 3 3 3 21m 156 1 3 2 1 31m 157 1 2 2 2 21m 158 2 2 2 2 21m 159 4 3 5 4 NA1m 160 1 2 1 2 21m 161 4 2 1 1 11m 162 2 2 2 2 2
1m 163 3 3 2 1 21m 164 2 3 2 2 31m 165 1 2 1 4 31m 166 3 2 3 2 21m 168 3 3 3 3 31m 174 1 2 1 1 21m 175 2 3 4 3 21m 177 2 2 3 4 3Ip 1 4 4 3 2 2net 7 1 2 1 3 2nms 1 4 3 2 3 2nms 2 2 2 2 3 2nms 3 3 2 2 3 2nms 4 3 3 2 3 2runs 5 3 2 2 3 2nms 6 2 1 2 3 2nms 7 2 3 3 2 2nms 8 2 3 3 2 2nms 9 2 2 3 2 2nms 10 1 2 2 3 2nms 11 2 3 3 2 3nms 12 1 2 3 2 2nms 13 3 4 3 2 2
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Weapon Position Type Region Hardness
Average
nms 14 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 165.7nms 15 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 117.6nms 16 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 154.3nms 17 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 129.3runs 1.8Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 127.8nms 19 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 140.5nms 20 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 11.5.6nms 21 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 148.6runs 22 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 179.3nms 23 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 129.1runs 24 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 108.8nms 25 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 135.3nms 26 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 138.3nms 27 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 121.7nms 28 Sword Blade Edge Early Scotland 178.5nms 29 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 183.4nms 30 Sword Blade Edge Ewart Park Scotland 152.3nmw 143 Sword Blade Ewart Park West 131.5nmw 144 Sword Blade Ewart Park West 201.5
runw 145 Sword Blade Late West 185.8nmw 146 Sword Blade Ewart Park West 177.3sel 1 Spear Ewart Park South East 152.7sel 2 Spear Ewart Park South East 148.8sel 4 Spear Ewart Park South East 150.0sel 5 Spear Ewart Park South East 176.4sel 6 Spear Ewart Park South East 151.8sel 7 Spear Ewart Park South East 125.7sel 8 Spear Ewart Park South East 133.8sel 9 Spear Ewart Park South East 156.7sel 10 Spear Ewart Park South East 181.8sel 11 Spear Ewart Park South East 184.8sel 14 Spear Ewart Park South East 64.7sel 15 spear Ewart Park South East 130.6sel 16 Spear Ewart Park South East 62.3sel 17 Hilt Hilt Ewart Park South East 97.5sel 18 Hilt Hilt Ewart Park South East 103.9sel 19 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 191.5sel 20 Spear Ewart Park South East 155.2sel 21 Spear Ewart Park South East 71.9sel 22 Spear Ewart Park South East 196.7sel 23 Spear Ewart Park South East 167.1sel 24 Spear Ewart Park South East 170.5sel 25 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 213.8sel 26 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 170.3sel 28 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 205.3sel 30 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 251.0sel 31 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 158.8sel 32 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 196.0sel 33 Sword Blade Ewart Park South East 195.4sw 4 Sword Blade Ewart Park West 155.2tr 19 Sword Blade Early West 196.7
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Appendix 2 : Metallurgical Data
Sample Composition
Fe Co Ni Zn As Sb Sn Ag Bi
nms 14 0.01 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.31 0.18 9.02 0.11 0.02nms 15 0.00 0.02 0.17 0.00 1.06 0.59 12.07 0.20 0.00nms 16 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.30 8.38 0.12 0.00nms 17 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.00 1.13 0.13 11.09 0.05 0.01nms 18 0.00 0.01 0.16 0.00 0.69 0.43 9.20 0.25 0.07nms 19 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.29 7.78 0.20 0.03nms 20 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.21 11.68 0.13 0.02nms 21 0.01 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.35 1.62 8.65 1.61 0.00nms 22 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.38 0.10 11.57 0.08 0.01nms 23 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.62 0.05 12.52 0.00 0.02nms 24 0.01 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.50 0.39 10.63 0.25 0.03nms 25 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.12 0.12 10.98 0.04 0.01nms 26 0.00 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.94 0.24 8.59 0.11 0.01nms 27 0.01 0.00 0.12 0.01 1.02 0.33 9.75 0.22 0.02nms 28 0.04 0.02 0.17 0.00 0.22 0.34 12.54 0.11 0.01nms 29 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.15 10.65 0.08 0.04nms 30 0.01 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.25 0.46 7.70 0.24 0.02nmw 143 NA 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.34 0.12 8.55 0.00 NAnmw 144 NA 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.18 0.00 7.72 0.00 NAnmw 145 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.17 0.18 10.60 0.00 NAnmw 146 0.00 0.02 0.21 NA 0.36 0.40 7.40 0.00 NAsel 1 NA 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.15 0.23 12.33 0.10 NAse1 2 NA 0.07 0.32 0.00 0.40 0.80 7.80 0.08 NAsel 4 0.00 NA 0.25 NA 0.26 0.45 7.89 0.09 NAsel 5 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 NA 11.11 0.06 NAsel 6 NA NA 0.04 0.00 0.09 0.04 12.68 NA NAsel 7 NA 0.02 0.51 0.04 0.83 1.26 11.56 0.19 NAsel 8 NA 0.03 0.40 0.00 0.61 0.95 8.35 0.12 NAsel 9 0.00 NA 0.10 NA 0.24 0.32 9.07 0.03 NAsel 10 NA 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.29 0.20 10.61 0.11 NAsel 11 NA 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.29 0.38 9.36 0.09 NAsel 14 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.04 7.53 0.00 NAsel 15 0.02 NA 0.07 0.00 0.18 0.04 4.19 0.02 NAsel 16 0.02 0.00 0.05 NA 0.20 0.03 7.09 0.02 NAsel 17 0.02 NA 0.44 0.02 0.36 1.32 11.89 0.15 NAsel 18 0.00 NA 0.03 0.00 0.10 0.05 7.92 0.04 NAsel 19 0.00 0.05 0.36 0.00 0.66 0.85 8.90 0.04 NAsel 20 NA NA 0.10 0.00 0.25 0.18 5.75 0.09 NAsel 21 NA 0.06 6.38 NA 1.95 12.36 3.24 1.19 NAsel 22 0.00 0.01 0.10 NA 0.10 0.16 8.66 0.05 NAsel 23 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.26 0.23 8.17 0.05 NAsel 24 0.03 0.03 0.12 NA 0.06 0.30 14.49 0.10 NAsel 25 NA 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.27 0.12 8.60 0.06 NAsel 26 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.03 0.21 0.23 10.20 0.06 NAsel 28 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.03 0.06 0.11 7.20 0.01 NAsel 30 0.02 0.02 NA NA 0.08 0.00 15.20 0.12 NAsel 31 NA 0.02 0.21 0.03 0.69 0.70 8.80 0.19 NAsel 32 0.02 0.07 0.28 0.00 0.45 0.38 10.70 0.09 NAsel 33 0.04 0.06 0.27 NA 0.21 0.47 11.80 0.09 NAsw 4 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.36 0.24 8.39 0.00 NAtr 19 NA 0.04 0.12 NA 0.33 0.02 12.96 0.03 NA
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Grain Size Grain Size InclusionPB Au S Average Group Distortion
nms 14 0.72 0.00 0.01 11.00 b 4nms 15 8.60 0.04 0.30 11.92 b 4nms 16 0.50 0.01 0.01 12.83 b 5nms 17 4.07 0.04 0.36 17.67 c 3nms 18 1.19 0.01 0.01 14.79 b 3nms 19 1.55 0.00 0.00 15.92 c 5nms 20 2.08 0.02 0.02 15.08 c 2runs 21 0.22 0.00 0.01 11.29 b 3nms 22 0.88 0.02 0.03 12.46 b 4runs 23 0.15 0.00 0.01 52.71 f 3runs 24 0.59 0.01 0.42 46.54 f 4runs 25 1.06 0.04 0.07 46.67 f 2runs 26 0.58 0.03 0.05 12.25 b 1runs 27 0.50 0.01 0.02 12.08 b 4
nms 28 0.64 0.00 0.59 14.17 b 3runs 29 0.86 0.00 0.02 14.58 b 1runs 30 0.40 0.01 0.57 12.42 b 2nmw 143 23.00 0.00 NA 20.08 d 4nmw 144 11.10 0.00 NA 22.75 d 4nmw 145 4.10 0.00 NA 16.17 c 4nmw 146 7.80 0.00 NA 23.58 d 2sel 1 2.70 0.00 NA 13.11 b 1sel 2 4.10 0.00 NA 21.05 d 2sel 4 0.60 0.04 NA NA 4sel 5 0.80 0.00 NA 8.10 a 4sel 6 3.40 0.00 NA 12.45 b 2sel 7 0.70 0.04 NA 30.25 e 2sel 8 0.50 0.00 NA 13.60 b 4sel 9 3.30 NA NA 395.00 f 1sel 10 3.40 0.00 NA 36.56 f 4sel 11 0.50 0.00 NA 10.90 b 4sel 14 5.70 0.04 NA 24.83 d 1sel 15 4.50 0.00 NA NA 1sel 16 1.80 NA NA 31.28 e 2sel 17 1.10 0.00 NA 16.95 c 4sel 18 0.70 NA NA 37.00 f 3sel 19 1.30 NA NA 10.00 b 2sel 20 0.40 0.03 NA 12.75 b 2sel 21 1.40 0.06 NA 7.67 a 2sel 22 3.90 0.00 NA 14.50 b 2sel 23 2.90 0.00 NA 14.35 b 2sel 24 1.40 0.06 NA 10.70 b 4sel 25 1.40 0.00 NA 14.13 b 5se1 26 0.50 0.05 NA 15.25 c 1sel 28 0.90 0.00 NA 8.75 a 4sel 30 0.03 0.05 NA 27.46 e 4sel 31 1.40 0.08 NA 103.75 f 3sel 32 1.40 0.03 NA 13.67 b 3sel 33 0.40 0.05 NA 10.67 b 2sw 4 7.00 0.00 NA 8.92 a 1tr 19 0.08 NA NA 12.83 b 5
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Porosity Corrosion Coring & High Tin Grain
Recrystal- Phases Distortion
-lisation
nms 14 1 2 2 2 2
nms 15 4 4 3 3 2
nms 16 2 1 3 2 2
nms 17 3 2 3 3 2
nms 18 3 2 3 2 2
nms 19 2 2 3 2 2
nms 20 3 3 4 4 2
nms 21 1 2 3 3 2
nms 22 3 2 3 2 3
nms 23 1 2 1 2 1
nms 24 2 2 1 2 1
nms 25 5 4 1 1 1
nms 26 1 1 3 3 2
nms 27 2 3 3 2 2
nms 28 2 3 3 3 NA
nms 29 2 2 2 4 2
nms 30 4 3 2 2 2
nmw 143 4 4 1 1 2
nmw 144 4 2 4 4 2
nmw 145 2 2 3 2 2
nmw 146 4 3 4 3 2
sel 1 5 3 5 4 2
sel 2 5 3 2 2 2
sel 4 5 4 3 3 2
sel 5 4 3 2 3 2
sel 6 4 3 2 3 2
sel 7 3 3 1 3 2
sel 8 4 2 2 2 2
sel 9 5 3 5 3 NA
sel 10 4 3 2 4 1
sel 11 4 4 2 3 2
sel 14 4 3 1 1 1
sel 15 5 3 5 2 NA
sel 16 4 3 4 1 1
sel 17 2 2 2 4 2
sel 18 4 3 2 3 2
sel 19 3 2 2 2 2sel 20 3 2 2 1 2sel 21 4 3 3 3 NA
sel 22 3 2 4 4 2
sel 23 4 3 2 2 2sel 24 4 3 3 4 2sel 25 4 3 3 2 3sel 26 3 3 2 2 2sel 28 2 2 2 3 2sel 30 1 2 2 2 3sel 31 4 3 5 3 2sel 32 5 4 3 3 2sel 33 2 3 2 2 2sw 4 2 2 3 2 2
tr 19 1 2 1 2 2
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Weapon position Type Region Hardness
Average
tr 21 Sword Blade Early South East 225.9
wr 1 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 234.7
wr 2 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 197.0
wr 3 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 161.2
wr 4 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 136.1
wr 5 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 184.8
wr 6 Sword Blade Wilburton South East 150.2
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Appendix 2 : Metallurgical Data
Sample Composition
Fe Co Ni Zn As Sb Sn Ag Bi
tr 21 0.10 0.11 0.14 0.00 0.58 0.43 8.37 0.24 NA
wr 1 NA 0.05 0.33 0.00 0.63 0.65 8.82 0.20 NA
wr 2 0.02 0.14 0.50 NA 1.09 0.90 9.42 0.27 NA
wr 3 NA 0.03 0.23 0.00 1.33 0.80 7.25 0.24 NA
wr 4 0.01 0.02 0.24 0.00 1.24 0.95 8.09 0.38 NA
wr 5 0.03 0.14 0.56 0.00 1.13 0.59 7.75 0.26 NA
wr 6 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.00 0.78 0.55 9.04 0.20 NA
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Appendix 2: Metallurgical Data
Sample Grain Size Grain Size Inclusion
PB Au S Average Group Distortion
tr 21 0.22 0.04 NA 18.58 c 3
wr 1 1.80 NA NA 23.13 d 2
wr 2 1.50 NA NA 8.42 a 3
wr 3 2.60 0.00 NA 24.83 d 1
wr 4 2.00 0.00 NA 75.83 f 1
wr 5 1.80 0.00 NA 10.25 b 1
wr 6 0.60 0.00 NA 59.58 f 1
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Appendix 2 : Metallurgical Data
Sample porosity Corrosion Coring & High Tin GrainRecrystal- Phases Distortion
-lisation
tr 21 1 3 2 1 2
wr 1 1 2 3 3 2
wr 2 1 3 3 2 2
wr 3 2 3 2 2 2
wr 4 3 1 1 2 1
wr 5 1 2 3 2 2
wr 6 2 1 1 1 1
Compositional comparisons between pairs of samples from the same weapon
Sample # Method Fe Co Ni Zn As Sb Sn Ag Bi Pb Au
BMO EPMA 0.02 0.02 0.48 0.00 1.00 1.17 14.1 0.21 0.00 0.44 0.00
8el3 EPMA 0.04 0.01 0.27 0.07 0.18 0.38 9.48 0.11 0.00 10.8 0.00
BM1 EPMA 0.01 0.01 0.27 0.00 1.33 0.75 10.8 0.47 0.00 0.21 0.02
BM10 EPMA 0.01 0.02 0.26 0.01 0.61 0.83 11.40 0.48 0.04 0.11 0.00
BM20/8el34 EPMA 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.14 0.13 10.3 0.05 0.00 0.50 0.00
BBA145 AAS 0.23 0.04 0.24 0.15 0.34 8.30 0.08 0.01 17.9
NMS23 EPMA 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.62 0.05 12.5 0.00 0.02 0.15 0.00
Ed20 EPMA 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.22 0.05 12.1 0.05 0.00 0.63 0.00
NMS24 EPMA 0.01 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.50 0.39 10.6 0.25 0.03 0.59 0.01
Ed21 EPMA 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.22 0.29 9.30 0.18 0.00 16.1 0.00
BM3 EPMA 0.01 0.04 0.25 0.00 0.56 1.34 6.95 0.36 0.00 0.28 0.00
BBA139 AAS 0.01 0.04 0.23 0.00 0.56 1.34 6.00 0.17 0.04 7.48 0.00
BM6 EPMA 0.02 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.41 0.16 9.42 0.10 0.01 0.21 0.01
BBA141 AAS 0.14 0.02 0.20 0.02 0.46 1.13 8.10 0.16 0.03 1.36
BM11 EPMA 0.02 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.50 0.16 9.53 0.11 0.00 0.03 0.04
BBASO AAS 0.15 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.25 0.22 8.70 0.12 0.03 7.30 0.00
BM14 EPMA 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.59 0.04 15.5 0.04 0.01 0.10 0.01
BBAS06 AAS 0.01 0.03 0.16 0.00 0.40 0.05 11.5 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.00
BM14 EPMA 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.59 0.04 15.5 0.04 0.01 0.10 0.01
SBA507 AAS 0.02 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.04 0.09 11.B 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.00
BBAS06 AAS 0.01 0.03 0.16 0.00 0.40 0.05 11.5 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.00
BBAS07 AA8 0.02 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.04 0.09 11.B 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.00
BM15 EPMA 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.23 0.10 11.5 0.04 0.01 0.16 0.00
BBA134 AAS 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.12 10.4 0.06 0.01 6.22
BM16 EPMA 0.00 0.01 0.42 0.00 0.06 1.38 8.91 0.46 0.02 0.41 0.02
BBA136 AAS 0.05 0.01 0.48 0.16 1.10 6.70 0.24 0.02 2.21
BMB EPMA 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.31 0.10 12.5 0.05 0.02 0.41 0.02
BBA550 AAS 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.13 0.10 9.70 0.06 0.00 5.70 0.00
BM9 EPMA 0.02 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.16 0.23 11.5 0.18 0.01 0.44 0.00
BBA553 AAS 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.20 0.30 9.30 0.12 0.00 4.90 0.00
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34 1862 9 12
35 1951 10 7
36 1871 10 2
37 1976 7 1
38 WG
39 1836 9 1
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Broadway Worcester - from 'cist'?
Lowthorpe Humberside with axe 'ploughing'Cranbourne Dorset
Cranbourne Dorset
R Tees Middlesborough Cleveland (1887)
R Thames Maidenhead/Taplow
R Thames Bray-on-Thames
R Avon Bathford Somerset
R Thames Maidenhead/TaplowCumbria
R Lea Greater London





R Thames Isleworth (1887)
R Thames Isleworth (1887)
R Thames Kingston
R Thames Isleworth (butt 1886, point 1887R Thames Mortlake
R Thames Hammersmith near bridge




R Thames Wandsworth (1854)
'mouth of' R WandIe Wandsworth (1894)R Thames Wandsworth
R Thames
Kielder Forest Northumberland confluenceR Medway Chatham
Buildwas Bridge Shropshire - s bank R Sev











in old riverbed? Chertsey
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Camp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mmBM 1 South East Early 1 534.4 642.0 545.0 97.0BM 2 South East Early 9 525.9 562.0 NA NABM 3 South East Ewart Park 1 609.2 606.0 492.0 114.0BM 4 West Ewart Park 1 733.3 616.0 509.0 107.0BM 5 Scotland Ewart Park 9 571.6 481.0 NA 106.0BM 6 West Ewart Park 3 712.0 584.0 NA 104.0BM 7 West Wilburton 2 556.4 605.0 509.0 96.0BM 8 Scotland Ewart Park 1 487.7 548.0 454.0 94.0BM 9 South East 6 552.4 475.0 NA NABM 10 South East Wilburton 3 563.6 477.0 410.0 NABM 11 West Ewart Park 1 584.4 530.0 425.0 105.0BM 12 South East Wilburton 7 297.6 220.0 NA NABM 13 West Early 7 293.6 206.0 NA NABM 14 South East Early 1 800.7 703.0 570.0 107.0BM 15 South East Ewart Park 1 586.0 573.0 457.0 116.0BM 16 South East 7 227.5 175.0 NA NABM 17 South East Early 2 337.6 446.0 NA NABM 18 South East Late 9 193.1 149.0 NA NABM 18 South East Late 9 447.1 320.0 NA NABM 19 South East Early 2 582.8 495.0 437.0 NABM 20 South East Ewart Park 5 413.8 305.0 NA 121.0BM 21 South East Ewart Park 7 124.4 159.0 NA NABM 22 South East 6 171.0 292.0 NA NABM 23 South East Ewart Park 9 658.8 593.0 497.0 96.0BM 24 South East Early 5 365.2 319.0 NA 108.0BM 25 South East Early 1 661.9 599.0 496.0 103.0BM 26 South East Early 1 604.4 525.0 465.0 60.0BM 27 South East Ewart Park 1 716.1 649.0 537.0 112.0BM 28 South East Late 2 665.5 705.0 588.0 117.0BM 29 South East Early 1 630.5 673.0 572.0 101.0BM 30 South East Early 7 305.8 360.0 NA NABM 31 South East Early 1 897.8 642.0 537.0 105.0BM 32 South East Ewart Park 1 745.6 634.0 519.0 106.0BM 33 South East Late 3 437.9 415.0 NA NABM 34 South East Early 1 587.0 590.0 NA NABM 35 Scotland Ewart Park 4 511.6 539.0 497.0 NABM 36 South East Early 1 942.8 795.0 686.0 109.0BM 37 West Ewart Park 1 472.3 531.0 432.0 99.0BM 38 East Anglia Early 1 852.2 697.0 589.0 108.0BM 39 South East Early 9 1091.3 767.0 628.0 116.0BM 40 South East 7 254.2 336.0 NA NABM 41 East Anglia Ewart Park 8 100.5 88.0 NA NABM 42 South East Early 2 925.8 728.0 618.0 110.0BM 43 South East Late 1 530.1 618.0 505.0 113.0BM 44 South East Late 1 741.2 639.0 522.0 117.0BM 45 South East Wilburton 1 794.0 698.0 587.0 111.0BM 46 South East Early 2 589.9 534.0 478.0 56.0BM 47 South East Late 2 760.1 630.0 513.0 117.0BM 48 South East Early 1 591.0 550.0 442.0 108.0BM 49 South East Early 6 595.5 571.0 NA NABM 50 South East Early 1 768.6 608.0 507.0 101.0
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Appendix 3 : Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade ness
BM 1 208.0 65.0 41.0 7.5 3 3 3 118BM 2 NA NA NA 8.4 c 2 c 3 3 78BM 3 178.0 50.0 39.0 7.0 c 2 c 2 4 317BM 4 190.0 51.0 43.0 8.0 1 3 2 432BM 5 NA 51.0 40.0 6.0 3 2 3 504BM 6 182.0 49.0 41.0 8.0 c 2 c 3 3 437BM 7 188.0 NA 35.0 7.2 c 2 c 3 3 181BM 8 174.0 51.0 37.0 5.1 C 2 c 3 2 459BM 9 NA NA 43.0 9.0 2 3 3 NABM 10 NA 52.0 42.0 8.5 c 3 c 2 3 290BM 11 150.0 51.0 40.0 7.4 3 1 2 NABM 12 NA NA 44.0 7.4 c 1 C 1 4 238BM 13 NA NA NA NA 4 2 3 20BM 14 209.0 NA 38.0 9.6 c 2 c 1 2 84BM 15 168.0 50.0 42.0 6.7 c 2 c 1 3 312BM 16 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 3 NABM 17 NA NA NA NA 1 3 2 8BM 18 NA NA NA NA 3 c 4 4 737BM 18 NA NA NA NA 3 c 4 3 737BM 19 NA NA 32.0 8.1 2 3 3 37BM 20 NA 52.0 NA NA 2 c 4 3 320BM 21 NA NA NA NA 2 4 3 373BM 22 NA NA 34.0 5.0 c 2 c 3 3 767BM 23 NA NA 43.0 6.0 2 c 3 3 228BM 24 NA 71.0 NA NA 1 b 3 b 3 97BM 25 190.0 50.0 44.0 7.9 2 3 3 62BM 26 187.0 NA NA NA 2 3 3 43BM 27 202.0 47.0 42.0 7.3 1 3 2 315BM 28 208.0 58.0 31.0 6.5 c 2 c 4 2 719BM 29 212.0 73.0 48.0 8.6 c 3 c 2 3 102BM 30 NA NA 43.0 8.1 c 2 c 2 3 107BM 31 201.0 57.0 42.0 9.5 1 1 2 88BM 32 200.0 52.0 48.0 6.5 2 3 3 318BM 33 NA 61.0 33.0 6.7 c 2 c 4 3 745BM 34 NA 54.0 53.0 7.0 1 2 2 65BM 35 NA 46.0 38.0 6.2 3 3 3 548BM 36 268.0 61.0 46.0 8.2 c 3 c 3 4 89BM 37 157.0 NA 34.0 6.2 3 3 2 NABM 38 228.0 55.0 45.0 10.5 c 2 c 3 4 94BM 39 214.0 59.0 45.0 8.8 c 2 c 3 2 87BM 40 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 NABM 41 NA 47.0 NA NA c 2 c 3 3 411BM 42 230.0 56.0 43.0 8.5 c 2 c 2 3 783BM 43 159.0 57.0 NA 6.6 c 2 c 4 3 718BM 44 182.0 56.0 42.0 6.8 1 3 2 698BM 45 242.0 66.0 NA 8.3 c 2 c 2 3 158BM 46 198.0 44.0 40.0 6.1 2 2 2 44BM 47 189.0 58.0 47.0 8.4 2 3 2 697BM 48 NA 49.0 41.0 9.0 2 1 2 73BM 49 NA NA 36.0 8.2 c 2 c 1 3 80BM SO 191.0 67.0 46.0 7.6 c 1 c 3 3 NA
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New Forest Lansannor Glam
Waltham Forest Walthamstow London













Fulbourne Cambs (Archaeologia XIX)
Fulbourne Cambs (Archaeologia XIX)
Tarves Grampian in the farm of Ythsie?







Wicken Fen Cambs 6' from surface
Wicken Fen Cambs 6' from surface
Wicken Fen Cambs 6' from surface
Wicken Fen Cambs 6' from surface
Wicken Fen Cambs 6' from surface
Heathery Burn Durham (Cu68.8,Sn9.4,Pb20.3Chrishall Essex
Chrishall Essex
Chrishall Essex
Shoebury Essex (PSA 1892 XIV)
Shoebury Essex (PSA 1892 XIV)
Bromley Kent - with another
Dolwyddelan Gwynedd buried in peat
Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Bexleyheath London 5'6" under gravelCliffe at Hoo Kent
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Comp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete grns nun Length LengthNo ness nun mmBM 51 South East Early 2 684.1 550.0 496.0 54.0BM 52 South East Wilburton 4 785.8 598.0 559.0 NABM 53 South East Late 7 455.0 360.0 NA NABM 54 South East Wilburton 7 266.4 200.0 NA NABM 55 South East Early 4 615.9 625.0 584.0 NABM 56 South East Early 1 522.1 522.0 423.0 99.0BM 57 South East Early 1 433.0 449.0 350.0 99.0BM 58 Scotland Late 3 524.9 533.0 NA NABM 59 Scotland Late 4 835.1 663.0 630.0 NABM 60 West 7 166.3 184.0 NA NABM 61 South East 7 48.0 117.0 NA NABM 62 Scotland Late 1 662.8 696.0 584.0 112.0BM 63 South East Late 1 802.6 726.0 608.0 118.0BM 64 South East Wilburton 1 555.2 591.0 496.0 95.0BM 65 South East Early 1 873.7 621.0 529.0 92.0BM 66 West 7 135.3 137.0 NA NABM 67 West 7 136.6 136.0 NA NABM 68 West 8 77.5 97.0 NA NABM 69 West 8 91.8 76.0 NA NABM 70 West 8 63.4 51.0 NA NABM 71 West Ewart Park 8 39.2 59.0 NA NABM 72 West 7 147.5 145.0 NA NABM 73 West 8 25.1 49.0 NA NABM 74 West Ewart Park 7 196.4 217.0 NA NABM 75 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 463.8 577.0 476.0 101.0BM 76 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 550.4 577.0 471.0 106.0BM 77 Scotland Ewart Park 1 815.7 639.0 543.0 96.0BM 78 Scotland Ewart Park 1 668.6 588.0 481.0 105.0BM 79 East Anglia Late 8 45.6 60.0 NA NABM 80 East Anglia Ewart Park 8 40.2 65.0 NA NABM 81 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 129.4 125.0 NA NABM 82 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 418.3 373.0 NA NABM 83 East Anglia 8 56.6 62.0 NA NABM 84 East Anglia 8 51.6 61.0 NA NABM 85 East Anglia 8 29.5 29.0 NA NABM 86 East Anglia Wilburton 8 117.4 79.0 NA NABM 87 East Anglia Wilburton 7 130.5 145.0 NA NABM 88 East Anglia 7 110.5 103.0 NA NABM 89 East Anglia 8 7.6 41.0 NA NABM 90 East Anglia 8 22.2 65.0 NA NABM 91 Scotland 7 126.5 148.0 NA NABM 92 South East 8 102.3 91.0 NA NABM 93 South East 8 127.9 81.0 NA NABM 94 South East 7 58.4 110.0 NA NABM 95 South East Ewart Park 7 156.1 108.0 NA NABM 96 South East 8 107.9 84.0 NA NABM 97 South East Ewart Park 1 821.1 636.0 534.0 102.0BM 98 West Ewart Park 3 412.2 492.0 NA NABM 99 South East Ewart Park 7 267.7 269.0 NA NABM 100 South East Ewart Park 9 268.8 241.0 NA 103.0BM 101 South East 8 83.0 78.0 NA NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade ness
BM 51 203.0 44.0 48.0 6.7 1 3 3 23BM 52 NA 62.0 39.0 8.3 2 3 2 152BM 53 NA 62.0 NA NA 2 3 3 727BM 54 NA 65.0 NA NA cb 1 cb 3 cb 3 213BM 55 NA 58.0 43.0 7.2 c 2 c 1 2 119BM 56 143.0 62.0 49.0 6.9 2 3 2 135BM 57 115.0 44.0 39.0 5.8 2 3 3 71BM 58 NA 53.0 41.0 6.0 1 4 2 754BM 59 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 2 723BM 60 NA 43.0 NA NA 3 1 2 NABM 61 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 2 375BM 62 213.0 56.0 31.0 7.3 2 2 3 715BM 63 217.0 59.0 34.0 8.0 2 1 3 710BM 64 175.0 57.0 37.0 6.7 c 1 c 3 2 208BM 65 214.0 74.0 59.0 8.8 1 3 2 128BM 66 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 3 NABM 67 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 3 NABM 68 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 3 NABM 69 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 3 NABM 70 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 3 NABM 71 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 3 453BM 72 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 3 NABM 73 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 3 NABM 74 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb 4 435BM 75 156.0 50.0 40.0 5.0 1 4 3 378BM 76 161.0 53.0 41.0 5.6 2 4 3 388BM 77 201.0 49.0 45.0 7.7 c 1 c 3 3 575BM 78 158.0 50.0 42.0 6.9 c 1 c 3 3 490BM 79 NA NA NA NA NA NA 3 689BM 80 NA NA NA NA NA NA 3 397BM 81 NA NA NA NA c 1 c NA 3 394BM 82 NA 44.0 34.0 7.7 c 2 c 1 3 404BM 83 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 2 NABM 84 NA NA NA 5.9 c 2 c 4 3 NABM 85 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 NABM 86 NA 67.0 NA NA c 1 c NA 2 251BM 87 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 2 252BM 88 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 3 2 NABM 89 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 3 NABM 90 NA NA NA NA NA c 3 3 NABM 91 NA NA NA NA 4 1 2 NABM 92 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 3 3 NABM 93 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 2 NABM 94 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 2 2 NABM 95 NA 47.0 NA NA c NA c NA 3 325BM 96 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 4 NABM 97 199.0 51.0 42.0 8.0 c 1 c 2 1 283BM 98 NA 46.0 35.0 6.2 2 3 3 433BM 99 NA NA NA 6.8 c 2 c 4 2 227BM 100 NA 47.0 NA NA c 2 c 1 3 311BM 101 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 2 3 NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Registration Deposition LocationExam
No
BM 102 1946 7 6 12 Dartford Kent roadworks nr Watling St (PPBM 103 1914 9 24 27 Addington London
BM 104 1914 9 24 25 Addington London
BM 105 1914 9 24 29 Addington London
BM 106 1914 9 24 28 Addington London
BM 107 1914 9 24 24 Addington London
BM 108 1903 6 23 25 Bromley Ie Bow London 4'6" deepBM 109 1866 2 24 9 Kensington London
BM 110 1864 5 2 12 Hounslow London in a fieldBM 111 1864 5 2 13 Hounslow London in a fieldBM 112 1879 3 20 Cumberlow Green HertsBM 112 1879 3 20 Cumberlow Green HertsBM 113 1911 10 21 6 Heathery Burn Durham
BM 114 1894 8 3 40 All Hallows Hoo Homewood Fm (Arch Cant XIBM 115 1894 8 3 41 All Hallows Hoo Homewood Fm {Arch Cant XIBM 116 1894 8 3 48 All Hallows Hoo Homewood Fm {Arch Cant XIBM 117 1894 8 3 26 All Hallows Hoo Littlecoombe Fm trenchingBM 118 1894 8 3 23 All Hallows Hoo Littlecoombe Fm trenchingBM 119 1894 8 3 24 All Hallows Hoo Littlecoombe Fm trenchingBM 120 1894 8 3 50 All Hallows Hoo Homewood Fm {Arch Cant XIBM 121 1894 8 3 42 All Hallows Hoo Homewood Fm {Arch Cant XIBM 122 1894 8 3 39 All Hallows Hoo Homewood Fm {Arch Cant XIBM 123 1894 8 3 47 All Hallows Hoo Homewood Fm {Arch Cant XIBM 124 1898 7 12 20 R Thames Taplow
BM 125 1898 7 12 19 R Thames Taplow
BM 126 1914 9 24 26 Addington London
BM 127 1880 11 24 31 Meldreth Cambs
BM 128 1891 5 14 33 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 129 1891 5 14 31 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 130 1891 5 14 34 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 131 1891 5 14 32 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 132 1891 5 14 35 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 133 1891 5 14 38 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 134 1891 5 14 37 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 135 1891 5 14 36 Blackmoor woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 136 1891 5 14 39 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 137 1891 5 14 41 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 138 1891 5 14 40 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne HantsBM 139 1981 7 2 49 Langdon Bay wreck (Ant LIV)BM 140 1892 11 4 3 Marston St Lawrence
BM 141 1892 11 4 4 Marston St Lawrence
BM 142 WG 1252 R Thames Sandford Oxon 20 yds from riverBM 143 WG 1238 Brechin Angus Forfarshire/TaysideBM 144 1893 2 5 1 Stoke Hoo Kent
BM 145 1893 2 5 2 Stoke Hoo Kent
BM 146 1893 2 5 3 Stoke Hoo KentBM 147 1893 2 5 4 Stoke Hoo KentBM 148 1893 2 5 5 Stoke Hoo KentBM 149 1893 4 26 142 Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)BM 150 1893 4 26 143 Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)BM 151 1922 2 6 28 Swalecliffe Kent
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Comp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mmBM 102 South East Ewart Park 8 110.5 66.0 NA NABM 103 South East 8 37.7 41.0 NA NABM 104 South East 8 58.0 68.0 NA NABM 105 South East 8 40.3 39.0 NA NABM 106 South East 8 69.4 55.0 NA NABM 107 South East 8 33.1 54.0 NA NABM 108 South East Ewart Park 8 122.6 93.0 NA NABM 109 South East 8 41.1 85.0 NA NABM 110 South East 8 43.7 100.0 NA NABM 111 South East 7 68.6 132.0 NA NABM 112 South East 9 98.5 78.0 NA NABM 112 South East 9 137.1 92.0 NA NABM 113 Scotland Ewart Park 9 520.5 518.0 NA NABM 114 South East 8 133.4 100.0 NA NABM 115 South East 8 106.8 90.0 NA NABM 116 South East Ewart Park 8 105.5 86.0 NA NABM 117 South East Ewart Park 8 33.3 61.0 NA NABM 118 South East 8 31.6 51.0 NA NABM 119 South East 8 35.7 68.0 NA NABM 120 South East 8 38.9 38.0 NA NABM 121 South East 8 51.7 40.0 NA NABM 122 South East 9 108.9 95.0 NA NABM 123 South East Wilburton 8 64.2 59.0 NA NABM 124 South East Wilburton 5 359.1 280.0 NA NABM 125 South East Wilburton 5 325.8 310.0 NA NABM 126 South East Late 5 173.2 143.0 NA 91.0BM 127 East Anglia Ewart Park 5 245.2 179.0 NA NABM 128 South East Ewart Park 5 252.9 250.0 NA 95.0BM 129 South East Ewart Park 6 471.9 367.0 NA NABM 130 South East Ewart Park 5 185.8 247.0 NA 96.0BM 131 South East 6 477.1 342.0 NA NABM 132 South East Ewart Park 5 189.2 192.0 NA 95.0BM 133 South East 8 14.8 35.0 NA NABM 134 South East 7 135.0 175.0 NA NABM 135 South East 7 189.8 171.0 NA NABM 136 South East 7 NA 112.0 NA NABM 137 South East 8 38.1 57.3 NA NABM 138 South East 8 38.4 62.0 NA NABM 139 8 60.2 80.0 NA NABM 140 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 719.2 628.0 522.0 106.0BM 141 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 540.3 592.0 494.0 98.0BM 142 South East Early 1 387.9 484.0 443.0 41.0BM 143 Scotland Late 1 609.8 668.0 562.0 106.0BM 144 South East 8 62.4 41.0 NA NABM 145 South East Ewart Park 7 156.4 102.0 NA NABM 146 South East 8 50.1 54.0 NA NABM 147 South East 8 78.4 81.0 NA NABM 148 South East 7 138.2 116.0 NA NABM 149 South East 8 25.4 49.0 NA NABM 150 South East 8 15.7 39.0 NA NABM 151 South East 8 20.1 50.0 NA NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade ness
BM 102 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 2 607BM 103 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 3 NABM 104 NA NA NA NA C 3 c 2 3 NABM 105 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 2 3 NABM 106 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 2 3 NABM 107 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 2 NABM 108 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 2 324BM 109 NA NA NA NA c 1 c 2 2 NABM 110 NA NA NA NA c 1 c 2 2 NABM 111 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 3 NABM 112 NA 47.0 NA NA c 3 c NA 3 NABM 112 NA NA NA NA c 3 c NA 3 NABM 113 NA NA NA NA 2 1 2 528BM 114 NA NA NA NA 1 4 3 NABM 115 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 2 NABM 116 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 2 356BM 117 NA NA NA NA NA NA 3 348BM 118 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 3 NABM 119 NA NA NA NA c 4 c NA 3 NABM 120 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 3 NABM 121 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 2 NABM 122 NA NA NA NA c 3 c NA 2 NABM 123 NA NA NA NA c 3 c NA 2 NABM 124 NA 59.0 NA NA c 3 c NA 2 186BM 125 NA 56.0 NA NA c 3 c 3 3 167BM 126 NA 47.0 NA NA c 3 c NA 2 691BM 127 NA 49.0 NA NA c 2 c NA 2 386BM 128 NA 47.0 NA NA 1 3 2 263BM 129 NA NA 44.0 8.0 1 3 1 276BM 130 NA 44.0 NA NA 2 NA 2 264BM 131 NA NA 47.0 7.8 1 3 2 NABM 132 NA 47.0 NA NA 1 3 2 267BM 133 NA NA NA NA 2 2 2 NABM 134 NA NA NA 5.8 c 1 c 4 2 NABM 135 NA NA NA NA 2 4 3 NABM 136 NA NA NA NA 2 3 2 NABM 137 NA NA NA NA NA NA 2 NABM 138 NA NA NA NA NA NA 3 NABM 139 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 2 NABM 140 187.0 53.0 45.0 6.0 1 5 3 393BM 141 211.0 NA NA NA 2 5 2 389BM 142 186.0 40.0 36.0 5.7 c 3 c 1 2 77BM 143 188.0 59.0 32.0 6.4 1 3 1 740BM 144 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 3 NABM 145 NA NA NA NA c 3 c NA 2 347BM 146 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 3 2 NABM 147 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 3 NABM 148 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 3 NABM 149 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 150 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 151 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NA
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Whalley Portfield Farm Lanes - pipe layin
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Minster Thanet Kent (PSA XIV)
Somerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (An
Somerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (An
Somerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (An
Somerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (An
Somerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (An
Somerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (An
SOmerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (An
Somerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (AnA York Cemetery (1/1869)
York Cemetery (1/1869)
Beachy Head
Somerleyton Suffolk in rectory garden (An
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Comp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mmBM 152 South East 8 42.4 40.0 NA NABM 153 South East 7 50.3 102.0 NA NABM 154 South East 8 41.1 41.0 NA NABM 155 South East 8 45.2 86.0 NA NABM 156 West Ewart Park 8 33.2 59.0 NA NABM 157 South East Late 7 143.3 121.0 NA NABM 158 South East Late 8 124.4 78.0 NA NABM 159 South East Ewart Park 8 80.3 84.0 NA NABM 160 South East 8 27.6 60.0 NA NABM 161 South East 7 113.2 105.0 NA NABM 162 South East 8 87.4 70.0 NA NABM 163 South East Late 8 82.7 63.0 NA NABM 164 South East Ewart Park 8 137.1 98.0 NA NABM 165 South East Ewart Park 8 78.5 59.0 NA NABM 166 South East Ewart Park 8 73.8 58.0 NA NABM 167 South East Ewart Park 8 74.4 97.0 NA NABM 168 South East 8 34.8 60.0 NA NABM 169 South East Ewart Park 7 98.1 119.0 NA NABM 170 South East 8 42.7 53.0 NA NABM 171 South East 8 71.5 52.0 NA NABM 172 South East 8 29.2 27.0 NA NABM 173 South East 8 36.3 27.0 NA NABM 174 South East 8 35.2 37.0 NA NABM 175 South East 8 75.5 88.0 NA NABM 176 South East 8 51.8 51.0 NA NABM 177 South East Ewart Park 8 71.5 59.0 NA NABM 178 South East 8 38.5 36.0 NA NABM 179 South East 7 125.4 112.0 NA NABM 180 South East 8 82.1 84.0 NA NABM 181 South East 7 161.6 105.0 NA NABM 182 South East 8 84.9 72.0 NA NABM 183 South East 8 74.6 68.0 NA NABM 184 South East 8 64.7 63.0 NA NABM 185 South East 8 78.6 66.0 NA NABM 186 South East 8 98.1 68.0 NA NABM 187 South East 8 69.6 52.0 NA NABM 188 South East 8 40.0 47.0 NA NABM 189 South East 8 40.1 40.0 NA NABM 190 South East 8 34.9 32.0 NA NABM 191 East Anglia 8 87.8 94.0 NA NABM 192 East Anglia 8 47.4 63.0 NA NABM 193 East Anglia 8 68.1 91.0 NA NABM 194 East Anglia 8 40.2 96.0 NA NABM 195 East Anglia 8 66.1 87.0 NA NABM 196 East Anglia 8 65.2 83.0 NA NABM 197 East Anglia 8 71.2 97.0 NA NABM 198 East Anglia 7 76.6 105.0 NA NABM 199 Scotland 8 22.9 56.0 NA NABM 200 Scotland Ewart Park 8 57.8 83.0 NA NABM 201 South East Late 7 133.5 115.0 NA NABM 202 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 145.6 152.0 NA NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade nessBM 152 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 153 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 154 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 155 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 156 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA 572BM 157 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 3 683BM 158 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 3 685BM 159 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 332BM 160 NA NA NA NA NA NA 2 NABM 161 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 2 2 NABM 162 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 2 NABM 163 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 2 684BM 164 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 3 333BM 165 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 334BM 166 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 335BM 167 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 354BM 168 NA NA NA NA NA NA 3 NABM 169 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 3 355BM 170 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 2 NABM 171 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 2 NABM 172 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 2 NABM 173 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 2 NABM 174 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 2 NABM 175 NA NA NA NA c 1 c 1 2 NABM 176 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 177 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 2 344BM 178 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 2 NABM 179 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 2 NABM 180 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 3 NABM 181 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 3 NABM 182 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 3 2 NABM 183 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 NABM 184 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 NABM 185 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 1 3 NABM 186 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 3 NABM 187 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 NABM 188 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 NABM 189 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 NABM 190 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 3 NABM 191 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 192 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 4 NABM 193 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 194 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 195 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA NA NABM 196 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 197 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA c NA NABM 198 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA NA NABM 199 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA NA NABM 200 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA NA 563BM 201 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA NA 690BM 202 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA NA 413
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Registration Deposition Location
Exam
NO
BM 203 1853 4 19 135 Farley Heath Surrey
BM 204 1961 10 6 1 Minnis Bay BA occupation site (PPS 9 1943BM 205 1961 10 6 70 Minnis Bay BA occupation site (PPS 9 1943BM 206 1961 10 6 71 Minnis Bay BA occupation site (PPS 9 1943BM 207 1961 10 6 72 Minnis Bay BA occupation site (PPS 9 1943BM 208 1961 10 6 73 Minnis Bay BA occupation site {PPS 9 1943BM 209 1961 10 6 74 Minnis Bay BA occupation site (PPS 9 1943BM 210 1961 10 6 2 Minnis Bay BA occupation site (PPS 9 1943BM 211 1961 10 6 3 Minnis Bay BA occupation site {PPS 9 1943BM 212 1961 10 6 4 Minnis Bay BA occupation site {PPS 9 1943BM 213 1961 10 6 5 Minnis Bay BA occupation site {PPS 9 1943BM 214 1961 10 6 6 Minnis Bay BA occupation site {PPS 9 1943BM 215 1860 7 13 2 a R Thames near Kingston?
BM 216 1860 7 13 2 b R Thames near Kingston?
BM 217 1875 2 1 7 c Thames St Grtr London
BM 218 1875 2 1 7 d Thames St Grtr London
Cam 1 Z 4281 Haddenham
Cam 2 1874 199 Peterborough
Cam 3 Z 24871 Soham Fen
Cam 4 1883 162 A Quy Fen
Cam 5 1883 161 Quy
Cam 6 Z 4242 Waterbeach
Cam 7 1900 492 Cambridge
Cam 8 Z 1116 Barrington
Cam 9 1922 567 nr Ely
Cam 10 1922 568 nr Ely
Cam 11 1922 566 Coveney
Cam 12 1948 300 Great Wilbraham
Cam 13 1935 998 R Thames
Cam 14 1948 314 R Thames nr Corvay StakesCam 15 Z 25018 Bromley
Cam 16 Z 46784 R Thames Hammersmith
Cam 17 Z 25017 Sedge Fen
Cam 18 1933 505 Methwold
Cam 19 D 1929 25 ROuse Hockwold
Cam 20 Z 24870 Mildenhall
Cam 21 1932 326 R Ouse Horse Fen Farm SoutheryCam 22 1923 188 B
Cam 23 1923 188 C
Cam 24 Z 24869 R Thames London
Cam 25 1922 565 Coveney
Cam 26 1919 6 12 Wilburton
Cam 27 1919 6 11 Wilburton
Cam 28 1919 6 10 Wilburton
Cam 29 1919 6 8 B Wilburton
Cam 30 1919 6 8 Wilburton
Cam 31 1919 6 6 Wilburton
Cam 32 1919 6 7 Wilburton
Cam 33 1919 6 13 Wilburton
Cam 34 1919 6 14 Wilburton
Cam 35 1919 6 15 Wilburton
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Comp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mmBM 203 South East 8 16.7 21.0 NA NABM 204 South East Ewart Park 3 352.8 370.0 306.0 NABM 205 South East 8 54.3 66.0 NA NABM 206 South East 8 67.5 66.0 NA NABM 207 South East 7 155.9 126.0 NA NABM 208 South East 8 41.4 44.0 NA NABM 209 South East 8 74.1 70.0 NA NABM 210 South East 7 141.0 115.0 NA NABM 211 South East 8 30.8 87.0 NA NABM 212 South East 8 24.1 67.0 NA NABM 213 South East 8 69.2 62.0 NA NABM 214 South East 8 57.8 54.0 NA NABM 215 South East 7 NA 240.0 NA NABM 216 South East 8 NA NA NA NABM 217 South East 7 NA NA NA NABM 218 South East 7 NA NA NA NACam 1 East Anglia Wilburton 6 201.0 385.0 NA NACam 2 East Anglia Early 2 517.0 505.0 437.0 NACam 3 East Anglia Wilburton 6 393.0 462.0 NA NACam 4 East Anglia Ewart Park 6 338.0 342.0 NA NACam 5 East Anglia Ewart Park 4 569.0 562.0 NA NACam 6 East Anglia Early 9 330.0 480.0 381.0 99.0Cam 7 East Anglia Wilburton 6 380.0 402.0 NA NACam 8 East Anglia Late 8 27.0 29.0 NA NACam 9 East Anglia Late 2 581.0 629.0 537.0 92.0Cam 10 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 191.0 239.0 NA NACam 11 East Anglia Ewart Park 3 581.0 476.0 NA 102.0Cam 12 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 681.0 623.0 518.0 105.0Cam 13 South East Ewart Park 3 606.0 600.0 532.0 NACam 14 South East Early 9 480.0 607.0 512.0 95.0Cam 15 South East Ewart Park 2 646.0 598.0 494.0 104.0Cam 16 South East Ewart Park 1 530.0 538.0 438.0 100.0Cam 17 East Anglia Early 3 539.0 559.0 472.0 NACam 18 East Anglia Early 2 317.0 411.0 NA NACam 19 East Anglia Ewart Park 1 598.0 564.0 473.0 91.1Cam 20 East Anglia Wilburton 6 217.0 197.0 NA NACam 21 East Anglia Ewart Park 6 207.0 317.0 NA NACam 22 7 105.0 120.0 NA NACam 23 8 48.0 58.0 NA NACam 24 South East Ewart Park 3 432.0 531.0 432.0 NACam 25 East Anglia Early 3 570.0 487.0 NA 111.7Cam 26 East Anglia Wilburton 9 596.0 547.0 NA NACam 27 East Anglia Wilburton 9 647.0 531.0 NA NACam 28 East Anglia Wilburton 9 579.0 560.0 NA NACam 29 East Anglia 7 NA 280.0 NA 96.0Cam 30 East Anglia Wilburton 5 NA 208.0 NA NACam 31 East Anglia Wilburton 9 557.0 574.0 NA 95.0Cam 32 East Anglia Wilburton 9 654.0 622.0 NA 105.0Cam 33 East Anglia Wilburton 6 167.0 204.0 NA NACam 34 East Anglia Wilburton 6 155.0 175.0 NA NACam 35 East Anglia Wilburton 7 192.0 199.0 NA NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade nessBM 203 NA NA NA NA c 2 c NA 3 NABM 204 101.0 44.0 33.0 7.0 2 3 3 NABM 205 NA NA NA NA NA NA 2 NABM 206 NA NA NA NA 1 3 3 NABM 207 NA NA NA NA 2 3 2 NABM 208 NA NA NA NA 2 1 2 NABM 209 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 2 NABM 210 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 2 NABM 211 NA NA 19.0 NA NA NA NA NABM 212 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NABM 213 NA NA NA NA 2 1 3 NABM 214 NA NA NA NA 2 1 3 NABM 215 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NABM 216 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NABM 217 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NABM 218 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NACam 1 NA NA NA 6.7 c NA c NA 3 240Cam 2 NA 45.5 38.9 6.7 2 1 2 25Cam 3 NA NA 42.0 6.9 2 3 2 242Cam 4 NA NA 38.5 5.8 2 3 2 420Cam 5 NA 51.6 42.2 5.9 c 2 c 2 4 400Cam 6 NA 54.2 NA 7.0 c 2 c 5 3 74Cam 7 NA NA 37.9 7.4 c 1 c 3 3 246Cam 8 NA NA NA NA c 1 c 1 2 694Cam 9 NA 45.0 NA 8.3 c NA c NA 2 671Cam 10 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 424Cam 11 NA 45.8 41.4 7.2 2 3 2 382Cam 12 NA 51.9 45.9 6.9 c 3 c 2 2 381Cam 13 NA NA 54.0 5.7 2 2 3 NACam 14 NA 62.0 43.6 8.3 2 3 2 121Cam 15 NA NA 39.2 7.7 c NA c NA 4 299Cam 16 NA 47.5 39.5 7.0 1 3 2 NACam 17 NA 60.0 39.4 6.7 c 2 c 2 1 123Cam 18 NA NA NA NA 2 3 2 14Cam 19 NA 46.8 38.4 6.6 2 3 2 379Cam 20 NA 61.1 NA NA 1 3 2 157Cam 21 NA NA NA NA 1 3 2 422Cam 22 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 NACam 23 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 NACam 24 NA 46.1 37.6 6.1 c 1 c 3 3 293Cam 25 NA 41.5 NA 7.3 c NA c 3 4 21Cam 26 NA 58.2 NA NA cb 1 cb 3 cb 2 173Cam 27 NA NA NA 8.4 cb NA cb 4 cb 3 206Cam 28 NA 51.8 37.6 8.0 cb NA cb 4 cb NA 250Cam 29 NA 58.0 NA NA cb 2 cb 4 cb 3 NACam 30 NA NA NA NA cb 2 cb 4 cb 3 172Cam 31 NA 58.0 NA NA cb NA cb 4 cb 3 163Cam 32 NA 56.0 NA NA cb NA cb 5 cb 4 198Cam 33 NA 58.8 NA NA c 2 c 2 3 222Cam 34 NA NA NA NA c 1 c 4 4 248Cam 35 NA NA NA NA cb 2 cb 4 cb 3 161
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Cam 36 1919 6
Cam 37 1983 NA







Cam 45 1919 6
Cam 46 1919 6
Cam 47 1919 6






































































































































Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Comp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mm
Cam 36 East Anglia Wilburton 8 54.0 89.0 NA NA
Cam 37 East Anglia 8 49.0 60.0 NA NA
Cam 38 East Anglia 8 87.0 88.0 NA NA
Cam 39 East Anglia 8 59.0 48.0 NA NA
Cam 40 East Anglia 8 31.0 31.0 NA NA
Cam 41 East Anglia 8 98.0 80.0 NA NA
Cam 42 East Anglia Ewart Park 2 442.0 445.0 388.0 NA
Cam 43 East Anglia Wilburton 1 652.0 592.0 487.0 105.0
Cam 44 East Anglia Ewart Park 2 565.0 598.0 498.0 100.0
Cam 45 East Anglia Wilburton 6 NA 150.0 NA NA
Cam 46 East Anglia 8 NA 87.0 NA NA
Cam 47 East Anglia 7 NA 130.0 NA NA
Cam 48 East Anglia 7 NA 198.0 NA NA
Cam 49 Late 8 163.0 82.0 NA NA
Cam 50 South East Ewart Park 7 132.0 115.0 NA NA
Cam 51 Ewart Park 8 NA 61.0 NA NA
Cam 52 East Anglia 8 62.0 60.0 NA NA
Cam 53 East Anglia 8 62.0 71.0 NA NA
Cam 54 East Anglia 8 12.0 41.0 NA NA
Cam 55 East Anglia 8 50.0 50.0 NA NAFF 1 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 660.0 619.0 519.0 100.0FF 2 East Anglia Wilburton 1 755.0 572.0 NA 96.0FF 3 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 440.0 475.0 NA 101.0FF 4 East Anglia 8 30.0 37.0 NA NAFF 5 East Anglia 1 175.0 272..0 185.5 86.5
HM 1 Scotland Ewart Park 4 780.0 544.0 492.0 NA
HM 2 Ewart Park 4 633.0 626.0 524.0 102.0
HM 3 Ewart Park 1 723.0 643.0 535.0 108.0
HM 4 Scotland Ewart Park 4 558.0 534.0 496.0 NA
HM 5 Ewart Park 7 370.0 261.0 NA NA
HM 6 Scotland 9 225.0 205.0 NA NA
HM 7 Scotland Ewart Park 3 637.0 589.0 520.0 NA
MM 8 Scotland 4 755.0 568.0 524.0 NA
HM 9 Ewart Park 1 719.0 628.0 523.0 105.0MoL 1 South East Wilburton 5 252.6 257.0 NA 94.0MoL 2 South East Wilburton 4 429.8 495.0 NA NAMoL 3 South East Wilburton 5 380.3 322.0 NA NAMoL 4 South East Wilburton 9 655.4 623.0 530.0 93.0MoL 5 South East Wilburton 5 443.7 345.0 NA 101.0MoL 6 South East Wilburton 5 142.3 128.0 NA 101.0MoL 7 South East Wilburton 4 648.8 579.0 526.0 NAMoL 8 South East Late 7 148.8 135.4 NA NAMoL 9 South East Ewart Park 6 411.3 355.0 NA NAMoL 10 South East Early 5 350.3 300.0 NA 102.0MoL 11 South East Wilburton 5 221.5 186.0 NA 101.0MoL 12 South East Ewart Park 3 565.8 499.0 NA 99.0MoL 13 South East Late 3 579.3 541.0 481.0 NAMoL 14 South East Ewart Park 6 525.9 385.0 NA NAMoL 15 South East Wilburton 5 210.2 220.0 NA 93.0MoL 16 South East Wilburton 4 821.7 587.0 493.0 NAMoL 17 South East Early 9 622.3 567.0 518.0 NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade ness
Cam 36 NA NA NA NA NA NA 3 249Cam 37 NA NA NA 5.0 c 3 c 1 2 NACam 38 NA NA NA 7.0 c 3 c 3 3 NACam 39 NA NA NA 10.5 c 2 c 2 2 NACam 40 NA NA NA 7.0 c 2 c 1 2 NACam 41 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 1 2 NACam 42 NA 41.8 36.7 7.4 c 2 c 2 2 603Cam 43 NA 57.5 43.0 7.8 c 1 c 2 2 168Cam 44 NA NA 41.6 5.6 c 2 c 3 2 402Cam 45 NA 58.0 NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA 162Cam 46 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb 4 cb NA NACam 47 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb 4 cb 3 NACam 48 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NACam 49 NA NA NA NA 3 1 3 681Cam 50 NA 45.4 NA NA c 3 c 2 2 339Cam 51 NA 44.0 NA NA NA NA 3 604Cam 52 NA NA NA NA 2 1 2 NACam 53 NA NA NA NA 2 1 2 NACam 54 NA NA NA NA c 1 c NA 3 NACam 55 NA NA NA NA c 1 c NA 3 NAFF 1 193.0 54.5 NA NA c 1 c 4 3 NAFF 2 178.0 50.3 42.0 NA c NA c 4 2 NAFF 3 129.0 46.4 35.0 NA c 2 c 3 2 NAFF 4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NAFF 5 45.5 39.8 35.2 NA 1 1 2 NA
HM 1 NA 54.0 45.2 7.0 1 3 2 538
liM 2 196.0 49.0 39.3 6.3 2 1 2 635
liM 3 187.0 56.0 45.6 6.6 2 3 2 613liM 4 NA 48.2 NA NA c NA c NA 3 532
HM 5 NA NA NA 8.2 c NA c 4 4 658
HM 6 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 769
HM 7 NA 53.0 43.0 5.8 1 3 3 508HM 8 NA 48.0 45.3 8.0 c 1 C 2 2 NAHM 9 181.0 54.0 43.0 7.0 1 3 2 633MoL 1 NA 56.5 NA 6.8 1 2 3 216MoL 2 NA 65.4 48.8 7.1 c 1 c 5 4 153MoL 3 NA NA NA 7.5 1 3 2 154MoL 4 199.0 58.1 40.6 6.6 1 4 2 202MoL 5 NA 72.4 NA 8.0 3 3 2 141MoL 6 NA 62.0 NA NA c NA c NA 2 207MoL 7 NA 54.1 43.8 6.6 2 2 3 194MoL 8 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 4 3 736MoL 9 NA NA 38.4 7.5 1 1 3 655MoL 10 NA 72.7 NA 9.0 1 2 3 130MoL 11 NA 62.5 NA NA c 2 c 4 3 155MoL 12 NA 47.0 38.4 8.4 c 1 c 2 4 608MoL 13 NA 48.5 37.0 6.6 c 1 c 3 2 695MoL 14 NA NA 46.4 7.3 1 3 2 363MoL 15 NA 50.5 NA NA c 2 c 3 2 177MoL 16 NA 59.3 NA 7.9 c 1 c 3 3 174MoL 17 NA 68.3 43.6 7.8 1 2 2 108
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Nr Keith House E Lothian (1882)
No Prov
Southfield Gladsmuir E Lothian «1825)
Cauldhame Angus (1853)




Millbank Douglas Lanarks - roadworks on A






Auchterarder Perth - 30cm below surface _No Prov
Shuna Island Nether Lorn Argyll - in peat
Strathblane Stirling - said from cist witNo Prov
Scotland? «1783)
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Comp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mmMoL 18 South East Late 4 658.2 604.0 NA NAMoL 19 South East Wilburton 1 783.9 631.0 NA 105.0MoL 20 South East Wilburton 4 953.6 618.0 550.0 NAMoL 21 South East Wilburton 1 590.8 595.0 NA NAMoL 22 South East Wilburton 1 659.3 614.0 515.0 99.0MoL 23 South East Wilburton 1 902.1 662.0 561.0 101.0MoL 24 South East Early 1 387.9 541.0 457.0 84.0MoL 25 South East Late 1 680.4 738.0 644.0 94.0MoL 26 South East Early 9 536.3 451.0 NA NAMoL 26 South East Early 9 280.9 252.0 NA 113.0MoL 27 South East Early 1 486.2 520.0 428.0 92.0MoL 28 South East Wilburton 1 488.7 558.0 464.0 94.0MoL 29 South East Wilburton 1 466.2 577.0 483.0 94.0MoL 30 South East Early 1 689.2 662.0 563.0 99.0MoL 31 South East Ewart Park 2 671.3 551.0 442.0 109.0MoL 32 South East Ewart Park 1 605.7 574.0 478.0 96.0MoL 33 South East Wilburton 9 520.0 541.0 493.0 NAMoL 34 South East Ewart Park 1 630.0 607.0 501.0 106.0MoL 35 South East Late 5 276.1 269.0 NA NAMoL 36 South East Early 1 674.2 685.0 590.0 95.0MoL 37 South East Late 1 748.5 712.0 594.0 NAMoL 38 South East Ewart Park 1 592.9 555.0 455.0 100.0MoL 39 South East Ewart Park 2 762.4 556.0 450.0 106.0MoL 40 South East Early 1 701.5 719.0 613.0 106.0MoL 41 South East Ewart Park 1 668.7 542.0 442.0 100.0MoL 42 South East Wilburton 1 641.6 619.0 524.0 95.0MoL 43 South East Late 6 541.3 519.0 NA NAMoL 44 South East Early 2 891.0 660.0 558.0 102.0NMS 1 Scotland Ewart Park 2 599.2 595.0 NA 103.0NMS 2 Scotland Ewart Park 2 655.7 622.0 NA 104.0NMS 3 Scotland Ewart Park 2 607.3 628.0 NA 107.0NMS 4 Scotland Ewart Park 4 721.8 583.0 535.0 NANMS 5 Scotland Ewart Park 3 612.9 554.0 485.0 NANMS 6 Scotland Ewart Park 9 267.1 452.0 NA NANMS 7 Scotland Ewart Park 5 617.6 540.0 520.0 NANMS 8 Scotland Ewart Park 1 641.1 617.0 516.0 NANMS 9 Scotland Ewart Park 9 424.2 NA NA 102.0NMS 10 Scotland Ewart Park 4 285.8 361.0 324.0 NANMS 11 Scotland Ewart Park 2 508.7 573.0 NA 102.0NMS 12 Scotland Ewart Park 9 485.5 584.0 NA 102.0NMS 13 Scotland Ewart Park 5 422.4 462.0 NA NANMS 14 Scotland 9 629.1 592.0 544.0 NANMS 15 Scotland Ewart Park 9 1101.6 658.0 579.0 NANMS 16 Scotland Ewart Park 1 494.5 511.0 NA 104.0NMS 17 Scotland Ewart Park 4 439.9 433.0 390.0 NANMS 18 Scotland Ewart Park 2 592.8 600.0 495.0 105.0NMS 19 Scotland 5 224.9 393.0 NA NANMS 20 Scotland Ewart Park 3 585.5 538.0 470.0 NANMS 21 Scotland 7 121.1 172.0 NA NANMS 22 Scotland Ewart Park 7 146.7 186.0 NA NANMS 23 Scotland Ewart Park 7 186.1 259.0 NA NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade nessMoL 18 NA NA 32.3 7.2 2 3 2 731MoL 19 192.0 58.7 42.4 6.4 C 2 c 2 3 145MoL 20 NA 57.8 51.3 9.7 1 3 2 175MoL 21 186.0 56.5 46.9 6.4 2 3 3 143MoL 22 204.0 55.2 41.2 8.2 c 1 c 3 3 777MoL 23 211.0 61.6 49.8 8.5 1 3 3 201MoL 24 167.0 56.4 37.5 7.4 1 2 2 105MoL 25 236.0 55.2 42.0 NA 1 4 2 672MoL 26 NA NA 46.9 NA c 3 c 3 c 4 83MoL 26 NA 57.8 NA NA c 3 c 3 c 4 83MoL 27 158.0 61.8 48.2 5.5 1 1 1 131MoL 28 169.0 59.2 33.2 5.5 2 4 2 220MoL 29 191.0 55.0 43.2 6.7 3 2 3 197MoL 30 219.0 57.0 40.0 7.0 c 2 c 4 2 126MoL 31 158.0 51.1 42.6 6.7 c 3 c 3 3 313MoL 32 179.0 49.8 41.0 7.0 2 3 1 302MoL 33 NA 58.3 48.0 7.3 c 2 c 3 3 151MoL 34 171.0 55.3 41.0 6.0 3 3 2 272MoL 35 NA 53.6 NA NA 3 2 2 711MoL 36 227.0 67.0 45.8 8.4 2 3 3 100MoL 37 203.0 56.4 30.2 7.8 3 3 2 702MoL 38 165.0 NA 37.3 7.7 1 3 2 282MoL 39 158.0 52.2 45.4 7.3 2 3 2 308MoL 40 236.0 63.9 47.1 8.1 c 1 C 2 3 85MoL 41 162.0 47.8 34.2 8.4 c 3 c 5 2 279MoL 42 200.0 62.5 48.2 6.8 2 3 2 150MoL 43 NA NA 33.9 7.9 c 3 c 4 3 709MoL 44 204.0 69.7 56.0 7.8 1 2 3 127NMS 1 206.0 45.2 39.8 7.9 c 3 c 2 2 774NMS 2 203.0 51.0 43.0 6.8 2 3 3 470NMS 3 201.0 NA 39.5 7.5 c 3 c 3 2 772NMS 4 NA 53.0 46.0 6.2 2 3 2 557NMS 5 NA NA NA 6.8 c 3 c 3 3 469NMS 6 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 553NMS 7 NA 46.5 42.4 6.0 c NA c 4 2 646NMS 8 197.0 54.0 42.6 5.7 2 2 2 634NMS 9 NA 45.5 35.7 6.5 1 3 2 472NMS 10 NA 41.5 29.5 6.5 3 3 3 556NMS 11 176.0 47.2 37.0 6.5 c 2 c 2 c 4 506NMS 12 158.0 50.0 NA 4.3 c 2 c 3 c 4 466NMS 13 NA NA NA 6.0 c NA c NA 3 533NMS 14 NA 52.0 43.7 6.3 c 1 c 4 2 NANMS 15 225.0 56.4 51.0 7.7 c 3 c 3 2 596NMS 16 NA 45.2 40.6 8.0 1 4 3 468NMS 17 NA 44.3 33.3 7.0 2 3 3 539NMS 18 NA 48.0 40.6 6.2 c 1 c 3 4 516NMS 19 NA NA 30.4 4.0 1 3 2 NANMS 20 NA 50.8 39.0 6.3 2 3 3 507NMS 21 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 4 770NMS 22 NA NA NA NA 3 4 2 665NMS 23 NA NA NA NA c 3 c NA 3 660
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Alves Morayshire - 1m down in fine sand a
Glenluce Sands Wigtown - between Claysham
Scotland? - bought in Edinburgh late '208Aberdeenshire? «1925)
Ardintoul Ross - by sheeptrack 280mSE of
Jacksbank Farm Glenbervie Kincardine 1m d
Aird South Dell Lewis Ross - 30cm from an
Edinburgh Midlothian - during demolition
Rigg Skye Inverness - while digging out r
Nr Schivas House Methlick Aberdeen «1834
Brawlands Farm Auchindoir Clova AberdeenCauldhame Angus (1853)
Rigg Skye Inverness - under stone slab 1mFendom Ross & Cromarty
Mey Caithness (1908)
Leadburn Peebles «1890)
Cowgill Lamington Lanark (1897)
Nr Arbroath Angus «1920)
Poldar Moss Stirling «1888)
Nr Graham's Dyke Corriden Stirling
Iochdar South Uist Inverness on clay belo
Forse Latheron Caithness «1855)Scotland?
Carlinwark Loch Kirkcudbright - in loch a
Grosvenor Crescent Edinburgh (1869)
Arthur's Seat Midlothian - in bed of char
Arthur's Seat Midlothian - in bed of char
Grosvenor Crescent Edinburgh (1869)
Grosvenor Crescent Edinburgh (1869)
Grosvenor Crescent Edinburgh (1869)
Grosvenor Crescent Edinburgh (1869)
Grosvenor Crescent Edinburgh (1869)
Corsbie Moss Legerwood Berwick in peat moAlton Glen Clova Angus
Ballimore House Argyll - while digging or















Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Comp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mmNMS 24 Scotland Ewart Park 6 271.5 268.0 NA NANMS 25 Scotland Ewart Park 4 700.7 547.0 527.0 NANMS 26 Scotland Ewart Park 5 562.1 555.0 NA NANMS 27 Scotland Ewart Park 1 500.7 571.0 NA 100.0NMS 28 Scotland Ewart Park 2 780.3 625.0 NA 105.0NMS 29 Scotland Ewart Park 3 629.3 602.0 517.0 NANMS 30 Scotland Ewart Park 7 345.6 282.0 NA NANMS 31 Scotland Ewart Park 2 574.0 658.0 NA 104.0NMS 32 Scotland Ewart Park 6 224.8 247.0 NA NANMS 33 Scotland Ewart Park 1 500.3 452.0 NA 101.0NMS 34 Scotland Ewart Park 1 843.1 730.0 NA 98.0NMS 35 Scotland Ewart Park 1 289.2 456.0 NA 100.0NMS 36 Scotland Ewart Park 3 513.1 556.0 464.0 NANMS 37 Scotland Ewart Park 2 715.0 602.0 NA 106.0NMS 38 Scotland Ewart Park 1 1081.6 672.0 NA 107.0NMS 39 Scotland Ewart Park 4 999.2 585.0 560.0 NANMS 40 Scotland Ewart Park 1 449.5 486.0 NA 105.0NMS 41 Scotland Ewart Park 2 1018.1 631.0 495.0 NANMS 42 Scotland Ewart Park 2 707.6 645.0 540.0 105.0NMS 43 Scotland Ewart Park 2 749.4 616.0 509.0 105.0NMS 44 Scotland Wilburton 1 669.8 593.0 507.0 NANMS 45 Scotland Ewart Park 1 711.6 646.0 537.0 109.0NMS 46 Scotland Ewart Park 1 995.8 684.0 NA 109.0NMS 47 Scotland Ewart Park 1 718.1 641.0 536.0 105.0NMS 48 Scotland Late 5 497.9 479.0 NA NANMS 49 Scotland Ewart Park 3 516.9 515.0 412.0 102.0NMS 50 Scotland Ewart Park 1 704.0 515.0 380.0 105.0NMS 51 Scotland Ewart Park 9 841.8 663.0 NA 107.0NMS 52 Scotland Ewart Park 1 820.6 630.0 NA 112.0NMS 53 Scotland Ewart Park 3 583.1 602.0 497.0 105.0NMS 54 Scotland Ewart Park 2 752.0 618.0 515.0 103.0NMS 55 Scotland Ewart Park 3 643.3 509.0 NA 108.0NMS 56 Scotland Ewart Park 4 712.7 560.0 503.0 NANMS 57 Scotland Ewart Park 6 640.6 485.0 NA NANMS 58 Scotland Ewart Park 1 451.5 580.0 NA 101.0NMS 59 Scotland Ewart Park 9 454.0 544.0 NA 105.0NMS 60 Scotland Ewart Park 2 447.6 570.0 NA 107.0NMS 61 Scotland Ewart Park 4 405.5 527.0 NA NANMS 62 Scotland Ewart Park 6 129.2 173.0 NA NANMS 63 Scotland Ewart Park 8 42.9 71.0 NA NANMS 64 Scotland Ewart Park 7 148.4 194.0 NA NANMS 65 Scotland Ewart Park 7 227.0 209.0 NA NANMS 66 Scotland 7 101.5 126.0 NA NANMS 67 Scotland 7 185.1 203.0 NA NANMS 68 Scotland 7 148.9 142.0 NA NANMS 69 Scotland 7 212.5 245.0 NA NANMS 70 Scotland 7 114.9 177.0 NA NANMS 71 Scotland 7 185.5 193.0 NA NANMS 72 Scotland 7 130.4 192.0 NA NANMS 73 Scotland 7 116.3 103.0 NA NANMS 74 Scotland 7 89.6 126.0 NA NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality No
No Shldr Shldr Blade ness
HMS 24 NA 47.0 NA NA c 3 c 2 2 541HMS 25 NA NA 40.3 7.6 c 1 c 4 2 552HMS 26 NA NA 39.5 5.8 c 3 c 3 4 567NHS 27 NA NA NA 5.3 c NA c NA 2 495HMS 28 NA 46.0 39.0 7.3 3 3 1 618NHS 29 190.0 52.0 41.0 6.6 c 2 c 3 2 591NHS 30 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 4 570NHS 31 NA NA NA 7.5 c NA c NA 4 493HMS 32 NA 43.0 NA NA c NA c NA 3 558NHS 33 NA 49.5 37.0 7.0 2 2 2 499HMS 34 NA 48.0 49.3 8.9 2 2 1 584HMS 35 NA NA 32.0 4.9 1 3 3 498HMS 36 NA 47.0 NA 6.3 c NA c NA 2 485NHS 37 NA NA NA 6.8 c 2 c 2 2 501NHS 38 NA 53.2 49.8 7.8 c 3 c 1 2 585HMS 39 NA 56.0 49.2 8.5 3 3 2 590NHS 40 NA 46.5 36.2 6.6 1 4 2 512HMS 41 123.0 54.0 44.6 7.0 2 3 3 600HMS 42 199.0 52.1 44.2 6.5 c 1 c 3 3 482HMS 43 NA 50.8 46.1 6.4 c NA c NA 2 592HMS 44 214.0 NA 42.0 7.8 c NA c 3 2 142NHS 45 207.0 51.0 41.1 6.0 c 3 c 3 3 514NHS 46 NA 58.0 46.5 6.0 1 3 3 579NHS 47 200.0 53.6 46.5 6.0 c 1 c 3 2 583HMS 48 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 3 3 724HMS 49 160.0 50.7 40.4 4.8 c 2 c 3 2 465
NHS 50 NA 42.4 39.7 7.2 c NA c NA 3 607HMS 51 NA 54.0 43.6 6.8 3 3 3 475
HMS 52 NA 53.0 44.7 8.0 c 3 c 2 2 483NHS 53 176.0 49.0 38.0 5.8 c 3 c 3 2 474
NHS 54 197.0 NA NA 7.2 c 3 c 3 2 488HMS 55 NA 49.8 NA 7.3 c 2 c NA 3 513HMS 56 NA 57.0 49.5 6.0 c 2 c 2 3 547HMS 57 NA 52.3 NA 5.9 c NA c 3 3 530NHS 58 NA 51.6 37.5 5.6 c NA c NA 3 230HMS 59 157.0 NA NA 5.2 c NA c NA 2 NAHMS 60 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 522HMS 61 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 NAHMS 62 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA 559HMS 63 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA 560NMS 64 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA 561HMS 65 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA 562NHS 66 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NA
NMS 67 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANHS 68 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NAHMS 69 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NAHMS 70 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NAHMS 71 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NAHMS 72 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NAHMS 73 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NAHMS 74 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NA
Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Registration Deposition LocationExam
No
NMS 75 DQ 15 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 76 DQ 16 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 77 DQ 17 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 78 DQ 18 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 79 DQ 19 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 80 DQ 20 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 81 DQ 21 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 82 DQ 22 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 83 DQ 23 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 84 DQ 24 a Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 85 DQ 24 b Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 86 DQ 24 c Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 87 DQ 24 d Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 88 DQ 24 e Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 89 DQ 24 f Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 90 DQ 25 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 91 DQ 26 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 92 DQ 304 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 93 DQ 305 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 94 DQ 303 Duddingston Loch MidlothianNMS 95 DQ 393 Point of Sleat Skye Inverness between GilNMS 96 DL 41 R Tay Mugdrum Island PerthNMS 97 DL 5 R Tay nr Perth «1877 )NMS 98 DL 4 R Tay nr Elcho Castle Rhynd Perth (1865)NMS 99 DQ 96 & Kilkerran Ayrshire - during field drainagNMS 100 DM 41 YorkshireNMS 101 DQ 118 Kelton Kirkcudbright 2m down - broken byNMS 102 DL 63 Colonsay ArgyllNMS 103 DB 1992 Crofts of Dipple Fochabers Grampianwtr 1 sw15 6 Waterden
wtr 2 8w9 28 Waterden
wtr 3 sw7+sw Waterden
wtr 4 sw18+s Waterden
wtr 5 sw23 18 Waterden
wtr 6 sw26 21 Waterden
wtr 7 sw54+1 Waterden
wtr 8 8w38+s Waterden
wtr 9 sw5 39 Waterden
"tr 10 sw35 50 Waterden
wtr 11 sw37 52 Waterden
wtr 12 sw42 57 Waterden
wtr 13 sw33 48 Waterden
"tr 14 8w63 71 Waterdenwtr 15 6a 8 Waterden
wtr 16 8w59 67 Waterden
wtr 17 sw52 78 Waterden
wtr 18 sw4+sw Waterden
wtr 19 sw21+s Waterden
wtr 20 8w14+6 Waterdenwtr 21 sw17+2 Waterden
wtr 22 sw16 22 Waterden
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Comp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mmNMS 75 Scotland 7 122.7 145.0 NA NANMS 76 Scotland 7 177.8 208.0 NA NANMS 77 Scotland 7 154.7 127.0 NA NANMS 78 Scotland 8 57.5 56.0 NA NANMS 79 Scotland 8 72.5 87.0 NA NANMS 80 Scotland 7 137.5 139.0 NA NANMS 81 Scotland 7 124.3 256.0 NA NANMS 82 Scotland 8 19.7 87.0 NA NANMS 83 Scotland 8 36.3 99.0 NA NANMS 84 Scotland 7 86.3 115.0 NA NANMS 85 Scotland 7 100.5 101.0 NA NANMS 86 Scotland 8 79.7 90.0 NA NANMS 87 Scotland 8 68.8 83.0 NA NANMS 88 Scotland 8 44.1 76.0 NA NANMS 89 Scotland 8 18.1 25.0 NA NANMS 90 Scotland 8 92.7 96.0 NA NANMS 91 Scotland 7 39.1 147.0 NA NANMS 92 Scotland 7 245.7 260.0 NA NANMS 93 Scotland 7 319.6 NA NA NANMS 94 Scotland Wilburton 1 677.5 NA NA NANMS 95 Scotland Ewart Park 1 702.6 567.0 NA 107.0NMS 96 Scotland Early 1 736.6 773.0 NA 101.0NMS 97 Scotland Late 1 851.5 737.0 NA 112.0NMS 98 Scotland Late 2 714.9 629.0 NA 109.0NMS 99 Scotland 7 181.2 238.0 NA NANMS 100 Scotland Ewart Park 1 528.8 469.0 NA 105.0NMS 101 Scotland Ewart Park 9 359.7 439.0 NA 102.0NMS 102 Scotland 7 331.4 270.0 NA NANMS 103 Scotland Ewart Park 9 886.6 628.0 546.0 NAwtr 1 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 208.0 197.0 NA 102.0wtr 2 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 270.0 247.0 NA 110.0wtr 3 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 478.0 399.0 NA 101.0wtr 4 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 630.0 613.8 NA NAwtr 5 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 176.0 151.0 NA NAwtr 6 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 94.0 102.2 NA NAwtr 7 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 282.0 364.0 NA NAwtr 8 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 250.0 317.0 NA NAwtr 9 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 186.0 143.2 NA NAwtr 10 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 144.0 135.7 NA NAwtr 11 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 160.0 131.0 NA NAwtr 12 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 93.0 101.0 NA NAwtr 13 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 148.0 142.0 NA NAwtr 14 East Anglia Ewart Park 8 4.0 37.0 NA NAwtr 15 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 40.0 106.1 NA NAwtr 16 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 113.0 160.0 NA NAwtr 17 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 132.0 164.0 NA NAwtr 18 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 786.0 509.0 NA 107.0wtr 19 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 490.0 456.7 NA NAWtr 20 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 290.0 294.0 NA 105.6wtr 21 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 154.0 188.6 NA NAwtr 22 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 168.0 175.0 NA 99.0
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade ness
NMS 75 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 76 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 77 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 78 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 79 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 80 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 81 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 82 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 83 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 84 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 85 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 86 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 87 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 88 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 89 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 90 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 91 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 92 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NANMS 93 NA NA 30.0 7.5 c 2 c 4 2 NANMS 94 NA 57.0 NA 7.0 cb NA cb 5 cb NA 234NMS 95 168.0 50.8 42.6 8.0 c NA c NA 4 586NMS 96 268.0 67.8 45.6 8.8 c 3 c 1 2 113NMS 97 225.0 64.4 41.3 5.9 2 3 1 739NMS 98 189.0 NA 33.5 6.7 2 3 2 743NMS 99 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 768NMS 100 120.0 42.0 39.8 7.8 2 3 2 500NMS 101 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 489NMS 102 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 2 NANMS 103 222.0 54.0 NA 7.0 c NA c 3 3 NAwtr 1 NA 50.5 NA NA 1 5 3 NAwtr 2 NA 51.2 NA NA 3 3 3 NAwtr 3 NA 53.0 NA NA 1 3 3 NAwtr 4 NA 54.7 NA 5.5 1 5 3 NAwtr 5 NA 51.8 NA NA 2 3 3 NAwtr 6 NA 52.9 NA NA c 1 c 5 3 NAwtr 7 NA NA 39.6 5.0 1 5 3 NAwtr 8 NA NA NA 5.0 cb 2 cb 5 cb 3 NAwtr 9 NA NA 43.0 6.0 3 3 3 NAwtr 10 NA NA NA NA 1 3 3 NAwtr 11 NA NA NA NA 3 3 3 NAwtr 12 NA NA NA NA cb NA cb NA cb NA NAwtr 13 NA NA NA NA 1 4 3 NAwtr 14 NA NA NA NA 1 2 3 NAwtr 15 NA NA NA NA 1 3 2 NAwtr 16 NA NA NA 6.0 2 4 2 NAwtr 17 NA NA NA 7.0 2 3 3 NAwtr 18 NA 57.5 48.0 7.5 2 3 3 NAwtr 19 NA NA NA 6.0 1 5 3 NAwtr 20 NA 53.0 NA NA 1 3 3 NAwtr 21 NA NA NA NA c 3 c 2 3 NAwtr 22 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Registration Deposition LocationExam
No
wtr 23 sw1 3 Waterden
Wtr 24 sw12 24 Waterden
Wtr 25 sw13 23 Waterden
wtr 26 sw8 29 Waterden
wtr 27 sw19+s 13 Waterden
Wtr 28 sw20+s Waterden
Wtr 29 sw24 14 Waterden
wtr 30 sw3 25 Waterden
wtr 31 sw2 26 Waterden
wtr 32 sw22 15 Waterden
wtr 34 3 33 Waterden
wtr 35 sw47 73 Waterden
wtr 36 sw40 55 Waterden
wtr 37 sw28 43 Waterden
wtr 38 sw29 44 Waterden
wtr 39 sw48 74 Waterden
wtr 40 sw50+2 Waterden
wtr 41 sw31 46 Waterden
wtr 42 sw34 49 Waterden
wtr 43 sw32 47 Waterden
wtr 44 sw41 56 Waterden
wtr 45 sw39 54 Waterden
wtr 46 sw30 45 Waterden
wtr 47 6e 12 Waterden
wtr 48 sw36 51 Waterden
wtr 49 sw44 59 Waterden
wtr 50 sw53 61 Waterden
wtr 51 sw62+6 Waterden
wtr 52 sw45+s Waterden
wtr 53 sw51 77 Waterden
wtr 54 sw57 65 Waterden
wtr 55 sw58 66 Waterden
wtr 56 sw56 64 Waterden
wtr 57 sw6 40 Waterden
wtr 58 1 32 Waterden
wtr 59 6b 9 Waterden
wtr 60 28 79 Waterden
wtr 61 sw61 69 Waterden
wtr 62 10 34 Waterden
wtr 63 sw19 13 Waterden
Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum Region Type Camp Weight Length Blade HiltExam lete gms mm Length LengthNo ness mm mmwtr 23 East Anglia Ewart Park 5 214.0 204.0 NA 97.5wtr 24 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 140.0 140.6 NA 107.2Wtr 25 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 210.0 200.1 NA 102.0Wtr 26 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 332.0 317.0 NA 105.7wtr 27 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 514.0 487.0 NA NAWtr 28 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 500.0 554.9 NA NAwtr 29 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 17S.0 151.0 NA NAwtr 30 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 18S.0 149.4 NA NAwtr 31 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 234.0 156.0 NA NAwtr 32 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 134.0 109.9 NA NAwtr 34 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 146.0 127.0 NA NAWtr 35 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 41S.0 410.0 NA NAwtr 36 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 132.0 117.0 NA NAwtr 37 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 206.0 189.0 NA NAwtr 38 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 22S.0 184.0 NA NAwtr 39 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 352.0 370.0 NA NAwtr 40 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 350.0 382.0 NA NAwtr 41 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 156.0 149.0 NA NAwtr 42 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 146.0 138.4 NA NAwtr 43 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 216.0 145.0 NA NAwtr 44 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 116.0 108.0 NA NAwtr 45 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 134.0 124.0 NA NAwtr 46 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 204.0 156.0 NA NAwtr 47 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 124.0 124.0 NA NAwtr 48 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 192.0 131.0 NA NAwtr 49 East Anglia Ewart Park 8 92.0 91.0 NA NAwtr 50 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 206.0 244.0 NA NAwtr 51 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 190.0 215.7 NA NAwtr 52 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 146.0 209.0 NA NAwtr 53 East Anglia Ewart Park 9 124.0 177.0 NA NAwtr 54 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 142.0 173.0 NA NAwtr 55 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 86.0 167.0 NA NAwtr 56 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 120.0 190.0 NA NAwtr 57 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 120.0 191.0 NA NAwtr 58 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 166.0 20S.0 NA NAwtr 59 East Anglia Ewart Park 8 46.0 97.0 NA NAwtr 60 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 58.0 121.2 NA NAwtr 61 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 84.0 117.0 NA NAwtr 62 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 116.0 150.0 NA NAwtr 63 East Anglia Ewart Park 7 78.0 137.0 NA NA
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Appendix 3: Sword Data
Museum CoG Max Max Blade Edge Edge Casting PBFExam to Width Width Thickness Fine Damage Quality NoNo Shldr Shldr Blade ness
wtr 23 NA 52.1 NA NA 2 2 3 NAWtr 24 NA 55.5 NA NA NA NA 3 NAWtr 25 NA 54.9 NA NA 1 2 2 NAwtr 26 NA 48.8 NA NA 1 3 3 NAwtr 27 NA 52.0 NA 5.5 2 3 3 NAwtr 28 NA NA NA 5.8 c 2 c 4 3 NAwtr 29 NA 54.6 NA 5.5 c 1 c 4 3 NAwtr 30 NA 50.8 NA 5.6 1 3 3 NAwtr 31 NA 56.5 NA NA 1 4 3 NAwtr 32 NA 52.6 NA NA 2 3 2 NAwtr 34 NA NA NA NA cb 1 cb 4 cb 3 NAwtr 35 NA NA NA NA 3 4 3 NAWtr 36 NA NA NA NA 1 4 2 NAwtr 37 NA NA NA NA 2 3 2 NAwtr 38 NA NA NA NA 2 3 3 NAwtr 39 NA NA NA 5.8 1 4 3 NAwtr 40 NA NA NA 5.5 2 4 3 NAwtr 41 NA NA NA NA 2 2 2 NAwtr 42 NA NA NA NA 2 4 3 NAwtr 43 NA NA NA NA 2 4 2 NAwtr 44 NA NA NA NA 1 1 2 NAwtr 45 NA NA NA NA 1 4 3 NAwtr 46 NA NA NA NA 1 3 2 NAwtr 47 NA NA NA NA 1 5 3 NAwtr 48 NA NA NA NA c 2 c 4 2 NAwtr 49 NA NA NA NA c NA c NA 3 NAwtr 50 NA NA NA 6.3 1 5 3 NAwtr 51 NA NA NA 5.7 1 4 3 NAwtr 52 NA NA NA 5.2 1 5 3 NAwtr 53 NA NA NA 6.1 1 4 3 NAwtr 54 NA NA 37.8 5.4 2 4 3 NAwtr 55 NA NA NA NA 1 4 3 NAwtr 56 NA NA NA NA 2 3 2 NAwtr 57 NA NA NA NA 1 4 2 NAwtr 58 NA NA NA NA 2 4 3 NAwtr 59 NA NA NA NA 1 3 3 NAwtr 60 NA NA NA NA 1 4 3 NAwtr 61 NA NA NA NA 1 3 4 NAwtr 62 NA NA NA NA 1 4 2 NAwtr 63 NA NA NA NA 2 4 1 NA






















































2 1870 11 26
3 1982 6 3
5 WG
6 WG
9 1898 2 20
14 1905 7 13
17 WG
18 1896 1 21





25 1982 7 2
28 WG












54 1863 1 22
56 1865 12 20
57 1875 4 1
59 1896 6 24
60 1859 3 29
61 1856 7 19
62 1856 7 1
63 1856 7 1
64 1854 10 28





75 1910 6 19
76 1934 2 6
78 1964 12 1
79 1916 6 3
83 WG
84 WG
88 1879 7 5
89 1911 7 10




















































Ty Mawr Holyhead on Holyhead mountainLangdon Bay Kent
Melbourn, Cambs
Burwell Fen Cambs
R Thames? 2mi above Taplow Bucks
R Thames Cookham Dean BerksQuy Fen Cambs
R Thames Windsor Berks
R Thames Datchet Berks
R Thames Isleworth (Arch LXI)
R Thames Battersea
R Thames Hammersmith
R Thames Sion Reach Isleworth (1904)
Smallmouth Cove Ilfracoombe Devon SS559480
Nawath Castle Brampton Cumbria (Evans figBakewell/Tideswell Derbyshire
R Thames Teddington (Arch LXI)
R Thames Barnes bank Hammersmith (Arch LXI
R Thames Barnes bank Hammersmith (Arch LXIR Thames Chiswick (1885)
R Thames Hammersmith (1905)R Thames Richmond
R Thames Twickenham












R Thames Isleworth (1892)
WandIe Valley Croydon - 9.5' in gravel pitMethwold Whiteplot Norfolk
Battersea - making a filtering bed
1 R Thames Tower Bridge?
R Thames Surrey Commercial Docks
Bramby Common Scunthorpe Lines
R HUmber N bank Ferriby
Ironstone Mines Scunthorpe LinesDUddingston Loch (1775)
West Furze Holderness Humberside _ 'lake dR Thames?
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Complete Weight LengthExam Type Type Dec- ness gms mmNo orat
ion
bm 2 West 1 1 3 196.3 227.0bm 3 South East 1 1 2 113.6 154.0bm 5 East Anglia hl flbl 2 104.3 189.0
bm 6 East Anglia hl tgrrshl 2 152.9 183.0bm 9 South East 1 1 sdec 2 184.2 229.0hm 14 South East 1 1 1 189.6 193.0bm 17 East Anglia fl fl 2 371.9 371.0bm 18 South East lc Is 2 348.7 433.0bm 20 South East hI Ihl 2 367.7 564.0bm 21 South East 1 11 1 404.5 375.0
bm 22 South East 1 1 2 304.2 342.0
bID 23 South East 1 1 2 351.2 373.0
bID 24 South East 1 11 1 433.0 474.0
bID 25 West 1 1 2 77.1 136.0bm 28 West lc 12rop 2 222.1 235.0bm 30 Scotland 1 1 2 116.8 165.0
bID 36 South East bl tgrsbl 1 498.1 481.0
bID 37 South East bl tgrrsbl 1 355.6 385.0
bID 38 South East bl tgrsbl 9 3.0 271.3 381.0
bID 39 South East hI Ihl 1 439.9 440.0
bID 45 South East h1 Igrbl 2 192.9 243.0bm 46 South East lc Ih 2 198.7 320.0bm 47 South East hI Ibl 2 186.8 248.0bID 48 South East hI tgrsbl 2 138.7 195.0bID 49 South East le Ihfgrs 1 250.6 271.0
bID 50 South East hl tgrrsbl 1 151.4 170.0bID 53 South East le 110ps 8 45.5 77.0bm 54 South East bl Ibl 5 255.3 225.0bm 56 South East brb brb 2 320.7 274.0
bID 57 South East bl tgrsbl 2 219.5 362.0bID 59 South East 1 1 2 239.6 263.0bID 60 South East hl lhl 2 131.1 191.0bID 61 South East le lh 1 229.0 252.0bID 62 South East bl tgrshl 7 285.0 280.0bm 63 South East bl Igrbl 1 201.2 234.0bID 64 South East 1 11 2 395.7 342.0bID 65 South East lc Ifs 2 329.7 371.0bID 66 South East 0 0 1 59.1 113.0bID 67 South East lc If 2 244.9 282.0bm 68 South East hl flbl 9 2.0 1346.8 800.0bm 71 East Anglia hl f1b1 2 132.9 183.0bm 75 South East lc lhf 2 409.9 355.0bID 76 South East flc fllops 4 350.l. 340.0bID 78 South East bl Igrbl 4 367.0 424.0bm 79 East Anglia hI tgrSbl 2 333.8 447.0bID 83 East Anglia brb hrb 3 309.3 275.0bID 84 East Anglia 1 1 1 212.9 222.0bID 88 Scotland lc lh 4 95.4 146.0bm 89 East Anglia 1 1 4 51.1 115.0bm 90 South East 1 11 1 339.0 329.0
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Appendix 4 : Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo nun mm Length Blade End Blade mmmm mm mm mmbm 2 156.0 71.0 180.0 32.0 25.6 20.1 1.8bm 3 90.0 64.0 NA 31.0 22.0 18.0 1.5bm 5 137.0 52.0 113.0 27.0 20.0 NA NAbm 6 151.0 32.0 NA 45.0 NA NA NAbm 9 166.0 63.0 185.0 42.0 27.0 20.0 2.5bin 14 123.0 70.0 NA NA NA NA NAbin 17 317.0 54.0 290.0 64.0 26.0 25.0 1.8bm 18 373.0 60.0 NA 50.0 26.0 22.0 2.5bin 20 465.0 99.0 412.0 NA 26.0 20.4 2.7bin 21 300.0 75.0 327.0 57.0 25.0 20.0 0.8bm 22 NA 342.0 NA 54.0 23.0 20.9 1.0bin 23 NA 373.0 NA 58.0 24.0 22.0 1.3bin 24 452.0 22.0 NA NA 25.5 25.0 1.4bin 25 107.0 29.0 101.0 NA 21.0 18.0 1.5bin 28 177.0 58.0 190.0 52.0 32.0 23.8 2.2bin 30 109.0 56.0 123.0 41.0 25.7 22.5 1.8bin 36 318.0 163.0 237.0 58.0 23.0 19.6 1.3bin 37 282.0 103.0 220.0 54.0 26.5 21.3 1.7bin 38 295.0 NA NA 47.0 NA NA NAbin 39 333.0 107.0 NA 58.0 25.0 19.5 1.5om 45 197.0 46.0 NA 54.0 24.4 20.7 1.9bm 46 278.0 42.0 NA 58.0 26.0 21.7 1.0bm 47 185.0 63.0 165.0 44.0 23.0 18.5 1.0bin 48 109.0 86.0 NA 35.0 23.4 16.7 1.5bin 49 235.0 36.0 175.0 53.0 26.0 24.5 1.9bm 50 87.0 83.0 120.0 33.0 23.5 17.2 0.7bin 53 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 54 NA NA NA 50.0 NA NA NAbin 56 246.0 28.0 NA 67.0 21.8 20.4 1.6bin 57 281.0 81.0 250.0 51.0 24.0 18.4 1.9bin 59 182.0 81.0 207.0 53.0 27.3 21.2 1.5bin 60 135.0 56.0 103.0 32.0 20.0 15.0 1.8bin 61 221.0 31.0 NA 48.0 26.0 23.6 2.2bin 62 NA 127.0 146.0 NA NA NA NAbin 63 166.0 68.0 142.0 47.0 24.4 17.1 3.2bin 64 305.0 37.0 NA 60.0 23.0 20.7 1.5bin 65 327.0 44.0 NA 52.0 24.2 22.2 NAbin 66 81.0 32.0 88.0 34.0 19.8 15.9 1.7bin 67 241.0 41.0 NA 48.0 25.8 NA 1.6bin 68 NA 96.0 255.0 69.0 29.8 22.7 3.3bin 71 126.0 57.0 85.0 34.0 20.0 14.4 2.0bm 75 270.0 85.0 307.0 57.0 32.0 24.0 2.4bm 76 312.0 NA NA 86.0 30.1 27.9 NAbm 78 390.0 NA 230.0 53.0 NA 19.6 NAbin 79 339.0 108.0 NA 46.0 23.0 20.5 1.0bin 83 248.0 27.0 NA NA 23.5 22.3 2.2bm 84 170.0 52.0 165.0 43.0 28.8 21.7 1.3bin 88 125.0 NA 77.0 40.0 24.1 NA 1.4bin 89 80.0 NA NA 29.0 NA NA NAbm 90 286.0 43.0 NA 61.0 24.0 20.7 1.7
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
bm 2 2 damaged undamaged round
bm 3 2 undamaged roundbm 5 4 damaged angled
bin 6 3 undamaged damaged round
bin 9 3 undamaged undamaged round
bm 14 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 17 4 damaged undamaged round
bm 18 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 20 3 undamaged undamaged angled
bm 21 3 undamaged undamaged round
bm 22 2 undamaged undamaged round
bm 23 3 undamaged damaged round
bm 24 3 undamaged undamaged angled
bm 25 2 damaged damaged roundbm 28 3 undamaged undamaged round
bin 30 4 undamaged damaged round
bm 36 2 undamaged undamaged angledr
bm 37 2 undamaged undamaged angledrbm 38 2 undamaged damaged angledr
bm 39 2 undamaged undamaged angledbm 45 3 undamaged damaged round
bin 46 3 undamaged damaged angled+
bm 47 2 damaged damaged angled
bm 48 3 undamaged undamaged round
bm 49 2 undamaged undamaged round
bm 50 2 undamaged undamaged angled
bm 53 3 missing damaged angled
bm 54 2 undamaged missing angledbm 56 2 undamaged undamaged flat
bm 57 3 damaged damaged angledr
bm 59 2 undamaged damaged round
bm 60 1 undamaged damaged angled
bin 61 2 undamaged undamaged round
bin 62 2 misSing damaged round
bm 63 1 undamaged undamaged angled
bm 64 1 undamaged undamaged round
bm 65 2 undamaged damaged round
bm 66 2 undamaged undamaged round
bm 67 3 undamaged undamaged round
bm 68 4 undamaged undamaged angled
bin 71 3 undamaged undamaged angled
bm 75 2 damaged damaged round
bm 76 2 damaged undamaged angled
bm 78 3 damaged damaged angled
bm 79 3 undamaged damaged angledr
bm 83 4 undamaged damaged round
bin 84 1 undamaged undamaged round
bin 88 3 undamaged damaged angledrbm 89 NA undamaged round
bin 90 1 undamaged undamaged round
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91 1867 3 24
93 1863 1 22
94 1866 12 11
95 1867 10 12
97 1875 4 1
100 WG
101 WG
102 1964 12 1
104 WG
105 1964 12 1
106 1964 12 1
107 1964 12 1
108 1856 7 1
110 1877 5 12
111 1964 12 1
112 1964 12 1
113 1981 1 1
114 WG
115 1853 4 12
117 1964 12 1
118 1862 8 2
119 1856 7 1
120 WG
122 1847 2 8
123 1847 2 8
124 WG
125 1847 2 8
126 WG
129 SL







138 1911 10 21
139 WG
140 WG
141 1931 10 19
142 1853 6 27
143 1880 11 24
145 1880 11 24
146 1880 11 24
147 WG
148 1868 8 15
149 1896 7 6
150 WG
151 WG

































































R Thames Thames Ditton
Mildenhall Suffolk
Mildenhall Suffolk
Walton-on Thames Surrey probably R Thames
Taunton Somerset
Sth Downs near Lewes Sussex 'in a tumulus'Sussex?
R Thames Thames Ditton (UCH Surrey i,244)R Thames
Scamridge N Yorks
Melsonby/Stanwick St John N Yorks (PPS XXV
Melsonby/Stanwick St John N Yorks {PPS XXV
R Tyne Newcastle Bridge (1867)
Melsonby/Stanwick St John N Yorks (PPS XXV
R Tyne N Bank Kings Meadows Elswick Tyne &Scotland?
Wales? (1870)
Heathery Burn Durham (Arch LIV)
Heathery Burn Durham (Arch LIV)
Heathery Burn Durham (Arch LIV)
Heathery Burn Durham (Arch LIV)
Heathery Burn Durham (Arch LIV)
Heathery Burn Durham (Arch LIV)
Heathery Burn Durham
R Thames Maidenhead (with 1648)







Wicken Fen Cambs 6' from surface




Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Comple Weight LengthExam Type Type Dec- ness gms mmNo orat
ionbm 91 South East 1 11 1 444.7 425.0bm 93 South East 1 1 sdec 4 138.9 205.0bm 94 South East to to 1 395.0 345.0bm 95 South East 1 1 5 379.2 370.0bm 97 South East bl tsbl 3 45.1 85.0bm 100 Scotland lc lolop 4 204.5 249.0bm 101 Scotland bl tgrrsbl 2 260.0 221.0bin 102 South East 1 1 9 225.2 233.0bm 104 East Anglia bl tgrsbl 2 222.6 224.0bm 105 East Anglia 1 1 3 86.6 121.0bm 106 East Anglia 1 1 7 81.8 145.0bm 107 East Anglia 1 1 7 144.5 169.0bID 108 South East 0 odec sdec 2 86.2 155.0bm 110 South East bl tgrsbl 1 324.1 344.0bm 111 East Anglia 1 1 7 53.4 92.0bm 112 East Anglia Id Id 3 22.7 63.0bID 113 South East lc 19rr 1 242.7 238.0bm 114 West Id ldst 2 25.9 64.0bin 115 South East 1 1 1 98.1 165.0bm 117 South East brb brb 2 496.1 261.0bm 118 South East 1 11 1 604.2 507.0bm 119 South East hI 19rbl 1 210.4 242.0bID 120 Scotland 1 1 5 23.6 52.0bm 122 Scotland lc lh 2 235.6 201.0bin 123 Scotland 1 1 5 309.5 347.0bm 124 Scotland fl fl 4 441.3 408.0bin 125 Scotland bl tgrsbl 5 221.4 289.0bm 126 Scotland flc fllop 2 268.6 233.0bm 129 Scotland 1 1 9 308.8 278.0bm 130 West 1 1 2 255.5 214.0bm 132 Scotland lc Ihfst 2 305.6 294.0bin 133 Scotland lc lhfst 2 224.6 229.0bm 134 Scotland lc Ihst 2 236.8 276.0bm 135 Scotland lc Ihst 2 282.2 290.0bm 136 Scotland lc Ihst 2 217.8 232.0bm 137 Scotland lc lhst 2 164.5 168.0bin 138 Scotland lc lh 2 225.5 254.0bm 139 South East 1 1 2 76.1 126.0bin 140 South East Id Id 2 67.0 92.0bm 141 South East Id Id 7 26.1 27.0bm 142 South East 1 1 5 74.1 114.0bm 143 East Anglia 1 1 7 40.0 54.0bID 145 East Anglia Id Id 6 27.5 57.0bID 146 East Anglia Id Id 8 37.6 32.0bm 147 West lc Ih 7 41.3 94.0bm 148 East Anglia 1 1 5 66.8 120.0bID 149 Scotland lc Is 1 242.5 286.0bID 150 West 1 1 2 109.0 182.0bm 151 West lc 1st 2 108.0 130.0bm 157 South East 1 1 2 109.2 189.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo mm mm Length Blade End Blade mmmm mm mm mmbm 91 299.0 126.0 NA 54.0 25.5 20.0 2.0bm 93 179.0 NA 128.0 34.0 NA 16.9 1.7bm 94 198.0 147.0 238.0 61.0 24.0 18.5 1.4bm 95 NA NA NA 60.0 NA NA NAbm 97 60.0 25.0 NA 22.0 17.0 NA 1.9bm 100 142.0 NA NA 51.0 NA 17.0 1.7bm 101 133.0 88.0 192.0 54.0 25.0 20.9 2.3bm 102 150.0 NA NA 44.0 28.0 18.7 2.0bm 104 145.0 79.0 NA NA 28.2 19.6 2.0bm 105 73.0 48.0 NA NA 22.6 16.0 1.8bm 106 145.0 NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 107 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 108 107.0 48.0 NA 38.0 24.7 19.2 1.5bm 110 248.0 96.0 NA 50.0 22.6 18.5 1.2bm 111 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 112 48.0 15.0 45.0 26.0 NA 20.0 1.7bm 113 171.0 67.0 203.0 45.0 29.3 21.0 1.5bm 114 50.0 14.0 NA 26.0 16.6 14.7 0.6bm 115 104.0 61.0 100.0 43.0 23.5 16.5 1.7bm 117 235.0 26.0 81.0 67.0 NA 21.7 1.5bm 118 473.0 34.0 NA 61.0 26.1 24.5 0.9bm 119 171.0 71.0 NA 51.0 23.0 18.3 1.3bm 120 NA NA NA 29.0 NA NA NAbm 122 148.0 53.0 162.0 51.0 27.0 24.5 1.5bm 123 NA NA 250.0 57.0 NA NA NAbm 124 332.0 NA NA 65.0 NA 19.1 2.5bm 125 288.0 NA 210.0 52.0 NA NA NAbm 126 214.0 19.0 118.0 67.0 27.3 25.5 2.0bm 129 196.0 NA 233.0 52.0 30.5 22.6 1.5bm 130 136.0 78.0 180.0 46.0 32.0 21.9 3.0bm 132 220.0 74.0 245.0 53.0 30.4 24.0 2.1bm 133 161.0 68.0 155.0 44.0 27.8 21.7 2.4bm 134 207.0 69.0 228.0 47.0 27.0 21.7 2.0bm 135 212.0 78.0 232.0 45.0 28.1 21.7 1.3bm 136 173.0 59.0 197.0 50.0 27.3 22.1 1.5bm 137 122.0 46.0 NA 50.0 26.0 22.3 2.2bm 138 176.0 78.0 200.0 49.0 29.5 23.0 2.0bm 139 96.0 30.0 NA NA NA NA 1.5bin 140 65.0 27.0 53.0 32.0 25.0 20.6 2.0bm 141 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 142 90.0 NA NA 29.0 NA NA NAbm 143 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 145 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 146 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 147 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 148 112.0 NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 149 258.0 28.0 NA 62.0 27.0 25.2 1.8bm 150 117.0 65.0 112.0 33.0 25.6 19.0 1.7bm 151 93.0 37.0 101.0 NA 26.9 19.0 2.5bm 157 120.0 69.0 159.0 32.0 NA 19.0 1.5
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Appendix 4 : Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
bm 91 1 undamaged undamaged angledbm 93 3 undamaged damaged roundbm 94 2 undamaged undamaged round
bin 95 3 damaged missing angledbm 97 3 undamaged damaged angled+
bID 100 3 damaged damaged angledbm 101 3 undamaged undamaged round
bID 102 3 damaged damaged flat
bID 104 3 undamaged damaged roundbm 105 2 undamaged damaged angledbm 106 2 undamaged undamaged round
bID 107 2 missing undamaged round
bID 108 3 undamaged undamaged round
bID 110 1 undamaged undamaged angledrbm 111 2 undamaged missing round
bin 112 2 undamaged damaged round
bID 113 2 undamaged undamaged angledr
bID 114 2 undamaged damaged flatbm 115 2 undamaged undamaged flat r
bin 117 2 undamaged damaged flat r
bID 118 2 undamaged undamaged round
bin 119 3 undamaged undamaged angled
bin 120 2 undamaged misSing round
bID 122 NA undamaged damaged roundbm 123 3 undamaged missing round
bin 124 3 damaged damaged round
bin 125 4 undamaged misSing round
bin 126 2 undamaged damaged angled
bin 129 4 undamaged damaged round
bin 130 4 undamaged damaged round
bID 132 3 damaged undamaged round
bID 133 2 undamaged undamaged round
bin 134 3 damaged damaged round
bID 135 3 undamaged undamaged round
bID 136 2 damaged undamaged angledr
bID 137 3 undamaged undamaged round
bin 138 3 damaged damaged round
bin 139 2 undamaged damaged round
bin 140 2 damaged damaged round
bin 141 2 missing undamaged round
bm 142 2 undamaged damaged roundbm 143 2 missing damaged round
bID 145 NA misSing misSing round
bin 146 NA misSing damaged
bin 147 4 undamaged missing round
bin 148 3 undamaged missing roundbm 149 2 undamaged undamaged angled+
bID 150 3 damaged undamaged roundbm 151 2 undamaged undamaged round
bin 157 3 undamaged damaged round
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Registration Deposition LocationExam
No
bm 158 1898 2 20 2 R Thames Taplowbm 159 WG 1276 Heathery Burn Durham (Arch LIV)bm 160 1875 4 1 37 Heathery Burn Cave? Durham
bm 161 1898 7 12 13 R Thames near Taplowbm 162 1880 11 24 27 Meldreth Cambs
bm 163 1892 9 1 300 Monkton Farm Tarrant Monkton Devonbm 164 1898 7 12 14 R Thames near Taplowbm 165 1898 7 12 15 R Thames near Taplowbm 166 1898 7 12 12 R Thames near Taplowbm 167 1898 7 12 16 R Thames near Taplowbm 168 1898 7 12 20 a R Thames near Taplowbm 169 1903 6 23 24 Bromley-Ie-Bow Grtr London 4'6" deep (PSAbm 170 1873 2 10 9 Walthamstow Grtr Londonbm 171 1864 5 2 11 Hounslow Grtr London in a fieldbm 172 1855 2 27 21 Wickham Park nr Croydonbm 173 1860 7 13 1 a R Thames nr Kingston (PSA 1.125)
bm 174 1860 7 13 1 b R Thames nr Kingston (PSA 1.125)
bm 175 1875 2 1 7 a Thames St Grtr London (1868)bm 176 1875 2 1 7 b Thames St Grtr London (1868)
bID 177 1891 5 14 4 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebm 178 1891 5 14 5 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebm 179 1891 5 14 6 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebm 180 1891 5 14 7 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bID 181 1891 5 14 8 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebm 182 1891 5 14 9 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebm 183 1891 5 14 10 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bID 184 1891 5 14 11 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bID 185 1891 5 14 12 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selbornebm 186 1891 5 14 13 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bm 187 1891 5 14 14 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bm 188 1891 5 14 15 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bm 189 1891 5 14 16 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bm 190 1891 5 14 17 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebm 191 1891 5 14 18 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bm 192 1891 5 14 19 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bm 193 1891 5 14 20 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebrn 194 1891 5 14 21 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bm 195 1891 5 14 22 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selborne
bID 196 1891 5 14 23 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selborne
bm 197 1891 5 14 25 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebrn 198 1891 5 14 26 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selborne
bm 199 1891 5 14 27 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selborne
bID 200 1891 5 14 28 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selborne
bm 201 1891 5 14 29 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selbornebrn 202 1891 5 14 30 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selborne
btn 203 WG 2100 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selbourne Hantsbrn 210 WG 1642 R Thames Isleworth
bID 211 WG 2101 Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selbourne Hantsbrn 212 WG 2102 Blackmoor WOolmer Forest Selbourne Hantsbtn 213 WG 2103 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Comple Weight LengthExam Type Type Dee- ness gms mmNo orat
ionbm 158 South East 1 1 2 106.3 154.0brn 159 Scotland lc lhst 2 268.8 225.0bm 160 Scotland le Ihst 2 303.0 317.0bm 161 South East 1 1 3 150.2 200.0brn 162 East Anglia Id Id 1 39.8 81.0brn 163 West bl 19rbl 9 247.7 203.0bm 164 South East lc lh 1 146.9 176.0bm 165 South East le lh 2 149.8 195.0bm 166 South East 1 1 1 124.4 164.0bm 167 South East le 1st sdee 6 156.4 195.0brn 168 South East 1 1 8 28.8 61.0brn 169 South East 1 1 6 75.2 111.0brn 170 South East hI tgrsbl 2 189.3 282.0bm 171 South East 1 1 6 84.7 119.0bm 172 South East Id Id 8 29.0 59.0bm 173 South East 1 1 3 NA 180.0brn 174 South East 1 1 4 NA 245.0brn 175 South East 1 1 5 NA 180.0bm 176 South East 1 1 5 NA NAbrn 177 South East lc lf2stlop 2 276.0 289.0brn 178 South East le 13st 2 277.1 305.0brn 179 South East le l2st 2 230.6 288.0brn 180 South East le lhst 2 136.9 246.0brn 181 South East lc lh2st 2 176.3 234.0brn 182 South East le lh 2 152.4 229.0bin 183 South East lc 12st 2 176.2 217.0bin 184 South East le Ih2st 2 133.1 204.0bm 185 South East le lh 2 135.7 201.0bin 186 South East le lhst 2 139.5 194.0bm 187 South East 1 1 2 89.9 166.0bin 188 South East lc lh3st 9 201.2 257.0bm 189 South East 1 1 sdec 6 180.2 158.0bm 190 South East 1 1 7 77.3 94.0bm 191 South East 1 1 7 123.9 156.0bm 192 South East 1 1 7 76.3 NAbin 193 South East le 19r 8 41.0 91.0bin 194 South East lc 14st 8 32.5 87.0bin 195 South East le 13st 8 33.1 67.0bin 196 South East 1 1 8 24.3 71.0bin 197 South East Id Idh 1 48.9 85.0bill 198 South East Id Id 2 59.8 85.0bm 199 South East Id Id 2 74.7 84.0bill 200 South East Id ldh 2 62.5 84.0bill 201 South East Id Idh 2 42.6 61.0bill 202 South East Id Idh 3 30.2 80.0bID 203 South East le If 1 302.7 319.0bill 210 South East 1 11 1 404.4 373.0bm 211 South East le 13st 2 254.9 282.0brn 212 South East 1 1 1 215.2 267.0bm 213 South East le lhst 1 160.1 205.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo nun mm Length Blade End Blade mmmm mm mm mmbm 158 108.0 46.0 110.0 35.0 NA 18.8 1.3bm 159 163.0 62.0 186.0 53.0 28.0 24.0 1.5bm 160 235.0 82.0 265.0 50.0 28.1 22.5 1.7bm 161 145.0 55.0 83.0 43.0 26.5 NA 1.5bm 162 58.0 23.0 57.0 29.0 26.3 18.9 2.2bm 163 124.0 NA NA 46.0 24.5 18.0 1.3bm 164 131.0 45.0 141.0 NA 28.1 23.9 1.9bin 165 128.0 67.0 NA 32.0 24.9 17.5 1.7bm 166 112.0 52.0 115.0 33.0 25.1 18.3 2.0bin 167 NA 55.0 57.0 NA NA 19.0 1.3bm 168 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 169 97.0 NA 111.0 NA NA NA NAbm 170 201.0 81.0 NA 43.0 NA NA NAbm 171 NA 117.0 NA NA NA NA NAbm 172 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 173 155.0 25.0 NA NA NA NA NAbm 174 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 175 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 176 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 177 250.0 39.0 250.0 59.0 30.8 24.5 2.0bm 178 225.0 80.0 240.0 41.0 29.4 22.3 2.0bm 179 214.0 74.0 NA 40.0 28.5 21.5 1.5bin 180 203.0 43.0 190.0 35.0 25.9 20.1 1.1bin 181 187.0 47.0 182.0 40.0 27.7 NA 1.8bm 182 160.0 69.0 195.0 40.0 27.5 21.1 1.5bm 183 165.0 52.0 NA NA 29.0 20.5 2.5bm 184 150.0 54.0 170.0 34.0 28.0 19.9 1.7bm 185 143.0 58.0 150.0 38.0 29.0 20.4 1.5bm 186 141.0 53.0 157.0 40.0 26.9 18.5 1.7bm 187 120.0 46.0 117.0 35.0 26.1 17.7 1.5bin 188 197.0 NA 211.0 NA 29.5 23.1 1.9bin 189 NA 61.0 NA NA 28.8 20.3 2.0bm 190 NA 54.0 NA NA 28.9 20.1 1.7bm 191 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 192 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 193 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 194 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 195 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 196 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbin 197 65.0 20.0 60.0 30.0 29.0 21.9 NAbm 198 67.0 18.0 64.0 33.5 25.0 22.2 NAbin 199 65.0 19.0 55.0 34.5 26.0 24.0 NAom 200 65.0 19.0 53.0 31.0 29.0 22.9 NAbin 201 51.0 10.0 34.0 27.5 23.8 19.1 NAbm 202 63.0 17.0 56.0 35.6 27.1 22.2 NAbin 203 251.0 68.0 246.0 42.5 30.2 23.2 1.9bin 210 297.0 76.0 330.0 57.0 24.7 20.9 0.8bm 211 210.0 72.0 NA 44.3 31.0 22.6 2.1bm 212 210.0 57.0 223.0 38.8 25.4 21.0 1.2bm 213 152.0 53.0 170.0 39.0 25.5 18.0 1.8
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
bm 158 3 undamaged damaged roundbm 159 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 160 2 undamaged damaged round
bID 161 4 undamaged damaged roundbm 162 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 163 4 missing damaged angledbm 164 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 165 3 undamaged damaged round
bID 166 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 167 2 missing damaged roundbm 168 2 undamaged missing roundbm 169 NA missing damaged roundbm 170 2 undamaged damaged angledbm 171 NA missing damaged roundbm 172 NA missing damaged round
bID 173 NA undamaged angledbm 174 NA undamaged roundbm 175 NA missing roundbm 176 NA missing roundbm 177 3 undamaged undamaged angledbm 178 2 damaged undamaged roundbm 179 1 undamaged undamaged roundbm 180 3 undamaged undamaged round
bID 181 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 182 1 undamaged damaged roundbm 183 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 184 4 undamaged undamaged roundbm 185 3 undamaged damaged roundbm 186 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 187 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 188 3 undamaged undamaged round
bID 189 2 missing damaged round
bID 190 2 missing damaged roundbm 191 2 undamaged missing round
bID 192 3 undamaged missing roundbm 193 NA damaged missing round
bID 194 4 undamaged missing roundbm 195 3 undamaged missing roundbm 196 2 undamaged missing roundbm 197 2 undamaged undamaged round
bm 198 4 undamaged undamaged round
bm 199 5 undamaged undamaged round
bm 200 4 undamaged damaged roundbm 201 4 undamaged undamaged roundbm 202 2 undamaged damaged round
bm 203 2 undamaged undamaged round
bID 210 3 undamaged undamaged round
bID 211 2 undamaged undamaged round
bID 212 3 undamaged undamaged round
bID 213 1 undamaged undamaged angled
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Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Blackmoor Wool mer Forest Selbourne Hants
Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbourne Hants
Sutton End Sutton W Sussex - Laun MeadowBrignerston Down Wilts
York cemetery (1/1869)
Kilnhurst S Yorks (Trans Hunter Arch Soc cBrignerston Down Wilts
Thorndon Suffolk
Farley Heath Surrey near Albury
Farley Heath Surrey near Albury
Minnis Bay Birchington Kent occupation sitLangdon Bay Kent
Langdon Bay Kent




Littlecoombe Farm All-Hallows-Hoo Kent tre
Homewood Farm All-Hallows-Hoo Kent (Arch C
Littlecoombe Farm All-Hallows-Hoo Kent tre
R Thames Broadness Northfleet hole Erith
R Thames Broadness Northfleet hole Erith
R Thames Broadness Northfleet hole Erith






R Thames Broadness Northfleet hole Erith
R Thames Broadness Northfleet hole Erith
R Thames Broadness Northfleet hole Erith
Thenford Hill Farm Marston St Lawrence N'HAlnwick NorthUmberland
Thenford Hill Farm Marston St Lawrence N'H
Thenford Hill Farm Marston St Lawrence N'H
Thenford Hill Farm Marston St Lawrence N'H
Park House Birtley Northumberland
Pa:k House Birtley Northumberland
St1bbard Norfolk in field 4m N of N Almham'barrow' Dorset
Feltwell Fen Norfolk
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Appendix 4 : Spearhead Data
Region General Detailed Comple Weight Length BladeType Type Dec- ness gms mm Lengthorat mmion
South East Id Id 2 49.8 86.0 64.0South East Id Id 2 71.2 86.0 55.0South East Id Id 1 44.0 81.0 63.0South East Id Id 1 52.1 84.0 63.0South East Id Id 1 52.2 85.0 65.0South East Id Id 1 47.2 69.0 57.0South East Id Id 2 52.2 87.0 66.0South East Id Id 1 45.4 83.0 63.0South East Id Id 1 45.7 71.0 53.0South East lc l60rop 1 478.3 311.0 275.0west bl lbl alld 6 166.5 188.0 NAscotland lc lh 9 117.9 119.0 NAScotland 1 I 5 139.9 149.0 128.0west lc lflop 8 35.2 42.0 NAsouth East 0 odec sdee 2 102.0 152.0 98.0south East I I 5 41.4 88.0 65.0South East 1 1 9 92.7 152.0 121.0South East 0 oldee sdec 1 68.5 122.0 86.0south East I I 7 84.6 69.0 NAsouth East 1 1 3 113.3 151.0 92.0South East brb brb 6 92.1 115.0 NAsouth East 0 0 2 86.7 111.0 78.0south East 0 oldec sdec 3 36.5 82.0 65.0south East 1 1 8 29.0 41.0 NAsouth East 0 01 4 45.2 99.0 66.0south East 0 01 3 30.7 75.0 49.0South East 0 oldec sdec 8 29.8 55.0 NAsouth East 0 oldec sdec 1 119.6 168.0 117.0south East brb brb 7 182.4 141.0 NAsouth East brb brb 6 100.9 144.0 NAsouth East le lstlop 5 138.2 158.0 NAsouth East 0 01 1 54.4 118.0 94.0south East 0 01 3 87.4 162.0 84.0south East 0 0 2 90.6 144.0 94.0south East 0 0 7 49.0 84.0 NAsouth East fIe fl10p a1ld 2 406.6 425.0 375.0Bast Anglia bl tgrsbl 1 364.0 385.0 281.0south East brb brblop 3 379.8 262.0 235.0south East 1 1 1 209.2 248.0 210.0south East I I 1 161.3 183.0 109.0Bast Anglia lc lhf 9 179.3 249.0 188.0scotland le Ih 1 163.4 235.0 162.0Bast Anglia 0 0 1 77.7 124.0 94.0East Anglia lc lhst 1 189.8 201.0 165.0East Anglia lc lhfst 6 175.1 212.0 NAscotland le lhst 4 159.6 195.0 139.0scotland lc lhst 5 182.0 154.0 148.0East Anglia bl tgrsbl 3 84.0 192.0 136.0west 0 0 2 53.8 118.0 87.0East Anglia 0 oldec sdec 3 23.6 81.0 55.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo mm mm Length Blade End Blade mm
mm mm mm mm
bm 214 64.0 22.0 60.5 32.6 24.0 21.4 2.1
bm 215 55.0 31.0 49.7 34.0 31.0 21.0 2.4
bm 216 63.0 18.0 64.5 30.7 30.0 23.8 1.9
bID 217 63.0 21.0 66.0 30.0 28.4 22.2 2.4
bm 218 65.0 20.0 65.5 30.0 29.5 21.0 2.7
bm 219 57.0 12.0 47.5 33.5 26.0 23.0 2.3
bm 220 66.0 21.0 69.0 33.5 29.4 25.5 1.9
bID 221 63.0 20.0 67.3 28.7 28.6 21.0 1.5
bm 222 53.0 18.0 43.8 27.8 25.5 19.0 2.3
bID 223 275.0 36.0 135.0 64.0 26.4 24.0 2.1
bm 224 NA NA NA NA 26.3 21.1 2.0
bID 225 NA NA NA NA NA 23.9 1.3
bID 226 128.0 NA NA 44.4 NA 19.7 2.0
bm 228 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
bm 229 98.0 54.0 134.0 31.3 22.7 17.2 1.5
bm 230 65.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA
bm 231 121.0 NA 76.0 35.3 NA 17.2 2.0
bm 233 86.0 36.0 100.0 29.3 23.0 17.4 1.5
bm 235 NA NA NA 39.0 NA NA NA
bID 236 92.0 59.0 NA NA 22.0 16.9 1.2bm 239 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 240 78.0 33.0 NA 28.0 22.0 17.3 1.1bm 241 65.0 17.0 63.0 25.0 20.0 16.2 1.5bm 242 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 243 66.0 NA 80.0 NA NA 14.9 1.5
bID 244 49.0 26.0 34.0 NA 20.7 15.1 1.0
bm 245 NA NA NA NA 23.4 NA 2.0
bID 246 117.0 51.0 NA 40.0 26.0 16.5 2.5
bID 248 NA NA 112.0 NA 22.7 21.5 1.9
bID 249 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 250 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
bID 251 94.0 24.0 NA 30.4 24.5 21.3 1.4
bID 254 84.0 78.0 118.0 28.2 NA 16.6 1.3bm 255 94.0 50.0 119.0 NA 25.0 18.8 1.9bm 256 NA NA 77.0 31.2 NA NA NA
bID 258 375.0 50.0 305.0 70.0 29.2 22.9 1.0
bID 259 281.0 104.0 275.0 52.0 24.8 19.2 1.7
bID 260 235.0 27.0 NA 64.1 NA NA NAbm 261 210.0 38.0 200.0 43.0 25.9 20.1 2.1
bID 262 109.0 74.0 135.0 45.0 22.4 17.4 2.0bm 263 188.0 NA 210.0 NA 27.8 22.3 1.5bm 264 162.0 73.0 190.0 36.S 26.7 20.6 1.2bm 265 94.0 30.0 116.0 39.3 24.2 19.5 1.2
btU 266 165.0 36.0 150.0 44.0 24.3 20.8 1.6bID 267 NA NA NA 50.0 29.5 21.6 1.2
btU 268 139.0 NA NA NA NA 22.7 1.8bID 269 148.0 NA NA NA NA NA NAbID 270 136.0 56.0 129.0 NA NA 13.9 1.2bID 271 87.0 31.0 87.0 32.0 19.3 14.0 1.7btU 272 55.0 26.0 69.0 22.0 20.0 16.5 1.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
bm 214 4 undamaged undamaged roundbm 215 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 216 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 217 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 218 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 219 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 220 4 undamaged undamaged roundbm 221 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 222 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 223 3 undamaged undamaged angledbm 224 2 missing undamaged angledbm 225 NA missing damaged angledbm 226 3 missing round
bm 228 2 missing undamaged roundbm 229 2 damaged damaged roundbm 230 3 damaged roundbm 231 2 undamaged damaged roundbm 233 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 235 2 missing missing round
bm 236 2 undamaged roundbm 239 3 undamaged missing roundbm 240 3 undamaged damaged round
bm 241 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 242 3 missing missing roundbm 243 2 undamaged damaged round
bm 244 2 undamaged damaged roundbm 245 3 missing undamaged roundbm 246 4 undamaged undamaged roundbm 248 3 missing undamaged roundbm 249 4 undamaged missing roundbm 250 4 undamaged missing roundbm 251 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 254 4 undamaged damaged round
bm 255 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 256 4 missing damaged round
bm 258 3 undamaged damaged angledr
bm 259 3 undamaged undamaged roundbm 260 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 261 2 undamaged undamaged round
bm 262 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 263 3 undamaged undamaged round
bm 264 2 undamaged undamaged round
bm 265 3 undamaged undamaged round
btn 266 3 undamaged undamaged round
bID 267 4 missing undamaged round
bID 268 3 undamaged damaged roundbm 269 3 damaged missing angledrbm 270 2 undamaged damaged round+bm 271 2 undamaged undamaged roundbm 272 2 undamaged damaged round
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Registration Deposition LocationExam
No
bm 273 WG 2084 Feltwell Fen Norfolkbm 276 WG 2116 Newark Notts - railway constr, 1/2 mi frombm 277 WG 2117 Newark Notts - railway constr, 1/2 mi frombm 278 WG 2120 Newark Notts - railway constr, 1/2 mi frombm 279 WG 2119 Newark Notts - railway constr, 1/2 mi frombm 280 WG 2118 Newark Notts - railway constr, 1/2 mi frombm 281 WG 2121 Newark Notts - railway constr, 1/2 mi frombm 282 1891 5 14 24 Blackmoor Woolmer Forest Selbornebm 283 WG 2205 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 284 WG 2208 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 285 WG 2207 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 287 WG 2210 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 288 WG 2209 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 289 WG 2206 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 290 WG 2203 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 291 1902 5 15 14 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 292 1902 5 15 15 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 294 1902 5 15 16 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 295 1902 5 15 17 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 296 1902 5 15 18 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 299 WG 2212 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 300 WG 2213 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 301 WG 2214 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 302 WG 2215 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 303 WG 2216 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 304 WG 2217 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 305 WG 2218 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 306 WG 2219 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 307 WG 2220 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 308 WG 2221 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 309 WG 2222 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 311 Unregistered Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 312 1872 3 29 1 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbID 313 1872 3 29 2 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 314 1872 3 29 3 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 315 1856 7 1 1368 R Thames Grtr Londonbm 316 1868 8 15 14 Cwm Mach Gwynedd near ancient road betweenbm 319 1872 3 29 4 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 320 1872 3 29 5 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Camb 4th serbm 321 1872 3 29 6 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Camb 4th serbID 323 1902 5 15 1 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Camb 4th serbm 324 1902 5 15 2 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 325 1902 5 15 3 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Camb 4th serbm 326 1902 5 15 4 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbID 327 1902 5 15 5 Broadward Salop {PSA XIX Arch Camb 4th serbm 328 1902 5 15 6 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Camb 4th serbm 329 1902 5 15 7 Broadward Salop (PSA XIX Arch Carob 4th serbm 338 1867 3 20 7 Nettleham nr Lincolnbm 339 1867 3 20 8 Nettleham nr Lincolnbm 340 St Germans
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Comple Weight LengthExam Type Type Dee- ness gms mmNo orat
ion
bm 273 Bast Anglia 0 oldee sdee 3 31.7 82.0bm 276 East Anglia le Ihst 2 252.6 268.0bm 277 East Anglia I 1 2 203.3 256.0bm 278 Bast Anglia le lh 2 165.2 175.0bm 279 East Anglia le lh 2 121.4 179.0bm 280 Bast Anglia le Ihst 2 208.3 185.0bm 281 Bast Anglia le Ihst 1 122.9 141.0bm 282 South Bast Id Id 2 58.6 101.0bm 283 West brb brbs 4 154.7 133.0bm 284 West brb brbs 5 121.3 105.0bm 285 West brb brbs 7 212.0 101.0bm 287 West brb brb 7 95.9 111.0bm 288 West brb brb 9 98.1 132.0bm 289 West brb brb 7 208.6 141.0bm 290 West brb brblop 9 125.3 104.0bm 291 West brb brbs 6 138.9 111.0bm 292 West 1 1 6 129.6 174.0bm 294 West le If 5 74.6 118.0bm 295 West 1 1 7 85.6 120.0bm 296 West le Iflop 7 61.6 71.0bm 299 West 0 0 6 88.0 137.0bm 300 West le If 5 135.2 134.0bm 301 West le If 9 94.4 138.0
bID 302 West le If 6 102.7 113.0bm 303 West le If 9 121.0 122.0bm 304 West brb brb 9 14.9 32.0bm 305 West 1 1 8 89.1 93.0bm 306 West 1 1 7 57.1 91.0bm 307 West 1 1 9 26.4 64.0bm 308 West 1 1 6 94.9 150.0bm 309 West le If 8 29.3 69.0bm 311 West brb brbhldep 7 183.3 125.0bm 312 West brb brbs 2 219.1 162.0bID 313 West brb brbs 9 150.3 131.0bm 314 West brb brbs 5 172.9 117.0bm 315 South Bast bl Igrbl 2 295.0 302.0bm 316 West bl tgrsbl 2 322.8 345.0bm 319 West 1 1 6 138.7 206.0bm 320 West le If 6 86.0 132.0bm 321 West 1 1 9 58.9 110.0bm 323 West brb brbs 2 198.2 142.0bm 324 West brb brb 8 45.7 42.0bID 325 West brb brbs 4 167.0 146.0bm 326 West brb brblops 4 81.4 105.0bm 327 West le 110p 7 52.0 81.0bID 328 West 1 1 2 218.2 199.0bID 329 West 1 1 sdee 6 108.9 147.0bm 338 East Anglia le If 3 148.5 221.0bm 339 East Anglia bl flbl 2 91.2 191.0bm 340 East Anglia 1 1 2 NA 192.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo mm mm Length Blade End Blade mm
mm mm mm mmbm 273 56.0 26.0 69.0 22.5 19.7 16.1 1.3bm 276 198.0 70.0 210.0 48.5 29.0 12.6 1.5bm 277 193.0 63.0 202.0 46.4 28.0 21.9 1.6bm 278 124.0 51.0 132.0 47.0 27.4 25.1 1.8bm 279 126.0 53.0 150.0 53.0 28.5 21.5 1.8bm 280 141.0 44.0 NA 51.0 25.0 21.7 1.8bm 281 107.0 34.0 98.0 40.4 24.5 NA 1.7bm 282 68.0 33.0 70.0 31.5 30.0 22.8 2.0bm 283 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 284 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 285 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 287 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 288 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 289 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 290 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 291 NA NA NA NA 19.0 20.6 1.3bm 292 NA NA 145.0 NA NA 18.3 2.5bm 294 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 295 NA NA NA NA NA 18.3 2.0bm 296 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 299 NA NA NA NA NA 21.4 1.7bm 300 120.0 NA NA NA NA 19.4 NAbm 301 127.0 NA NA NA NA 16.3 NAbm 302 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 303 NA NA NA NA NA 19.0 NAbm 304 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 305 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 306 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 307 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 308 NA 70.0 NA NA 25.9 NA 1.9bm 309 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 311 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 312 136.0 26.0 73.0 75.0 24.1 21.5 NAbm 313 109.0 NA NA 67.0 23.1 26.3 0.7bm 314 117.0 NA NA 74.7 NA 20.9 NAbm 315 217.0 85.0 NA 42.8 25.3 19.7 1.7bm 316 264.0 81.0 270.0 46.5 25.4 23.1 1.8bm 319 121.0 NA NA NA NA NA 2.0bm 320 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 321 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAbm 323 NA 142.0 NA 76.5 22.9 21.4 2.0bm 324 NA NA NA NA 23.6 NA 2.4bm 325 125.0 NA NA NA NA 22.3 1.7bm 326 NA NA NA NA 24.7 27.3 NAbm 327 NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.0bm 328 124.0 75.0 132.0 NA 24.2 18.9 2.4bm 329 NA 76.0 119.0 NA NA NA 2.0bm 338 174.0 47.0 162.0 NA 26.4 21.0 1.3bm 339 133.0 58.0 115.0 25.0 19.8 15.1 1.1bm 340 122.0 70.0 81.0 38.7 27.4 18.5 2.7
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Appendix 4 : Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
bm 273 2 damaged undamaged round
bm 276 2 undamaged round
bm 277 2 undamaged round
bm 278 2 undamaged undamaged angledr
bm 279 4 undamaged undamaged round
bm 280 1 undamaged damaged angledr
bm 281 1 undamaged undamaged angledr
bm 282 2 undamaged damaged round
bm 283 NA damaged flat
bm 284 NA missing flat
bm 285 NA missing missing flat
bm 287 NA missing flat
bm 288 NA damaged damaged flat
bm 289 NA missing damaged flat
bm 290 NA missing flat
bm 291 4 miSSing undamaged round
bm 292 3 missing damaged round
bm 294 3 missing roundbm 295 NA missing missing roundbm 296 NA missing misSing
bm 299 3 missing damaged roundbm 300 3 missing round
bm 301 NA damaged missing roundbm 302 4 missing misSing round
bm 303 3 missing missing round
bm 304 NA missing damaged
bm 305 4 missing misSing round
bm 306 3 missing misSing round
bm 307 3 missing missing roundbm 308 4 undamaged round
bm 309 3 miSSing missing roundbm 311 NA missing flatbm 312 4 undamaged damaged flat rbm 313 4 undamaged flat r
bm 314 3 undamaged missing flat rbm 315 3 undamaged undamaged angledrbm 316 4 undamaged damaged round
bm 319 3 damaged round
bm 320 3 missing roundbm 321 NA misSing roundbm 323 4 undamaged flatbm 324 NA misSing undamaged
bm 325 3 damaged flatbm 326 NA damaged undamaged flatbm 327 4 missing damaged roundbm 328 3 damaged roundbm 329 3 misSing damaged roundbm 338 2 undamaged roundbm 339 3 damaged undamaged angledbm 340 2 undamaged undamaged round
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155 D Barton, Cambs
155 B Bottisham Fen Carobs
1561 Bottisham Fen Carobs
603 Bottisham Cambs
207 Burwell Fen Cambs
565 Burwell Fen Cambs
230 Chatteris, LandwQod Fen Cambs
503 Little Downham Carobs
563 Cambs?
155 E Ely Cambs
607 Cambs
564 Coveney Cambs
210 Isleham Fen Cambs











163 Little Thetford? Carobs
302 Linton Carobs
552 Quanea Stuntney Cabs
1560 Cowcroft Fen Cambs
96 Wilburton Cambs




16 Middleton-on-the Wolds Humberside
320 A Richmond Yorks?
320 B Richmond Yorks?
155 Cambs?
25058 Middleton, Beverley, Humberside - gravel p
186 D High Wycombe Bucks
343 No Provenance - Welsh Borders
25134 ?Wilburton Cambs
950 Bangor Wales
768 a Weeting Norfolk
120 Cupola Farm Undley Suffolk
4291 West Row Mildenhall Suffolk
2 River Wissey Stoke Ferry Norfolk
493 River Wissey Stoke Ferry Norfolk
746 Queen's Ground, Methwold Common Fen Norfol4300 Warboys Fen Carobs
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Comple Weight LengthExam Type Type Dee- ness gms mmNo orat
ioncam 1 East Anglia le Ih 2 161.0 169.0cam 2 East Anglia le Ih 2 116.0 159.0cam 3 East Anglia fl fl 4 59.0 121.0cam 4 East Anglia bl Igrbl 2 179.0 222.0cam 5 East Anglia bl tgrsbl 4 85.0 138.0cam 6 East Anglia fIe flh 6 94.0 130.0cam 7 East Anglia I 1 1 38.0 88.0cam 8 East Anglia bl Ibl 2 180.0 241.0cam 10 East Anglia bl tgrbl 9 267.0 293.0cam 12 East Anglia bl tgrsbl 1 206.0 292.0cam 13 East Anglia 1 1 7 154.0 149.0cam 17 East Anglia lc Ih 4 284.0 291.0cam 18 East Anglia bl tgrsbl 3 307.0 419.0cam 21 East Anglia bl tgrsbl 1 316.0 394.0cam 22 East Anglia le lh 6 57.0 113.0cam 23 East Anglia bl flbl 6 78.0 173.0cam 24 East Anglia bl tgrbl 7 68.0 147.0cam 25 East Anglia 0 01 1 107.0 129.0cam 26 East Anglia lc lh 5 68.0 150.0cam 27 East Anglia ld ld 2 120.0 116.0cam 30 East Anglia bl Igrbl 7 15.0 169.0cam 31 East Anglia fIe flh 1 NA 155.0cam 33 East Anglia bl tgrsbl 2 135.0 188.0cam 34 East Anglia bl tgrbl 3 120.0 174.0cam 35 East Anglia 0 0 1 76.0 138.0cam 36 East Anglia 1 1 5 120.0 130.0cam 37 East Anglia 0 01 4 65.0 110.0cam 38 East Anglia bl flbl 3 142.0 229.0cam 39 East Anglia 1 1 6 124.0 168.0cam 40 East Anglia Id Id 1 46.0 98.0cam 41 East Anglia lc Ih 7 67.0 98.0cam 46 South East 1 1 2 100.0 149.0cam 47 East Anglia Id Id 2 25.0 68.0earn 48 West le 1st 9 280.0 270.0cam 50 East Anglia le Ihst 6 161.0 166.0earn 51 Scotland 0 0 2 190.0 202.0earn 52 Scotland 0 01 2 99.0 164.0cam 53 East Anglia 1 1 6 17.0 75.0cam 54 East Anglia 1 1 4 176.0 178.0cam 56 South East 1 1 6 37.0 82.0cam 57 West le Ihsts 6 225.0 214.0cam 59 East Anglia 1 1 3 105.0 141.0cam 64 West le 19r1op 2 230.0 206.0cam 65 East Anglia 0 0 2 85.0 149.0cam 66 East Anglia le Ists 2 303.0 262.0cam 68 East Anglia 0 0 6 39.0 80.0cam 69 East Anglia le Ih 2 73.0 143.0cam 70 East Anglia le Ihst 1 165.0 198.0cam 71 East Anglia bl Igrbl 2 302.0 285.0cam 72 East Anglia bl tgrsbl 2 327.0 315.0
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Appendix 4 : Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo nun nun Length Blade End Blade mm
mm mm rmn nuncam 1 135.0 NA 138.0 49.9 30.8 25.1 1.5cam 2 135.0 NA 125.0 37.5 26.0 20.5 2.3cam 3 110.0 NA 46.0 37.0 14.9 NA NAcam 4 138.0 NA 130.0 43.7 23.0 16.4 NAcam 5 110.0 NA 74.0 NA NA 18.4 NAcam 6 NA NA NA 36.5 26.3 20.3 NAcam 7 64.0 NA 75.0 23.8 NA NA NAcam 8 165.0 NA NA 39.0 23.0 18.0 NAcam 10 198.0 NA 225.0 42.6 24.0 18.8 1.6cam 12 215.0 0.0 170.0 41.2 24.6 17.4 2.0cam 13 NA 35.6 NA NA 27.4 24.5 2.4cam 17 222.0 NA 232.0 48.8 24.0 21.7 NAcam 18 353.0 NA 175.0 NA 26.0 21.2 2.0cam 21 270.0 NA 305.0 47.0 24.0 19.5 1.5cam 22 NA NA NA 26.5 NA NA NAcam 23 131.0 NA NA NA 17.0 12.8 0.7cam 24 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAcam 25 87.0 NA 105.0 29.0 25.5 18.5 2.2cam 26 NA NA NA NA NA 18.0 1.3cam 27 87.0 NA 72.0 NA NA NA NAcam 30 NA NA NA NA 24.0 19.8 2.0cam 31 119.0 NA 106.0 NA 29.4 24.0 1.8cam 33 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAcam 34 120.0 NA NA NA 22.0 17.3 1.8cam 35 99.0 NA 116.0 31.3 23.0 19.8 1.3cam 36 114.0 NA 96.0 NA NA 20.0 2.8cam 37 84.0 NA NA 40.5 NA 17.0 NAcam 38 158.0 NA 147.0 NA 21.4 15.6 0.9cam 39 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAcam 40 71.0 NA 68.0 31.2 23.3 18.8 1.0cam 41 NA NA NA NA NA 20.6 1.2cam 46 107.0 NA 70.0 NA 25.0 19.6 1.5cam 47 47.0 NA 58.0 19.6 17.5 14.0 1.3cam 48 199.0 NA 160.0 NA 18.0 14.8 2.1cam 50 118.0 NA 132.0 47.8 27.5 24.6 1.5cam 51 122.0 NA NA 44.5 27.0 19.4 2.0cam 52 100.0 NA NA NA 21.8 16.6 1.9cam 53 58.5 NA 27.0 NA NA 10.2 1.5cam 54 154.0 NA NA 45.0 NA 22.3 1.5cam 56 NA NA NA 33.5 NA NA NAcam 57 NA 54.0 NA 57.5 NA NA NAcam 59 110.0 NA 111.0 42.5 NA 22.5 1.1cam 64 127.0 NA 140.0 44.4 26.5 21.0 1.3cam 65 89.0 NA 117.0 37.2 23.0 17.2 1.8cam 66 229.0 NA NA 57.5 22.4 18.8 1.8cam 68 NA NA NA 29.0 NA NA NAcam 69 93.0 NA 107.0 21.6 26.8 17.0 2.0cam 70 159.0 NA 160.0 NA 27.9 22.1 1.9cam 71 215.0 NA 170.0 49.0 23.0 18.7 1.3cam 72 235.0 NA 250.0 50.4 24.1 19.1 2.7
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
cam 1 3 undamaged flat rcam 2 2 undamaged angledrcam 3 4 undamaged damaged angledrcam 4 NA undamaged undamaged angledcam 5 3 undamaged damaged roundcam 6 3 missing undamaged roundcam 7 1 undamaged undamaged roundcam 8 3 damaged undamaged angledcam 10 2 undamaged damaged roundcam 12 4 undamaged undamaged angledcam 13 3 missing damaged roundcam 17 2 damaged damaged roundcam 18 3 undamaged damaged roundcam 21 2 undamaged undamaged angledcam 22 2 undamaged missing angledcam 23 4 missing undamaged angledcam 24 3 damaged missing roundcam 25 3 undamaged undamaged roundcam 26 4 undamaged missing angledcam 27 1 undamaged undamaged roundcam 30 3 missing damaged angledcam 31 1 undamaged undamaged flat rcam 33 4 undamaged roundcam 34 4 damaged angledrcam 35 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 36 NA undamaged angledrcam 37 2 undamaged damaged roundcam 38 NA damaged undamaged angledcam 39 NA missing misSing roundcam 40 NA undamaged undamaged roundcam 41 3 missing damaged roundcam 46 2 undamaged damaged roundcam 47 1 undamaged undamaged roundcam 48 3 undamaged damaged angledcam 50 4 undamaged damaged angledcam 51 1 undamaged roundcam 52 2 damaged roundcam 53 2 damaged damaged roundcam 54 2 undamaged damaged roundcam 56 2 undamaged missing roundcam 57 4 misSing undamaged angledcam 59 4 damaged damaged roundcam 64 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 65 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 66 3 damaged undamaged roundcam 68 3 undamaged misSing roundcam 69 2 undamaged damaged roundcam 70 3 undamaged undamaged roundcam 71 2 undamaged damaged angledcam 72 4 undamaged undamaged round
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Registration Deposition LocationExam
No
cam 96 1919 6 43 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 97 1919 6 42 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 98 1919 6 41 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 99 1919 6 40 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 100 1919 6 55 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 101 1919 6 56 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 102 1919 6 57 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 103 1919 6 58 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 104 1919 6 59 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 105 1919 6 60 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 106 1919 6 61 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 107 1919 6 62 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 108 1919 6 63 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 109 1919 6 64 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 110 1919 6 65 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 111 1919 6 1 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 112 1919 6 2 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 113 1919 6 3 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 114 1919 6 4 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 115 1919 6 5 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 116 1919 6 6 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 117 1919 6 8 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 118 1919 6 9 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 119 1919 6 10 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 120 1919 6 11 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 121 1919 6 13 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 122 1919 6 14 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 123 1919 6 33 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 124 1919 6 34 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 125 1919 6 35 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 126 1919 6 36 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 127 1919 6 37 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 128 1919 6 38 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 129 1919 6 39 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 130 1919 6 12 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 131 1919 6 21 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 132 1919 6 23 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 133 1919 6 24 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 134 1919 6 25 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 135 1919 6 26 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 136 1919 6 27 Wilburton, Carobs, on clay below peatcam 137 1919 6 28 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 138 1919 6 29 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 139 1919 6 30 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 140 1919 6 31 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 141 1919 6 32 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 142 1919 6 66 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 143 1919 6 67 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 144 1919 6 68 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peatcam 145 1919 6 69 Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Comple Weight LengthExam Type Type Dee- ness gms mmNo orat
ioncam 96 East Anglia le lh 2 98.0 150.0cam 97 East Anglia I I 2 92.0 147.0cam 98 East Anglia le lh 3 72.0 146.0cam 99 East Anglia lc lh 2 109.0 146.0cam 100 East Anglia lc Ih 2 172.0 220.0cam 101 East Anglia lc lh 4 185.0 262.0cam 102 East Anglia le lh 3 201.0 245.0cam 103 East Anglia le lhs 6 219.0 214.0cam 104 East Anglia le lhf 6 133.0 168.0cam 105 East Anglia le If 7 140.0 186.0cam 106 East Anglia le If 7 202.0 201.0cam 107 East Anglia le lhfs 6 258.0 283.0cam 108 East Anglia lc Ihst 7 125.0 139.0cam 109 East Anglia le Ih2st 3 321.0 337.0cam 110 East Anglia Id Id 3 48.0 96.0cam 111 East Anglia I I 6 176.0 165.0cam 112 East Anglia le lh 5 131.0 222.0cam 113 East Anglia 1 I 6 120.0 176.0cam 114 East Anglia le lh 5 101.0 156.0cam 115 East Anglia 1 1 5 137.0 154.0cam 116 East Anglia 1 I 4 86.0 152.0cam 117 East Anglia 1 I 3 89.0 141.0cam 118 East Anglia I I 5 76.0 125.0cam 119 East Anglia le lhst 6 89.0 98.0cam 120 East Anglia Id Id 3 68.0 98.0cam 121 East Anglia le 1st 7 99.0 168.0cam 122 East Anglia le Ih2st 7 179.0 185.0cam 123 East Anglia I I 3 96.0 128.0cam 124 East Anglia le lh 2 120.0 131.0cam 125 East Anglia le lh 2 100.0 133.0cam 126 East Anglia le lh 3 126.0 136.0cam 127 East Anglia le lh 2 91.0 141.0cam 128 East Anglia le lh 2 100.0 136.0cam 129 East Anglia lc lh 2 97.0 133.0cam 130 East Anglia I I 3 47.0 89.0cam 131 East Anglia 1 1 2 51.0 96.0cam 132 East Anglia I 1 2 67.0 98.0cam 133 East Anglia I I 2 54.0 103.0cam 134 East Anglia I I 2 63.0 110.0cam 135 East Anglia I I 2 58.0 112.0cam 136 East Anglia 1 1 2 77.0 117.0cam 137 East Anglia 1 1 2 86.0 115.0cam 138 East Anglia 1 1 2 86.0 119.0cam 139 East Anglia I 1 2 80.0 119.0cam 140 East Anglia I I 2 68.0 121.0cam 141 East Anglia le lh 2 105.0 128.0cam 142 East Anglia le lhst 2 127.0 161.0cam 143 East Anglia le lhst 2 87.0 161.0cam 144 East Anglia le lh 4 105.0 162.0cam 145 East Anglia le lhst 4 169.0 240.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo mm mm Length Blade End Blade mm
mm mm nun nuncam 96 113.0 NA 106.0 37.4 26.3 20.0 1.9cam 97 110.0 NA 105.0 NA 27.2 21.4 1.9cam 98 109.0 NA 99.0 31.0 24.1 18.7 1.7cam 99 121.0 NA 96.0 35.3 27.0 22.8 2.5cam 100 187.0 NA 154.0 39.0 25.9 21.6 1.6cam 101 245.0 NA NA NA NA 20.5 1.6cam 102 207.0 NA 183.0 44.0 25.3 21.3 1.6cam 103 NA NA NA NA 26.8 23.6 1.8cam 104 NA NA NA NA 27.0 21.6 1.5cam 105 NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.0cam 106 NA NA NA 52.7 NA 25.0 2.0cam 107 NA NA 155.0 52.5 NA NA 2.0cam 108 NA NA NA 41.0 27.6 21.5 1.6cam 109 303.0 NA 244.0 51.2 26.0 22.6 1.7cam 110 66.0 NA 66.0 31.7 28.0 21.2 2.1cam 111 NA NA NA 46.3 25.3 21.8 1.4cam 112 202.0 NA NA NA NA 21.2 1.4cam 113 NA NA NA NA NA 21.2 1.8cam 114 146.0 NA 105.0 36.9 NA 19.8 1.5cam 115 131.0 NA NA 44.9 NA 24.0 1.5cam 116 111.0 NA 112.0 NA 23.0 18.4 1.8cam 117 109.0 NA 78.0 NA 25.2 18.1 2.8cam 118 110.0 NA NA 40.8 NA 23.0 1.2cam 119 NA NA NA NA 27.4 21.9 3.0cam 120 75.0 NA 71.0 NA 25.0 NA 1.8cam 121 155.0 NA NA 38.3 NA NA NAcam 122 NA NA NA NA 27.9 22.9 2.2cam 123 87.0 NA 92.0 39.0 25.2 20.0 1.7cam 124 99.0 NA 95.0 31.7 26.4 20.8 2.2cam 125 100.0 NA 93.0 37.6 26.3 21.0 2.0cam 126 108.0 NA 96.0 41.2 25.8 22.0 2.2cam 127 104.0 NA 107.0 37.4 30.4 23.6 1.9cam 128 107.0 NA 102.0 34.7 23.9 19.3 2.0cam 129 96.0 NA 96.0 38.4 27.8 21.1 1.9cam 130 58.0 NA 60.0 NA 24.7 16.7 1.5cam 131 68.0 NA 75.0 29.0 22.8 18.1 1.9cam 132 72.0 NA 72.0 29.6 27.0 21.0 1.8cam 133 85.0 NA 75.0 30.4 20.6 18.8 2.0cam 134 83.0 NA 76.0 29.2 25.2 19.8 1.5cam 135 89.0 NA 93.0 36.2 25.0 21.7 1.0cam 136 79.0 NA 88.0 28.8 22.1 16.5 2.1cam 137 85.0 NA 77.0 33.5 23.6 19.8 1.7cam 138 85.0 NA 85.0 38.5 27.6 21.3 1.7cam 139 85.0 NA 83.0 34.6 26.3 20.0 2.0cam 140 84.0 NA 79.0 32.0 24.5 18.6 1.3cam 141 93.0 NA 105.0 40.0 27.6 22.4 2.0cam 142 117.0 NA 94.0 38.7 26.1 20.3 1.7cam 143 122.0 NA 124.0 34.6 25.2 19.8 1.5cam 144 115.0 NA 116.0 27.7 NA 19.3 1.7cam 145 NA NA 180.0 41.7 NA 21.5 2.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
cam 96 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 97 3 undamaged damaged roundcam 98 4 undamaged damaged roundcam 99 1 undamaged undamaged roundcam 100 3 undamaged undamaged roundcam 101 3 undamaged damaged roundcam 102 2 undamaged damaged roundcam 103 4 missing undamaged roundcam 104 2 missing damaged angledrcam 105 4 missing damaged roundcam 106 3 missing damaged roundcam 107 3 missing damaged roundcam 108 3 missing damaged roundcam 109 2 damaged damaged roundcam 110 4 undamaged damaged roundcam 111 2 missing damaged roundcam 112 4 damaged damaged roundcam 113 4 missing damaged roundcam 114 3 damaged missing roundcam 115 NA damaged missing roundcam 116 4 damaged roundcam 117 4 damaged undamaged roundcam 118 4 undamaged missing roundcam 119 4 missing undamaged roundcam 120 4 undamaged undamaged roundcam 121 4 damaged missing roundcam 122 4 missing undamaged roundcam 123 2 undamaged damaged roundcam 124 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 125 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 126 2 damaged undamaged roundcam 127 3 undamaged damaged roundcam 128 4 damaged damaged roundcam 129 4 damaged damaged roundcam 130 3 undamaged roundcam 131 4 damaged undamaged roundcam 132 3 damaged damaged roundcam 133 4 undamaged damaged roundcam 134 :2 undamaged damaged roundcam 135 2 undamaged damaged roundearn 136 1 damaged undamaged roundearn 137 3 damaged damaged roundearn 138 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 139 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 140 4 damaged undamaged roundearn 141 3 damaged undamaged roundcam 142 3 undamaged flat aearn 143 4 undamaged undamaged flat acam 144 4 undamaged damaged flat acam 145 3 damaged damaged flat a
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Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
Wilburton, Cambs, on clay below peat
A River Wissey Stoke Ferry Norfolk
Burwell Fen Cambs
Green End Road Chesterton Cambs
Green End Road Chesterton Cambs
Green End Road Chesterton Cambs
V Milton Road Chesterton
Reach Fen/Burwell Fen Carobs









Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Gattercauld Quarry nr Ceres, Fife
Eildon Hills, Roxboroughshire
Black Midden, Rhynie, Aberdeenshire
Callander, Perthshire









Boreland, nr Blackford, PerthshireScotland? No prov







Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Comple Weight LengthExam Type Type Dec- ness gms mmNo orat
ioncam 146 East Anglia lc lhst 3 282.0 310.0cam 147 East Anglia lc lhst 9 225.0 257.0cam 148 East Anglia 1 I sdec 2 154.0 232.0cam 149 East Anglia lc Ih2rops 2 266.0 246.0cam 150 East Anglia lc Ihstlop sdec 6 190.0 180.0cam 151 East Anglia flc flhstlop 5 213.0 245.0cam 152 East Anglia flc flstlop 1 227.0 271.0cam 153 East Anglia flc flstlops 2 307.0 320.0cam 155 East Anglia lc Ifst dec 1 343.0 362.0cam 156 East Anglia 0 odec sdec 2 109.0 160.0cam 158 East Anglia flc flh 2 82.0 140.0cam 159 East Anglia 1 1 2 69.0 110.0cam 160 East Anglia brb brbh 7 NA 81.7cam 163 East Anglia 0 0 1 67.0 108.0cam 164 East Anglia lc Ihst 1 NA 259.0cam 165 East Anglia lc Ihst 6 242.0 252.0cam 166 East Anglia I 1 3 150.0 175.0cam 167 East Anglia lc 19r 6 139.0 170.0ff 1 East Anglia 0 01 2 92.0 134.0ff 2 East Anglia 1 1 2 97.0 157.0ff 4 East Anglia 1 1 2 135.0 188.0ff 5 East Anglia 1 1 2 132.0 189.0hm 1 Scotland 1 1 2 162.0 194.0hm 2 Scotland 0 0 2 274.0 222.0nms 1 Scotland 1 1 7 152.6 182.0nms 2 Scotland 1 1 7 132.9 188.0nms 7 Scotland flc flgrr dec 2 540.9 377.0nms 8 Scotland bl Ibl 3 98.7 170.0nms 10 Scotland 1 1 2 90.4 152.0nms 17 Scotland 0 01 2 48.9 109.0nms 18 Scotland 1 1 7 66.0 105.0nms 24 Scotland 1 1 5 505.8 320.0nms 25 Scotland 0 0 2 89.0 145.0nrnS 27 Scotland 1 1 5 28.1 72.0nrnS 28 Scotland lc Is 3 52.8 119.0nms 29 Scotland bl Igrbl sdec 6 478.3 453.0nms 30 Scotland fl fl 2 58.6 140.0nms 31 Scotland 1 I 9 189.0 200.0nms 33 Scotland lc lh 6 20.1 58.0nms 35 Scotland bl tsbl 2 77.4 161.0nms 36 Scotland 1 1 2 128.6 197.0nms 40 Scotland bl tbl 2 49.5 101.0nms 45 Scotland fIe flh 2 48.0 135.0nms 46 Scotland lc 19r 7 43.8 73.0nms so Scotland 1 1 7 45.8 106.0nrnS 54 Scotland fl fl 4 127.4 175.0nms 57 Scotland I 1 6 85.1 128.0nms 58 Scotland 1 1 5 91.3 110.0nms 59 Scotland bl Ibl 1 119.8 208.0nms 63 Scotland I 1 2 83.4 153.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo mm mm Length Blade End Blade mm
mm mm mm mmcam 146 266.0 NA 246.0 NA 27.2 24.8 1.5cam 147 201.0 NA 205.0 44.5 25.4 21.3 1.8cam 148 196.0 NA 195.0 NA 25.5 22.7 2.1cam 149 207.0 NA 182.0 NA 28.9 24.6 2.1cam 150 NA NA NA NA 25.8 24.3 1.8cam 151 237.0 NA 145.0 56.0 NA 25.0 1.3cam 152 234.0 NA 197.0 NA 27.7 22.5 1.2cam 153 278.0 NA 250.0 66.6 24.2 22.1 1.3cam 155 318.0 NA 296.0 56.2 26.1 23.5 1.4cam 156 106.0 NA 134.0 33.0 23.8 17.2 1.8cam 158 118.0 NA 114.0 38.0 27.3 24.9 1.7cam 159 70.7 NA 93.0 NA 22.5 16.3 2.1cam 160 NA 40.0 NA NA 22.0 21.3 1.8cam 163 58.0 NA 83.0 33.7 23.8 15.5 1.9cam 164 197.0 NA 228.0 45.0 27.5 20.3 1.5cam 165 NA NA 165.0 43.3 27.9 20.7 2.4cam 166 128.0 NA NA NA 28.0 24.2 2.2cam 167 168.0 NA NA NA NA NA NAff 1 79.0 NA 115.0 37.0 22.8 15.3 2.7ff 2 105.0 NA NA 38.0 27.0 NA 2.2ff 4 139.0 NA NA 44.5 24.1 17.7 1.3ff 5 156.0 NA NA NA 26.2 22.1 2.3hm 1 139.0 NA 86.0 42.0 23.9 19.1 1.8hm 2 134.0 NA 88.0 48.2 27.0 17.8 2.9nms 1 NA 71.0 NA 52.6 27.8 23.3 1.3nms 2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 7 314.0 NA 260.0 70.0 27.2 NA 1.8nms 8 115.0 NA 104.0 NA 19.0 14.5 0.8nms 10 124.0 NA 126.0 34.4 NA 19.4 0.9nms 17 70.0 NA 92.0 28.5 21.3 16.6 1.3nms 18 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 24 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 25 104.0 NA 111.0 40.0 24.2 21.6 1.5nms 27 69.0 NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 28 67.0 NA NA NA 21.2 13.0 1.5nms 29 373.0 NA NA 57.8 24.5 20.9 1.3nms 30 96.0 NA 115.0 NA 20.2 15.0 1.4nms 31 119.0 NA NA 40.0 23.8 19.4 1.3nms 33 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 35 110.0 NA 113.0 27.2 20.0 15.9 1.0nms 36 134.0 NA 150.0 39.0 27.5 20.S 1.4nms 40 61.0 NA NA 24.0 21.0 12.5 2.5nms 4S 94.0 NA 48.0 24.8 16.0 10.1 0.8nms 46 NA NA NA 29.7 NA NA NAnms 50 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 54 158.0 NA 134.0 43.2 NA 22.2 2.0nms 57 NA NA NA 35.4 NA 19.6 1.Snms 58 NA NA NA 47.8 NA NA NAnms 59 147.0 NA 145.0 37.3 20.3 15.5 0.6nms 63 110.0 NA 109.0 33.0 25.5 20.0 1.8
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
cam 146 4 damaged damaged flat rcam 147 2 undamaged damaged flat acam 148 2 undamaged angledcam 149 2 undamaged undamaged flat acam 150 3 missing damaged flat rcam 151 2 damaged missing flat acam 152 2 undamaged undamaged angled+cam 153 3 undamaged damaged flat rcam 155 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 156 2 undamaged damaged roundcam 158 4 undamaged undamaged roundcam 159 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 160 3 missing undamaged flat rcam 163 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 164 2 undamaged undamaged roundcam 165 4 misSing undamaged roundcam 166 2 undamaged angledrcam 167 3 missing angledr
£f 1 2 undamaged undamaged roundff 2 3 undamaged undamaged round
£f 4 2 undamaged undamaged roundff 5 3 damaged damaged roundhm 1 2 damaged angledhm 2 2 undamaged roundnms 1 NA missing undamaged roundnms 2 NA missing roundnms 7 2 undamaged undamaged anglednms 8 3 undamaged damaged anglednms 10 4 undamaged damaged roundnms 17 2 undamaged undamaged roundnms 18 4 missing roundnms 24 NA undamaged missing roundnms 25 2 damaged undamaged anglednms 27 3 undamaged misSing angledrnms 28 3 undamaged damaged roundnms 29 3 missing undamaged anglednms 30 2 undamaged undamaged roundnms 31 2 damaged damaged roundnms 33 3 undamaged missing roundnms 35 3 undamaged damaged roundnms 36 3 undamaged roundnms 40 3 undamaged undamaged roundnms 45 2 undamaged damaged flat anms 46 2 misSing misSing roundnms 50 3 undamaged misSing roundnms 54 2 undamaged damaged roundnms 57 2 missing damaged roundnms 58 2 damaged miSSing roundnms 59 2 undamaged undamaged anglednms 63 3 undamaged undamaged round
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Linton, Roxburghshire -'from moss'
Scotland? No Prov



























Highfield, Dingwall, Ross & Cromarty - cai
Highfield, Dingwall, Ross & Cromarty - cai
Auchtertyre, Morayshire
Auchtertyre, Morayshire
Torran Ford, Loch Awe, Argyllshire
Adabrock, Lewis, Ross & cromarty
Nr Cullerne House, Findhorn, Morayshire
Nr Cullerne House, Findhorn, Morayshire
Loch trool, Minnigaff, Kirkcudbrightshire
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian (?)
Point of Sleat, Skye, Invernessshire
Point of Sleat, Skye, InvernessshireMurrayfield, Midlothian
Murrayfield, Midlothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Dudd~ngston Loch, Mid Lothian
Dudd1ngston Loch, Mid Lothian
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Comple Weight LengthExam Type Type Dec- ness gms mmNo orat
ion
nms 64 Scotland bl lbl 9 98.4 208.0nms 65 Scotland I I 6 101.9 138.0nms 66 Scotland I I 2 128.3 176.0nms 67 Scotland I I 6 218.0 212.0nms 70 Scotland lc If 2 177.5 210.0nms 73 Scotland bl 19rbl 2 340.0 386.0nms 74 Scotland to to 3 768.8 563.0nms 78 Scotland flc fllop10r 9 621.7 442.0nms 79 Scotland lc 19r 9 395.3 430.0nms 80 Scotland bl tgrbl 9 297.5 411.0nms 81 Scotland bl lfgrbl 2 456.3 393.0nms 82 Scotland lc lh 2 352.2 330.0nms 88 Scotland bl tgrrsbl 2 359.1 401.0nms 89 Scotland bl flgrbl 2 616.4 375.0nms 90 Scotland bl flgrrsbl 6 404.0 290.0nms 91 Scotland I I 6 NA 260.0nms 93 Scotland flc fl2rlop 2 369.1 264.0nms 94 Scotland bl tgrsbl 2 195.3 241.0nms 95 Scotland lc lhst 1 309.0 237.0nms 96 Scotland lc lh 7 21.5 101.0nms 97 Scotland I I 6 74.3 119.0nms 100 Scotland bl tbl 1 96.2 155.0nms 103 Scotland I I 5 94.7 134.0nms 104 Scotland flc flflop 7 79.1 144.0nms 105 Scotland flc flflop 9 510.2 438.0nms 107 Scotland 0 olf 4 145.1 189.0nms 109 Scotland I I 3 102.0 137.0nms 110 Scotland lc lh 2 266.8 273.0nms 111 Scotland lc lh 6 201.8 216.0nms 112 Scotland lc If 2 261.4 227.0nms 113 Scotland I I sdec 2 107.6 166.0nms 114 Scotland flc flflop 5 139.7 190.0nms 115 Scotland I I 4 51.4 111.5nms 116 Scotland lc If 9 289.4 295.0nms 117 Scotland 1 1 9 141.1 209.0oms 118 Scotland I 1 3 239.2 262.0oms 121 Scotland 0 0 2 72.7 116.3oms 122 Scotland lc lh 9 112.8 197.0oms 123 Scotland I I 3 67.8 130.5oms 124 Scotland bl 19rbl sdec 3 161.5 248.0oms 126 Scotland lc lh 7 95.1 94.0oms 127 Scotland 0 olst 2 186.0 199.0nms 128 Scotland lc lh 2 124.9 197.0nms 129 Scotland lc lh 2 284.4 281.0oms 130 Scotland I I 2 250.2 271.0nms 139 Scotland 1 1 7 178.7 112.4oms 140 Scotland 1 1 7 122.4 106.7oms 141 Scotland 1 I 7 118.6 128.0nms 142 Scotland 1 1 9 255.5 275.0nms 143 Scotland lc lh 8 66.2 123.0
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Appendix 4 : Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket Socket
Exam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at Wall
No mm nun Length Blade End Blade mm
mm mm mm nunnmS 64 167.0 NA NA 31.0 21.0 13.5 0.8nms 65 90.0 NA NA 31.0 24.0 18.0 1.8nmS 66 148.0 NA NA 41.0 22.0 19.0 1.3nmS 67 NA NA NA 46.0 NA 23.0 1.5nmS 70 113.0 NA NA 35.5 26.5 19.8 1.5nms 73 280.0 NA 295.0 45.0 25.4 20.7 1.8nmS 74 NA NA 200.0 77.0 22.6 17.1 1.4nms 78 412.0 NA NA 82.0 30.2 29.4 1.8nms 79 364.0 NA NA NA 23.9 19.9 2.2nmS 80 291.0 NA NA NA 25.0 19.8 0.8nmS 81 345.0 NA 330.0 64.0 27.0 24.8 1.3nmS 82 254.0 NA 265.0 53.2 29.1 22.3 1.6nmS 88 293.0 NA 121.0 NA 25.0 18.8 1.5nmS 89 317.0 NA 185.0 64.2 25.0 22.6 1.4nmS 90 NA NA NA 67.0 27.0 23.0 2.5nms 91 NA NA NA 59.8 29.3 25.5 2.6nms 93 195.0 NA 170.0 NA 28.7 24.0 1.7nms 94 182.0 NA NA 49.0 26.0 22.4 1.7nms 95 175.0 NA 196.0 50.3 30.7 22.3 1.9nms 96 NA NA NA 22.4 NA NA NAnms 97 119.0 NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 100 108.0 NA NA 27.0 20.6 16.0 1.0nms 103 120.0 NA NA 39.4 NA 20.0 1.5nms 104 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 105 340.0 NA 355.0 74.0 30.3 25.0 1.5nms 107 148.0 NA 155.0 NA NA 17.8 NAnms 109 94.0 NA NA 31.0 24.3 18.5 1.6nms 110 199.0 NA 255.0 48.0 27.5 22.5 2.0nms 111 NA 75.0 NA NA 28.5 22.5 1.6nms 112 182.0 NA 202.0 48.0 27.7 23.3 2.1nms 113 111.0 NA 137.0 NA 23.5 19.5 1.4nms 114 175.0 NA NA NA NA 19.5 1.5nms 115 71.0 NA 100.0 NA NA 15.5 1.3nms 116 235.0 NA NA NA 29.4 24.3 2.3nms 117 NA NA NA NA 28.4 NA 1.5oms 118 171.0 NA 198.0 52.6 NA 22.5 1.8oms 121 76.0 NA 96.0 30.0 19.1 15.1 1.6oms 122 185.0 NA 185.0 NA NA 18.8 1.2oms 123 81.0 NA 117.0 NA NA 16.6 1.5nms 124 178.0 NA 205.0 NA 23.0 17.7 1.5nms 126 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 127 119.0 NA 150.0 )S.S NA NA NAoms 128 111.0 NA 180.0 35.8 24.2 18.4 0.9oms 129 198.0 NA 255.0 53.4 28.2 23.0 2.1oms 130 206.0 NA 240.0 NA 26.4 21.4 1.7nms 139 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnmS 140 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnmS 141 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnmS 142 NA NA NA NA 29.8 NA 2.1nmS 143 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
nms 64 2 undamaged damaged anglednms 65 2 missing undamaged round
nms 66 2 undamaged damaged round
nms 67 2 missing damaged round
nms 70 3 damaged undamaged angledrnms 73 3 undamaged undamaged roundnms 74 NA damaged undamaged roundnms 78 3 damaged undamaged anglednms 79 2 damaged undamaged flat anms 80 4 undamaged damaged angledrnms 81 4 undamaged damaged roundnms 82 3 undamaged damaged round
nms 88 3 undamaged damaged angled
nms 89 3 damaged angledrnms 90 NA missing damaged anglednms 91 2 missing damaged roundnms 93 3 undamaged undamaged roundnms 94 3 undamaged damaged anglednms 95 2 undamaged undamaged roundnms 96 4 misSing missing roundnms 97 4 damaged missing round
nms 100 2 undamaged undamaged round
nms 103 4 undamaged missing roundnms 104 3 damaged missing roundnms 105 3 undamaged damaged anglednms 107 2 undamaged damaged roundnms 109 2 damaged undamaged roundoms 110 4 undamaged undamaged roundnms 111 4 missing damaged roundnms 112 2 undamaged undamaged angledrnms 113 4 undamaged undamaged roundnms 114 NA damaged misSing roundnms 115 3 damaged damaged round
nms 116 4 damaged undamaged round+
nms 117 4 damaged damaged roundoms 118 2 undamaged damaged roundnms 121 2 undamaged roundoms 122 4 damaged roundnms 123 4 undamaged damaged roundoms 124 2 damaged round+nms 126 4 misSing roundnms 127 3 undamaged undamaged roundnms 128 4 undamaged undamaged roundoms 129 2 undamaged undamaged roundnms 130 2 undamaged undamaged roundnms 139 NA missing misSing roundI1ms 140 NA missing damaged roundnms 141 NA misSing damaged roundnms 142 NA misSing damaged roundnms 143 3 misSing damaged round
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nms 144 DQ 35
nms 145 DQ 36
nms 146 DQ 37
nms 148 DQ 39
nms 149 DQ 40
nms 150 DQ 41
nms 151 DQ 42
nms 154 DG 113
nms 160 St Andrews 38
nms 161 St Andrews 35
oms 162 St Andrews 40
nms 163 St Andrews 36
nms 164 St Andrews 34
nms 165 St Andrews 37
oms 166 St Andrews 32
nms 167 St Andrews 33
oms 168 St Andrews 39
Deposition Location
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian
Duddingston Loch, Mid Lothian











Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Region General Detailed Comple Weight LengthExam Type Type Dec- ness gms mmNo orat
ion
nms 144 Scotland 1 1 8 50.1 94.7nms 145 Scotland lc lhf 7 120.2 130.0nms 146 Scotland lc lhf 7 70.6 84.0nms 148 Scotland lc If 7 116.7 86.0nms 149 Scotland flc flhflop 7 59.3 198.0nms 150 Scotland lc lflop 7 201.6 124.0nms 151 Scotland brb brblop 4 135.8 205.0nms 154 Scotland lc 1st 6 359.5 304.0nms 160 Scotland lc lh 2 NA 195.0nms 161 Scotland lc lh 2 NA 252.0nms 162 Scotland 0 0 4 NA 131.0nms 163 Scotland lc lh 2 NA 236.0nms 164 Scotland lc lhfst 2 NA 257.0nms 165 Scotland lc lhst 2 NA 227.0nms 166 Scotland bl 19rstbl 4 NA 385.0nms 167 Scotland lc lhst 2 NA 291.0nms 168 Scotland 0 odec sdec 2 NA 153.0
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Appendix 4: Spearhead Data
Museum Blade Socket Internal Max Socket Socket SocketExam Length Length Socket Width Width at Width at WallNo mm mm Length Blade End Blade mm
mm mm mm mmnms 144 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 145 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 146 NA NA NA NA 28.8 NA 1.6nms 148 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 149 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 150 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 151 NA NA NA NA NA NA NAnms 154 NA NA NA NA NA 25.3 1.1nms 160 155.0 NA NA 57.0 28.8 23.0 3.3nms 161 193.0 NA NA 46.3 29.0 21.3 3.0nms 162 108.0 NA NA 41.0 NA 17.8 1.9nms 163 172.0 NA NA 46.6 29.5 23.3 3.0nms 164 186.0 NA NA 51.2 NA 21.8 1.5nms 165 156.0 NA NA 48.4 28.5 NA 2.3nms 166 342.0 NA NA 63.3 NA 25.9 2.0nms 167 221.0 NA NA 51.4 27.4 21.1 2.4nms 168 93.0 NA NA 37.8 NA 18.1 1.9
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Appendix 4 : Spearhead Data
Museum Casting Tip Socket MidribExam Quality Damage Damage ShapeNo
nms 144 NA missing missing roundnms 145 NA missing missing roundnms 146 3 missing damaged anglednms 148 3 missing missing angled+nms 149 2 missing missingnms 150 4 missing damaged anglednms 151 4 damaged flat rnms 154 3 missing damaged roundnms 160 2 undamaged damaged roundnms 161 2 undamaged damaged roundnms 162 2 damaged roundnms 163 2 damaged roundnms 164 2 undamaged damaged roundnms 165 2 damaged roundnms 166 3 damaged anglednms 167 2 undamaged damaged roundnms 168 NA undamaged undamaged round
